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AUTO TRAGEDY IN CAMDEN

[Editorial]

When the next issue of this paper goes to press millions of voters in
the United States will already have cast their ballots for the respective
candidates for President and Vice President.

While the situation is the

Aurelle Boudreau of Moncton, N. B., Killed When
Car Skids—Woman Badly Injured

“Cannonball'1
Baker,
one of
A list of Maine municipalities which
The 45th annual convention and
voted on three liquor . referendum America's racing immortals along State meeting of the Maine Christian most complicated in the history of a general election in this country, it
questions at the Sept. 14 election with Barney Oldfield, paid Rockland Endeavor Union opened in the First naturally resolves itself inti/ the question of whether the voters desire
Aurelle Boudreau, 40, of 110 avoid it, the Cormier machine over
showed that no city in the state vot
a continuation of the New Deal policies as represented by Roosevelt, Westmoreland street, Moncton, N. turned.
a brief visit Thursday and was greet Baptist Church yesterday afternoon
ed down liquor. The list, prepared
Garner and the Brain Trust, or whether they are willing to replace this B„ was killed last night in Camden
Boudreau is said to have been
by thc election division of the Secre ed by a friendly throng at Fireproof and will continue through Sunday.
combination by Landon, Knox, who have a powerful auxiliary in the when the car in which hc and four asleep when the crash occurred and
Many delegates are present from
tary of State's Department, showed Garage.
other residents of New Brunswick death probably came without his
form of the Jeffersonian Democrats.
that a majority of Maine's towns vot
Baker's visit was in connection with various parts of the State.
crashed into the curbing opposite knowledge of what had happened,
The Courier-Gazette promptly concedes the right of any voter to the Public Library, overturned and His head was terribly crushed and
ed "no" on each of the three ques a test run from Bangor to Brooklyn,
The opening feature was a sons
tions. In some instances, the vote
espouse the cause of any political party; it even recognizes their right to was wrecked.
j he lived only a few minutes after
N. Y. sponsored by the makers of service conducted by Rev. John W.
cast
by
towns
was
tied.
Mrs. Lucien Cormier of Mem- the accident. The body was taken
champion
New Deal policies, but with regard to the latter Rockland,
X
Liberty and equality—lovely
On tlie question relative to munici- Amoco products, and the Graham Hysong of Rockport. The congrega-,
* and sacred words. —Mazzlnl
Knox County and the State of Maine have already spoken in such certain ramcook, N, B. is at the Camden to the Good Funeral Home and
] parities granting licenses for the sale motor car. A 1937 Graham sedan, tion listened with much interest to
Community Hospital, her legs badly j will hr shipped today to Moncton,
| of malt liquors. 268 voted against and fully loaded with passengers was used the Bible exposition given toy Rev. J- terms as to leave no doubt as to its disapproval. To what extent this injured near the hip. The result of j The First Aid Emergency of the
244 for the proposal, with three com by the famous race driver in making Charles MacDonald, the resident pas opposition has swept over the country is ihe key to the question which x-rays has not as yet Been ascer-1 Camden Fire Department found
LOCALLY GROWN ONIONS
munities casting tie votes, including the trip and careful measurements, tor. Rev. F. W. Barton of Howland, can be answered only on next Tuesday. Apparently the discontent is tained. Her husband was slightly here its most important mission
Are Finding a Place In the Portland New Sharon, 154 to 154, Isle au Haut, supervised by Sealer of Weights and
quite general because the New Dealfrs admit that mahy states which cut, but hospital treatment was since it was established last year,
Measures Pifield of Bangor, showed formerly of Tenants Harbor, conduct
11 to 11. and Alton, 29 to 29
Market—White's Suggestions
j It was conveyed quickly to the
went solidly for Roosevelt in 1932 are in doubt. Probably the only man found unnecessary.
The vote on the question of cities the car had used 2.4 gallons of ed the afternoon prayer and praise
Their son, Henry Cormier, and ] scene of the accident, accompanied
in the country who does not accept that premise, publicly, is James A. Volery La Blanc escaped injury.
j by Chief Engineer Allen Payson,
Charles M. White, marketing chief and towns allowing the operation cf Amoco gasoline making the 64 mile service.
The party was enroute from J. F. Thomas, Bert Stevenson,
of the Maine Department of Agricul state liquor stores showed 264 were run. The breaking of the tank seals
Loring Strickland, flrst vice presi Farley the Postmaster General. That genial, but somewhat windy
ture, suggested in the weekly market against and 248 were in favor, with a and the refilling from the fine new dent, presided at the evening session gentleman, claims that Roosevelt will carry more States than he did in Moncton to New Bedford. Passing Joseph Cote and Edward Dodge,
review Thursday that farmers “con tie vote in three towns, Somerville. Fireproof Amoco station were duly when greetings were extended by Mil 1932, and if this were to prove correct we might as well make it unani through Camden at midnight, the and they together with State Palard Hart for the local society, Rev. mous. Nobody would be impolite enough to call James A. Farley a liar; car, which was being driven by trolman George I. Shaw rendered
sider well the Maine crops which can 33 to 33. Blanchard, 26 to 26, and photographed.
The Cannonball himself turned Charles A. Marstaller for the local
Henry Cormier, failed to make the valuable assistance.
be marketed during out-of-seasen Lexington, 19 to 19.
in the parlance of the day he is only kidding, or, as we did in our boy
A total of 321 communities voted out to be a jovial, husky, giant with churches, and Miss Virginia Egan for
County Attorney, J. C. Bur
turn at the Soldiers' Monument
periods in out of State markets."
and skidded 138 feet before striking rows is making an investigation.
“For instance." he said, “consider against and 190 in favor of the ques a booming laugh and a wealth oi the local C. E. Union. The response hood, whistle to keep up our courage.
The voters of 48 States who have undertaken to study the present the curbing. According to the driv
The car is being repaired and the
able quantities of squash are being tion relative to sale of wine and anecdotes of the good old days on was by Mr. Strickland. The features
barreled and shipped by water to spirits to be consumed on the the roaring road. Particularly enjoy of the night session were the an situation will cheerfully admit that they are in a highly perplexed con er, a car without lights shot out uninjured members of the party will
premises. In four other towns the able was his story of making a trans nual message of the State president dition. The> see on the one side a President firmly entrenched in office, from the right and in trying to return today to Moncton.
Southern points."
The review quoted butter slightly vote was tied, including Mount Chase, continental record for Cadillac when Rev. J. H. Skilton of Portland and an the dispenser of unlimited patronage—billions to spread in localities
lower, with fancy beef "quite high" in I 40 to 40, Medford. 41 to 41, Pleasant their minor accidents consisted of 18 address by Rev. Dean Adair of Fal
where they would seem to be of greatest benefit to the unemployed. Some
price. Lamb, and veal showed little ' Ridge, eight to eight, and No. 33 flats eight broken axles, a broken pro- mouth.
pellor
shaft
and
a
few
others.
He
highminded person might undertake to say that this was being done in a
Conference
hour
was
in
progress
change, with poultry meats getting ' Plantation six to six.
still
holds
the
24
hour
distance
mo

when
this
paper
went
to
press.
disinterested, philanthropic and non-partisan spirit, but he would find
cheaper.
tor cycle record made in 1917.
The present officers of the Associ nohodt to believe that the partisan side has not been taken strongly into
Local vegetables were quoted “get- ’
GOOD PAIR TO DRAW TO
R. B Sawyer of the American Oil ation are:
ting scarce, with shipped-in produce I
------consideration, and that such Republicans who have been taken onto the
taking place of nearby supplies." Po- Rockland and Camden are mitten Company and R. A. Green. District
President—Rev. John H. Skilton,
payrolls have not become subj’ects of intensive proselyting. All over the
tatoes were quoted at 90 cents .to »1 in mitten for Wint*r
pr°- manager for Graham were in charge Portland.
ln most markets, but up to $115
development._____________ of the expedition with Thurston Oil First Vice President—Loring Strict country there have been ugly rumors as to the pressure brought to bear
Co., local Amoco distributors and j ian(j Portland.
upon such workers as are suspected of having Republican sympathies or
in Lewiston.
Four residents of Passaic, N. J., ' had the services of William A. Polk
Mont Heald of Camden. Graham
Second Vice President—Miss Mar- who are known to be wavering. What we saw with our own eyes not
The Portland market was described
parked
their car in front of the i as a guide.
agent. co-operating.
garet Webber, Mapleton.
as “receiving considerable quanffties
The appearance of bruin on the
many months ago was a Democratic caucus in Rockland where pub Paramount Restaurant Tuesday noon
Third Vice President — Howard
of well-gradeu, locally-grown onions,’’
scene of action was a distinct surprise
TONIGHT
lie
project
workers
werf
voted
en
bloc,
with
political
bosses,
figuratively
and
in
a
short
time
there
had
collect

"CRICKET" IS COMING Boynton, Gardiner.
bringing from 55 to 80 cents for 50to the hunters. “He was only about
ARMORY BALLROOM
General Secretary—Miss Lena Kerr wielding the whip. That caucus, it may be added was attended by very ed a larger crowd than you would see 10 feet distant when we flrst saw him,''
pound sacks.
BALLOONS
PRIZES
few Democrats who belonged to what we knew as the Democratic party. at a dog fight.
said Mr. Mollena, “and we didn't know
Fascinating Stage Play Will Oakland.
THE FIRST TEN IN COSTUME
. i
i .
o .
Treasurer—Rev. C. D. Nutter,
Twenty-five cent trade-in allow
A review of the three and one-half years in which President Roose
whether to shoot or not. He stood on
FREE
131* It
The
cause
of
this
sudden
congestion
Conclude Lions Series Brunswick.
Dancing 8.30 to 12. Admission 25c
ance on your old radio tube, any
velt has sat in the White House is a review of a political battlefield was the fact that strapped to the his hind feet and looked to be about
Wednesday Night
10 feet tall. Two of us fired and the
make House-Sherman, Inc.—adv.
strewn with broken promises. It is a review of experimentation and front and sides of the car were four
bullets took quick effect."
THE SOUTHERN CRUISE
In these days when good stage
regimentation, not always productive ol ill results, but in the main having deer and a. bear.
Several hundred persons saw this
plays seldom come it is good to know
The deer were all bucks, weighing generous bag of game while the hunt
The contestants in the Southern much content to disgust the voters at large and particularly those who
that one of the objectives of the
take up the tax burden. The radio broadcasts for weeks have been heavy about 175 pounds on the average. The ers were attacking the Paramount
Collins Management Services who are ! Winter Cruise Contest are working
bear was a big fellow, weighing 325 menu.
providing the Rockland Lions' Pesti- like beavers to get on top of the heap with charges and countercharges. The arraignment has not Been wholly
pounds.
Ail the way from Rockland to New
val nights is to supply that need. It Arlene Havener has been displaced the task of an opposition party. It has been preached by men who have
The members of this lucky hunting Jersey the exhibit must have been a
Is their policy to close the Festival as leader by Carrie Breen, with had a long and honoiable career in the Democratic party which was party were Byron Mollena, Samuel
fine advertisement for Maine as a
Head of Talbot Avenue, Rockland
; each year with a good play.
Brower. Melsoir Haeck and Abraham hunting State.
Vivian Mullen and Edna Gregory in known to Thomas Jefferson,
This year's offering is fresh from,
.
.
r» i i_
—
On the previous day a group of
the pen of a young New York play- hot Pursuit. Leon White, Jr. and
Had the New Deal been assailed solely by former Governor Alfred Hoar. All are members of the Con
[wright. Robert Morrill Sand. It Francis Havener have shown sutostan- E. Smith of New York onlookers might have been inclined to view him solidated Sportsmen's Association of New York hunters dined at Newbert's
Supper 35c—5 .30 to 7 P. M. Entertainment 8 P. M.
I deals with the family of Congressman tial increases as well as Charles M wbat tbe ^^^1 world calls a “sorehead,” might even have charged New Jersey and Mr. Mollena is presi Restaurant, just back from New
dent of that organization.
Brunswick where they had shot a
BEANO
I Smith-Winters of the 13th District. Mitchell.
that
jla(j fanen a vjctjm ,o predatory interests; hut standing shoulder
FREE ADMISSION TO BAZAAR AND EXHIBITS
The quartet hunted two weeks In bull moose and four deer, Including
! “Cricket" a Hoosier domestic, arrives
The last two days have seen sev. , ,
.
■
,
,
, ,
,
■
,
130-132
ln the household when conditions are eral new entrants including Ruth Bar- ‘° shoulder w.th him in this fight are hundreds of nationally known the vicinity of Greenfield. Me., and an albino.
turbulent and. because of her na- ter of Tenant's Harbor. Eva Ames of1 Democratic leaders, who cannot endorse New Deal policies, and among
UNCLE SAM'S FAMILY
tural desire to be of service, in ad- ! Rockland, Ellen Anderson of St. them is another Democrat who was a nominee for the Presidency—John
THE FUR WILL FLY
dition to her ability to size up the George and Hanna Russell of Rock0avig And whlje we are on ,he subject of Oemocrats ustcn whil<Lively Open Forum To Be Has Come Now To Number Nearly
situation, she sets the troubled house land.
we quote brjef, from a few of thfm
Some neighborhoods are forming
•
...
...
In order. The characters, in addi
Held At Monday Night’s 130,000,000 Persons, Estimates Say
clubs
and
saving
votes
for
their
faSenator
Byrd
of
\
irginia:
In
my
judgment
the
time
has
come
when
tion to the Congressman and
The population of the United
P T. A. Session
"Cricket," are Mrs. Smith-Winters, vorite contestant. You will find the . temporary and emergency legislation should yield to sound principles.
States July 1 this year was 128.429,will be plenty of fireworks
Senator Bailey of North Carolina: In the degree that the United , There...
the wife of the Congressman, more list of contest stores in the contest
j
. .
,
, i °°°- or Dearly 5,654,000 greater than
at
next
Monday night s meeting of bhe ,930 census the Buregu Qf
Interested ln bridge than national 1 advertisements in this paper.
States of America undertakes to take on private enterprises and to destroy
the
Parent-Teacher
Association
at
<>nsus
politics, a son. Bob, a play-boy, on ! Carrie Breen...........................
1865 their profits, precisely in that degree it destroys the circulation of money,
the
Rockland
High
School
auditorium
July , the populallon h#s lncrgased
whose shoulders responsibilities set ’ Edna Gregory.............................. 1859
lightly, and Preston Forrester, a Arlene Havener.......................... 1857 throws human beings out of work, and hinds itself to the present hopeless when the meeting will be thrown open 908.000, according to the estimate.
Qn the
The rigors of Maine winters demand perfect
banker-politician.
Vivian Mullen............................................... 1835 and despairing scheme of things whereby we try to keep ourselves going for a full and frank discussion of |
the moot question of extra-curricula,
of blrths
d
condition of all parts of your car. Come in for
The actionof the comedymoves Francis Havener. Jr........................ 1366 by repeated borrowings and the issuance of new money, the end of which Qnr
i tri 4
I
°
activities.
rapidly
^through
the
th
reenacts
and
Charles
Mitchell
.........................
1354
can
|
)e
but
()ne
an(
j
tbat
tbe
break-down
of
everything.
preceding
year
and
on
the
immigraa complete winter checkup—Motor, Transmis
Probably no question has plagued
at the final curtain, an old. but ever
Lt°n ".'i n Jr ii...........................
Ex-Senator Reed of Missouri: You cannot create wealth bv passing school authorities more in the past tion figures. By the Census Bureau
sion, Terminals, Brakes, Wiring, Lights, Anti
new. truth has again been demon
calculations there were 899956 more
freeze. Everything your motor requires for
William Cross ............................... 1036 j a statute> bV issuing a decree, or by setting up a thousand boards and decade, and on few questions outside
strated.
births than deaths during the last
The cast was carefully chosen and Ellen Anderson ............................. 1036 > bureaus. If you could, we would all quit work tomorrow, run for Con- of religion and politics is a more wide 12 months. Hie net immigration was
fast starting and dependable performance.
directed and a satisfactory perform Daisy Gray..................................... 1021 gress or the Legislature, pass a few statutes and resolutions, go home and ly divergent quota of opinions held only 8,044. Thus the rate of popula
LAST CALL ON INSPECTION!
by parents and taxpayers. Many tion increase which has been main
ance is assured for the closing of the Ruth Barter................................... 1000 “enjoy the more abundant life.”
view the present trend as conducive
Lions Entertainment Festival.
Your car must be inspected by Nov. 1
.................................. 1000 !
Ek-Gov. Ely of Massachusetts: It (the present relief policy) is an to far better citizenship and culture, tained since 1930 continued almost
constant in the last year.
Some gulls were following a steam Charles McMahonZLLZZL 1000 extraordinary disregard of the rights of the States, calculated to buy the producing a better all around type of
For a few States the returns on
er, and an Irishman, said to his
_____________
election, and a tremendous failure in the revival of industry, or, for that men and women. An equally decided births and deaths are not yet com
companion: “Sure, an' they're a nice
group feel that all this business is plete, and there ls an allowance ln
THE CORN BORER
matter, in providing of relief itself . . . To say that it has been extrava
superfluous and the schools should the figures for under-registration
flock
of
pigeons."
-------gantly wasteful is using words altogether too mild.
115 NEW COUNTY ROAD,
TEL. 912-M
“They're not pigeons," said his
get back to fundamentals and the both of births and deaths. Work Is
13Plt
Fall
Plowing
and
Cornstalk
Senator Glass of Virginia: The New Deal, taken all in all, is not practical preparation on hard DOiled
companion, "they're gulls."
still being done on the estimates for
“Well,'' said the Irishman, “gulls
the city populations.
Cleanup Campaigns Car only a mistake; it is a disgrace to the Nation, and the time is not far lines.
or boys, they're a nice flock of
distant when we shall be ashamed of having wandered so far from the
All these opinions exist with vigor
ing For Him k
pigeons." —Exchange
dictates of common sense and common honesty. . . If there weren't so ous champions and with some fear YOUR FAVORITE POEM
The Maine corn borer population. nlany pCop]e who depend on me, and hv that I do not mean my family, I and trembling the plans for their open
Enjoy good reception this winter by £. L. Newdick. Maine Department of [
If I had my life to live again I wonld
Jorum were made. John M. Richard
. ,
>
■■
,
.
have made a rule to read some poetry
replacing your worn out tubes dur Agriculture Plant Industry chief, said WOuld radl" haV' d,ed than 1,vc t0 sce the d,!*race of thls era'
son will preside over the forum with, and listen to some music at least ones
ing this radio tube sale at House- Thursday, has been cut almost 50 per
Lewis W. Douglas, former Director of the Budget: The experi it is said, plenty of police protection. a week. The loss of these tastes la a
loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
We issue the most amazing book in the world
Sherman Inc—adv.
cent in the State as the result of the ment of Government spending as an instrument of economic recovery has The session will open at 7.30 and the
HALLOWEEN
fall plowing and corn eta’k cleanup i been tried at various times in the world’s history by many governments. fireworks soon after. All menjbers The autumn wind—oh. hear It howl!
A ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILDING
are invited and should come prepared Without—October’s tempests scowl,
The result has always been the same. It has invariably led to debasement
As he troops away on the raving wind,
to defend their pet ideas.
ASSOCIATION DEPOSIT BOOK
Expressing his hope that farmers ,
...
,
.
.
, ,
,
,
And leaveth dry leaves ln hls path be
“will make every effort not only to
currency, thf destruction of savings, the ruination of the middle classes, Here are some of the questions to
hind.
Without—without.
It is small. It will go in your pocket. It isn’t of much interest
be presented for discussion by parents
plow
under
all
fields
where
corn
has
and
the
impoverishment
of
the
entire
people.
Oh,
hear him shout,
at flrst, but you will get more and more enthused over it, month by
He Is making the old trees bare;
been grown but to get rid of all scat
It would be absurd to say that men of their political prominence and and teachers.
month, and the funny thing about it is that the older and shab
Oh, cruel he.
Night Classes in Navigation Com
To the old oak tree
bier and tdtore dog-eared it gets, the more valuable it becomes. Verytered corn stalks," Newdick said the unassailable reputations do not'carry tremendous weight. They simply Are extra curricula activities frills,
mence MONDAY EVENING. NOV.
And the garden hedges fair!
soon it will buy you a baby carriage, an electric refrigerator or an
2, at the High School. Free Course
department particularly wishes to
graphic utterances what thousands of Jeffersonian Democrats or are they essential?
Oh. a wild and tyrannous king la he
oil burner or pay your taxes and coal bill and even start you on the
for beginners and men who have
Are extra curricula activities at Wnen he playeth hls frolic ln every tree
discourage practices like the banking
...
.
way to owning your home. What do you want? We can help you.
And maketh the forest bare.
a license and want a raise of grade,
are thinking and that sentiment will undoubtedly extend itself to the polls tempts to prove that certain activities
of houses with corn fodder."
or more tonnage.
I
know
that a tyrannous rod la hls
“It is important to realize,” he said, next Tuesday. If such men had any hesitation it would vanish when they should be in the curriculum?
ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASS’N
When he maketh the forest bow;
Is
class
room
work
adequate
to
pre

But
worse,
far worse are hls tyrannies,
CAPT.
L.
A.
CROCKETT
“that Maine has built up a high repu recall such New Deal follies as the use of W.P.A. funds for that $19,000
18 SCHOOL STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
For he tameth the spirit nowl
51 OCEAN ST.
ROCKLAND
tation for her canned corn, and the I dog pound in Memphis, 'Fenn.; “Modernistic in design, with curtained pare socially for citizenship?
131Stf
Without—without.
131‘lt
Oh. hear him shout,
Ought extra curricula activities
wiping out of corn-injuring pests like
. ,
, ,
. „
.•
.
.. . ,
October ls going away!
the borer by fall plowing and general w,ndows- shower baths; etc': or that ^3'(,0° mon^ house " h,ch ,he receive credit?
Tis the night—the night
Of the grave's delight.
Ought extra curricula activities
cleaning up must be continued if this Federal government built in Little Rock, Arkansas.”
And the warlocks are at thelr play
SPECIAL FOR MONTH high consumer reputation is to be
Ye think that without
It doesn’t seem feasible to dispossess a party which has so lavishly receive marks?
The wild winds shout.
Can extra curricula activities con But
and recklessly spread the taxpayers’ money in quarters which would pro
OF NOVEMBER
upheld.
no, It ls they—It Is they.
tribute toward better class work?
“For the sake of future Maine corn vide a bumper crop of New Deal votes next Tuesday..
Tlie Spirits are pulling the sere dry
What extra curricula activities are
The fly in the New Deal ointment is the Literary Digest poll, which
growers and the reputation of Maine
leaves
Effective November 1.
24 Hour Service
Of the shadowy forest down;
Also $5.00 Permanents Reduced to
canned corn, farmers must try with has shown a tremendous swing of sentiment to Landon and Knox. Straw there in the Rockland schools?
And howl the gaunt reapers that gather
$3.75; and $8.00 Permanents lor
the sheaves,
all their powers this year, as they votes are guesswork if conducted haphazardly on a small scale; but in this Are there enough? Are there too
$5.75. Call and inquire about
With the moon o’er thelr revels to
have ln the past, to plow under all instance the ballots were distributed among the voters in the ratio of one many?
frown.
Scalp Treatments, Facials and
Tomorrow ye'll find all thelr spoils ln
Are they well selected activities?
their fields where corn has been grown to five, and without regard to class, creed or color. 'File Digest’s faculty
other Beauty Aids.
your path.
and aid in the general destruction of forecasting elections in the past quarter century has become a house What shall these activities accom
FORD SALES & SERVICE
And ye'll speak of the wind and the
Delcino’s Beauty Salon
sky;
of scattered stalks that the battle hold legend. It may fail this time—its findings seem almost too good plish?
TEL. 1147-W
But oh. could ye sec them tonight In
585 Main St.
Rockland
Telephone 350
What
improvements can you
thelr wrath,
10 WILLOW ST.
ROCKLAND
against our old enemy, the cornborer, 110 be true—but the public has been given the figures, and can take them
I ween ye'd be frenzied of eye!
131‘lt may be successfully maintained.’’
130-131
suggest?
or lcave them.
—Arthur Cleveland Coxa

Subscriptions S3 00 per year payable In
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Oazette was established |
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
In 1882 The Free Press was established
ln 1855 and In 1891 changed its name to
the Tribune. These papers consolidated
March 17. 1887

SOME FORTUNATE HUNTERS

Two Parties Pass Through Rockland With Bear,
Bull Moose and Seven Deer

Halloween Dance

BAZAAR AND SUPPER

PLEASANT VALLEY GRANGE

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 6

Drive a ,Sn/~p Car

This Winter!

STONE’S GARAGE

JOIN OUR BOOK CLUB

NAVIGATION
CLASSES

HEATED STORAGE $5.00 A MONTH

CUMMINGS MOTORS, Inc.

Permanents $2.95
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What doth the Lord require of thee
but to do justly, and to love mercy,
and to walk humbly with thy God.
—Micah 6: 8.

FOB PRESIDENT

ALF M. LANDON
of Kansu

For Vice President

FRANK KNOX
of Illinois

THE DIGEST VOTE

tional candidates and issues. One
be no larger than a dollar bill, for re
Here’s Some Timely Infor cording Yes or no' vote on a single
issue, such as a new city incinerator.
mation Which You'd Do In Colorado and New Jersey, where
Well To Read
everything goes on one ballot, its
•footage' may be immense. Voters
When the tumult is over and the may be handed five different ballots
claims and counter claims of candi in Wisconsin, seven iff Vermont, or
dates and party spokesmen have all in Ohio as many as eleven. Minne
been made, the choice of the voters apolis has tried to guide bewildered •
in America s quadrennial presiden- voters by having its five ballots print- I
a campaign will be chalked up in ed on paper of different colors, to be
a businesslike way on paper ballots deposited in matching ballot boxes ’
and on the dials of mechanical vot-1 painted whlu red blue plnk and I
ing machines.
i lavender
“The potent ballot is relatively a ; ..^ the artistic voter
hw_ |
newcomer in much of the United ever when it wmes to marklng bal.[
States." says a bulletin from the lota Votes luafked in red mav be
Washington. D C, headquarters of thrown out Biue.pencil|ng the balthe National OeograpMlc Society lot may make ,t vold. exrept in Ne.
“Votmg vocally instead of on paper braska Mlchigan. and a few other
?!relSAed_inS°m!d,iStri5?.IOng
Stat« New York sternly demands
the founding of the Nation. Tlie black lead. Indelible pencil is re
voter announced his choice aloud to quired in Minnesota and Oregon. Ink
a bullying crowd around the election is outlawed in most States, but Coljudges. to be greeted with cheers and \ orado accepts ink onIv Rubber.
Jeers. Then in 1888 Massachusetts' stamp votlng u requlred ln Caliadopted the Australian ballot. It was j fornia where cross.raarl<s are flUed
a method originating in Australia. in by this method.
‘
of marking an official ticket unob• • • •
served in a concealing booth. Such j "Black or blue, take your penrtl in

TUESDAY S ELECTION

Editors Stand By Their Guns
In Tabulations Announced
privacy for expression of opinion was j hand and jxmr troubles are only be- j
Wednesday
at first criticized as less courageous ginning. In Texas and Virginia, for j
| instance, candidates are all voted
against except those you favor, and
the ballot is marked by scratching.
In other States you tag the name of
Only 69 Votes Cast For Washington your choice with a cross-mark in an
adjacent circle. Erasure, tears, and,
As First President
in
Delaware, the writing in of a
“The ballot has aged considerably
and has changed beyond recognition name, are grounds for discarding bal
since George Washington was pro lots.
“The illustrated ballot is garnished
claimed first in the polls of his coun
with
party emblems to guide the voter
trymen. Traditionally the unani
mous choice of the people, he was through the wilderness of strange
actually chosen by votes from only names. Animals roam between col
ten States. New Yorks Legislature umns: the Republican eagle, the
held up the vote; Rhode Island and
"owing rooster. ,The
North Carolina did not recognize the Pr°SrK*1'e buI1 moo?e once enlivened
new United States, and would have the Iand6caPe
“K^ed the
nothing to do with choosing its leader happy home of th* Prohibitioniste and
Only 69 men in the entire United the p!ow w Mar of ^“^ts The
States cast their votes for him—the , Communist hammer and sickle, the
electors; the rest merely elected the Socialist-Labor arm and hammer, the
electors.
Socialist hand upholding a torch—all
“Casting aU straw votes aside even P°int 01,1 P8”? ltnes on the 1x11101'
now no one wiU be permitted to vote
' Some 844165 provid* a P"1*' clr*
for President on Nov. 3, although forty cle' ln which a t*0"-®**
s«"
million voters may do their best. Yet nify the voter's acceptance of a
1932.
some would be startled if reminded, j straight party ticket. In some States
a voter can indicate his second and
“We overestimated Mr. Roosevelt in Just those words, that they are
third choices, in case the best man
in 1932—are we overestimating Mr voting instead for electors. 531 of
doesn't win.
Landon now? We see no reason for them, who wiU go through the for
“Names of candidates may be
supposing so. The poll represents the mality of electing the President later.
ranged
in a column for each party;
“Many voters will mark a ballot
most extensive straw ballot in the
some States require that all candi
field—the most experienced in view which does not even bear the names
dates for one office be clustered to
of its 25 years of perfecting—the most of the candidates for whom they are j
gether. To track down your prefer
unbiased in view of its prestige—a voting. In a number of States it is
ence over the broad ballot, most
poll that has always previously been legal to omit the names of the elec
States
allow you five minutes, while
tors. This shortens the ballot by as
oorrect."
California
and Maine are in the gen
Referring to the closeness of the many names as each State has repre- ,
erous group allowing ten. Virginia
figures in New York, the magazine sentatives in both houses in Congress.
gives you two and a half. Kentucky
“The Constitution provided this
points out “please remember that in
three. Where voting machines are
1932 we gave Mr. Roosevelt 46.1 per roundabout method of electing elec
used, the time is usually one minute.
cent and Mr. Hoover 43.9 percent, tors instead, of casting votes straight
Since there is no chance for deep
even closer than it is today. And yet at the 'White House. The framers as
study in the polling booth. California
we correctly forecast that Mr. Roose sumed that the voter would always,
and New Jersey mail the voter a
velt would carry the State.”
as in horse-and-saddlebag days, know
better how to choose among his own sample ballot to ponder over in ad
vance. Many State laws require pub
State candidates for electors than to
HE HEARD LANDON
lication in newspapers. Two early
select an out-of-State stranger run
bird States have been known to fur
Former Rockland Man Got ning for President. But newspaper nish sample ballots as appetizers to
columns, radio, and back-platform
Happy Impression, Which speeches have now made voters more high school students.
• • • •
Radio Belied
familiar with national political fig
"When marked and folded with
ures than with the sheriff of the next
A former Rockland man who now | county.
housewifely care, the ballot is dropped
through
a slit in the locked ballot
resides in a Delaware city heard Gov.
"Two Presidents were elected by
Landon when he made a train-end other votes than those of electors box. This 'box is a canvas pouch in
speech, and writes home his impres The choice between Thomas Jefferson Wyoming and in Oregon may be
and Aaron Burr in 1800 and between made of leather Kentucky requires
sions thus:
John Quincy Adams and Andrew two loclt3 01 different pattern on it.
"Gov. Landon was very briefly in
Jackson in 1824. because of no ma New Jersey three. New Jersey uses
troduced by Gov. Buck and spoke
jority of electoral voters, was decided a ballot box with glass slides.
about five or ten minutes. He has
•The ballot box for many absentee
by the House of R epresentatives.
either improved 100r: in his speaking
voters is a mere mail box. They can
Free "Advertising" on California
or else the radio is very unflattering
apply for their ballots and send them
Ballots
to him. He told a joke or two with
home by mail. This proves that the
"The streamlined ticket for un- ballot is simply a note from the voters
real humor and then smoothly
changed the tenor of his remarks to named electors has been welcomed in ' t0 the Government, expressing pref
say a word with great earnestness at least nine States. Their ranks re- erence or disapproVal.
..-ph,, voting machine is used in
about the need for a change in cently have been joined by these
homes of the heavy vote. Ohio. Texas j parts of aboul a dozen states, since
Washington.
“He certainly has all the personal ' and Pennsylvania. California and its introduction in Rochester. New
charm and force at first hand that • Illinois are among those which pro- York, in 1898, Thomas Edison's first
the press has admitted, and the im ! vide that the name of the presiden- patent was for an apparatus for re
pression is very, very different from j tial candidate shall be on the ballot cording votes. The standard voting
that I have had from his radio along with the electors who are to machine has a face like a huge ballot,
bearing names of all candidates with
speeches. In the first place he seems | elect him.
“To accommodate such a lengthy small levers projecting above them,
younger than his pictures, and ap
pears to be fit enough to step into a roll call, the ballot must live up to all housed in a booth. The voter
college football line-up. At least he's its name in size—the ‘blanket' ballot. enters and presses down the lever
California allows free 'advertising' ! for each candidate he favors, as simply
built for it!
turning on an electric light. As
"Landon was interested and atten space for such information as the j
tive to everything that went on candidate's occupation, etc., to ac- lie leaves the polling booth, his act
around the platform when he wasn't company his name on the ballot. In . of opening the curtain mechanically
busy talking; seemed to be calmly addition, some States require a few records his vote. Automatic counters
enjoying the whole thing hugely; he wide open spaces in which one can I give final results instantly at the end
was very generous with his famous nominate whomever he chooses, in of the day with the ease of the addsmile—and I've never seen one that some States such nominations may be ing machine. This speedy mechanism
a special boon to huge New York
looked more genuine. All in all I'd written in, but Indiana prescribes '
like to convey that the man gives an that they must be made by use of a , cffy.
gummed sticker.
j “Lasting 12 hours in most States,
immediate impression of animation
“The current style in ballots seems election day has 15 voting hours
and intelligence that would not be
inspired by the front page; it tends to throughout New York State. It opens
suspected from his broadcasts.”
be as broad as a newspaper, slashed at 5.30 in the morning in Ohio, closes
by fully as many columns. Down at 4 in the Kentucky afternoon, and
CAPT. HANCOCK PROMOTED
these divisions proceeds a steady 9 o clock in Minnesota and New York
“Election day never comes fcr na
Oapt. William P. Hancock, com march of names, thinning towards
manding officer of the first district the bottom, marshaled on the side by tives of the District of Columbia. Here
of the Maine State police in Wells strings of corresponding circles, almost a half-million citizens, unless
the past six years, has assumed new squares, or parentheses in which one they have established a ‘voting residence' elsewhere, are denied a speakduties as assistant to State Safety makes his mark.
Director Walter J. Brennan in Au Homc-Marked Ballots in Delaware ing role in the election day drama."
“The color scheme is not uniform '--------- —-----------------------------------gusta.
Chief Wilbur H. Towle of the State for ballots, although they are gen
police said Hancock has been trans erally white. They have been gray,
ferred from the first district to be tan, and yellow. Delaware permits
come "permanently" associated with the voter to bring his ballot to the
Brennan to “carry on highway safety polling place already marked.
“When the voter asks for a ballot,
work.”
Hancock has been succeeded in the he may get more than he bargained
first district by Lieut. Lawrence for—a half-dozen more, in fact. They
Commenting upon the final results
of its famous Presidential poll, as
sketched in Thursday's issue, the
Literary Digest says:
“We say now about Rhode Island
and Massachusetts that our figures
indicate in our judgment too large a
percentage for Landon and too small
a percentage for Roosevelt, and al
though in 1932 the figures in these
two States indicated Mr. Hoovers
carrying both, a study of the returns
convinces us that in these two States
our ballots have somehow failed to
come back in adequate quantity from
large bodies of Democratic voters.
“Our own opinion was that they
would be found in the Roosevelt col
umn and they were. We will not do
the same this year; we feel that both
States will be found in the Landon
column and we are reaching this con
clusion by the same process that we
reached the reverse conclusion in

Upton, Towle announced.

than the public, noisy 'manly vote.
Tlie Australian ballot was adopted by
Missouri as recently as 1921. by North
Carolina in 1929.

may concern local, State, and na-

Vicks Cough Drop
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No-140-L
$1495?
Strombert/ - Carlson
Acoustical Labyrinth
Tri-Focal Tuning
Naw Advanced Dial
High Fidelity
Carpinchoe Leather Speaker
Indexed Knobs

MAINE MUSIC CO
ROCKLAND, ME.
ffhere is nothinc/ finer
than a Strombtrcj-Cartson

CRIEHAVEN
The first cold spell of the season
reached here Monday.
Roy Simpson has returned from
Rockland where he had a new engine
installed in his boat.
Capt. L. Holm and son Andrew of
Stockton went Thursday to that town
with the Mary G. in tow. The boat
has been recently sold to a Stockton
resident.
Albert Guptill and family will soon
take up residence in their new home.
Junior Tupper of Vinalhaven is
visiting his grandparents for a few
weeks.
Irving Gamage spent Wednesday in
Rockland.
Mrs. Ellen Mitchell is able to be out
again after a recent illness.
Guy Simpson passed last weekend
with relatives in Rockland.
H. D. Crie is visiting friends here
for a few days.
• • • »

H, B. Carr of Plymouth, Mass., is
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Leonard Oarr.
Mrs. Ralph Young and daughter
Constance are guests of her daugh
ter. Mrs. Thomas Morganti in South
Boston. Before returning they will
visit in Providence.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wadsworth
and Daniel Dougherty are returning
Sunday from Pittsfield. Mass., where
they were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Francis Bresnehan.
Ora Brown and Capt. J. Arthur
Wagner are on a gunning trip in the
big woods.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Waterman
and Capt. and Mrs. Floyd Duncan of
North Haven were recent visitors in
town.
Joseph Talbot and Emerton Gross
have returned from a gunning trip at
Chester. Mr Talbot brought back a
buck and Mr. Gross a doe.
Robert Monroe, Lawrence Dailey.
Oscar Chapman and his father are
leaving Sunday for a gunning trip in
the Mopang section.
Mrs. Helen Apollonio will entertain
the Monday Club next week. Mrs.
Laura Ritterbush will read, with sub
ject. “Longfellow.'’
Edward Bagley, Alton Bartlett and
Frank Bagley are on a gunning trip
in northern Maine.
Frank Ames was in Bangor this
week to visit Mrs. Ames who is re
ceiving treatment at a hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Stratton. Harry
Clark. Ernest Thompson, Howard
Derry and Lawrence Richards are on
a gunning trip in Hancock.
The Board of Trade meets Nov. 10
at the YMCA.
United Spanish War Veterans meet
Monday night at the Legion hall
Supper at 6.
The Baptist Philathea Class held a
Halloween party at the church
parlors last night.
Comique Theater attractions: Sun- |
day and Monday. yWhite Fang;"
Tuesday. Ralph Bellamy in “Straight •
From The Shoulder;” Get-RichNite. $100 given away; Wednesday
and Thursday. Robert Montgomery
in "Piccadilly Jim.”
Freeman-Herrick Auxiliary meets
Monday night with inspection.
Supper at 6.
Annual inspection of Knox Temple.
Pythian Sisters is scheduled for
Tuesday, supper to be served at 6.
St. Thomas Guild holds its an
nual rummage sale at the parish j
house Thursday and Friday from 9
a. m.. to 8 p. m.
• • • •

Boats Suffer From Gale

MarMinn-Calder

Monday's squall carried consider
able force with it. One boat left her
mooring and started a hasty trip to
ward a rocky part of the shore, but
fortunately Nick Anderson and Russ
Simpson were in the harbor and so
ablq to stop the wild flight, with the
prompt assistance of the owner and
many willing hands.
The following morning found plenty
of wind and consequently much rough
water. Two boats were missing in the
harbor and another in the wrong di
rection. indicating a parted mooring.
Tho missing two were located at the
bottom after the wind subsided and
the tide ebbed. Both were taken
ashore, one being badly damaged and
according to the captain. Russ Simp
son, beyond repair. Fred Wilson's
boat, comparatively new, has new
leaks and the engine will require
much work.

St Thomas Episcopal Church was
the scene of a pretty wedding Thursday afternoon at 5 o'clock when Miss I
Marion Louise Calder, daughter of!
Mr. and Mrs. Finlay Calder, became 1
the wife of Harleigh James MacMinn.
son of Mr. and Mrs. James MacMinn,
the single ring service being used.
The ceremony was performed by
Rev. Ralph H. Hayden, of Pittsfield, j
Mass., a former rector of the St. [
Thomas Church.
The bride wore ivory chiffon velvet.1
princess style with hat to match and
carried a white prayer book. Her
sister, Miss Elizabeth Calder, the
maid of honor, wore sapphire blue
velvet and carried talisman roses.
William Gaythwaite was best man.
and the ushers were Arthur Huse and
Clarence Thomas. Mrs. Aldiverde
Norton of Dark Harbor played the
wedding music. The bride was given
in marriage by her father.
Following the ceremony a recep
tion was held at the home of thc
bride's parents on Trim street, at
tended by the immediate families.
The bride wore a black dress, green
coat and black assessories, on the
wedding trip.
Mrs. MacMinn was graduated from
Camden High School in 1929 and
from St. Barnabas Hospital in
Newark, N. J„ in 1932. The groom
moved here from Watertown. Mass.,
and was graduated from the Camden
High School in 1932. He is employed
in the store of Carleton, French &
Co.
The bride's gift to the maid of
honor was a jewel butterfly clip, and
to the organist, an evening bag. Tlie
groom presented the best man and
ushers with initial necktie clips.
The numerous presents were beau
tiful. including cut glass, silver, linen,
dishes and many useful articles.
Among the out of town guests were
Mrs. Edith Ingraham of Truro.
Mass., Mrs. Loranus P. Hatch of
Lexington, Mass., Mrs. Fred Veazie
and (Mr. and Mrs. Richard Burgess

When the curtain goes down on the
third act we hope you will have dis
covered a secret-—one that is as old
as humanity yet as new as tomor
row’s'sun but one each of us must
discover for himself. At the Rock
land High next Wednesday night this
secret is to be revealed, —adv.

A doctor wan|ed to make those
passing his office door think he was
very busy, so every now and then he
would hang a card on the door sayng, "I'll Be Back In a Half Hour."
Passing the door or.e day and
reading the sign, a rival doctor on the
some floor added this at the bottom
of the sign, “What For?" —Florida
Times Union.

MICKIE SAYS—
TH' BOSS SET HE POUT U/AUT
TO APPEAR HARO, Biff RUkIHIkIC

A NEWSPAPER. IS JUSY A PLAIU
BUSINESS PROPOSITION, ANO IT
IS UP TO HliA TO COLLECT FOR
EVR.NTHIMG IN"TM RAPER TWAT
Alkff STRICTIN NEWS, SO HE
I
KIN PAV WIS BILLS

Every-Other-Day

Ten Day Special Offer!
:J'>

COAL

tf/OIL
, (a/tuM/wrier
(me/,laker
The oven in this range is
heated by the Glenwood
five-sidefluc principle which
circulates the heat more
evenly and is partly respon
sible for Glenwood’s repu
tation for building the finest
baking ranges made.

Here’s a grand opportunity to replace your old,
worn-out range with this popular heating and

baking Glenwood at a real rock-bottom price. It

$

has all the famous Glenwood features — straight
sided baking oven, solid, long-lasting cast-iron con

struction and scientifically designed fire box that
gets every bit of heat out of the fuel you burn. A

CASH

remarkable value for such a low price—easy terms

In Black Iron Finish

too! Don’t wait —buy now!
'

.

'

I

Glenwood
BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

of Rockland and Mrs. Lettie Law of
Lincolnville.
The newly wedded couple will re
side at 42 Chestnut street and best
wishes of a host of friends are ex
tended them for years of happiness.
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NBC
Red Network
I SUNDAY

The New D&H Program

COL. JIM HEALEY

j
and
The LANDT TRIO and WHITE

SOUTH HOPE
A surprise party was given Bernard
Nelson Wednesday night at the recre
ation hall ol1 Alford Lake Camp, the
occasion being in celebration of his
birthday.
Misses Agnes Lermond apd Edna
Carver went Thursday to Rockport,
returning the following night. They
visited Mrs. Margaret Carver.
School was closed Thursday and
Friday, and one session Wednesday
owing to the Teachers' Convention in
Lewiston.
Miss Glenys Lermond is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Nelson of Rock
iand.
Mrs. Fred Merrifield and Miss
Dorothy Carver were dinner guests
Wednesday of Mrs. Margaret Carver
in Rockport. In the afternoon the
company enjoyed a shopping trip to
Rockland.
Miss Virginia Dunbar is at home
after being employed in Camden dur
ing the past season.
Miss Ruby Merrifield spent Thurs
day with her grandmother. Mrs. A.
W. Heath. Mrs. Laura Hastings was
also an afternoon guest.
Miss Dorothy Carver passed last
weekend with her incther. Mrs. Mar
garet Carver in Rockport.

\ »»»
P* M.

Thia big two feature radio program is sponaored
by tha producers of D&H Anthracite over the
followingstationa:WEAF, WGY, WTIC, WTAG.
WNAC. WJAR. WCSH. KYW. WFBR. WBEN.

WWJ.-

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
TEL. 487 ROCKLAND

I^^OnsthouMurut
PHILCO ™5H
Replace yonr old,
worn-out tubes with
the new PHILCO

Hiah-Bfficltncr Tebea
which Improve the parformance of ANY radio!
You will be amaied at
the email coat of a com
plete newaet of PHILCO
Tubea— and equally sur
prised at the added radio
enjoyment they will pro
vide I Fully ruaranteed-

MANY

POPULAR

TYPES,

at lov>

at

35c
Complete set of lubes
as low as $2.65
«r&era vou

tradr-ln rotr oW tub*»

House-Sherman, Inc.
442 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

YOUP TUBES TESTED FREE

UNCLAIMED DEPOSITS
IN THE

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

YOUR CAR MUST HAVE

OFFICIAL INSPECTION
BEFORE NOVEMBER 1ST
DO IT TODAY!
LEAVE YOUR CAR—WE DO THE REST

MCLOON SALES & SERVICE
Opposite Post Office
21 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND

TEL. 730

ROCKLAND, MAINE
Tlie following statement contains thc name, the amount standing to his
credit, the last known place of residence or postoffice address and thc fact
of death, if known, of every depositor in the Rockland Savings Bank, who
has not made a deposit, or withdrawn any part thereof, or any part of thc
j dividends thereon, for a period of more than twenty years next preceding
November 1, 1936. and is not known to the treasurer to be living.

J

Name of Depositor

Last Known Residence

Whether Known
To Be Deceased

Date last Deposit Amt. Stand
or Withdrawal To Credit

Dix Island, Me. Unknown,
May 5, 1885 44.24
' James Byrne,
Rockland, Me. Deceased,
Oct. 20, 1881 53.88
I Catherine Sawyer,
Rockland, Me. Deceased, Sept. 30, 1897. 22.77
Martha Mitchell,
Rockland, Me. Deceased,
Sept. 30. 1897 42.79
Charles L. Mitchell,
Unknown Unknown,
Sept. 29,1888 288.42
John Olson,
Unknown Unknown,
July 5, 1892 53.21
j Hugh McAuly,
Appleton, Me.
Deceased,
March 21, 1900 16.53
I Paul Oakes,
Searsmont, Me. Unknown.
Dec. 18, 1903 10.13
Grace E Farnham.
| Roscoe W. Shibles,
Thomaston, Me.
Unknown,
Nov. 10, 1911 10.13
Janet Elizabeth West, Stonington, Me.
Unknown,
Oct. 31, 1916 30.32
I hereby certify that the above statement is true according to my best
knowledge and belief.
EDWARD J. HELLIER, Treasurer.
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Irving Quinn and Kenneth Wil- f?
hams’went today to Whiting on a
week's gunning trip.

REPUBLICAN VOTERS
Wishing transportation to the polls Tuesday
.^1
7 8
.. _____ l4 15
18^19 20 ll 22
25 28 27 28 29
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POLLS OPEN 7 A. M. TO 7 P. M.
E. STEWART ORBETON
Chairman Knox County Republican Committee

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT8
Nov. 1—All Stints' Day.
Nov. 2—All Souls’ Day
Nov 2—Parent-Teacher meeting Bt
High School auditorium
Nov 2—Shakespeare 8oclety meets
with Mrs. Evelyn Hix.
Nov. 3—National election.
Nov 4—Knox County Superior Court
convenes.
Nov 4—’'Cricket.’' final entertain
ment ln Lions’ series. High School
auditorium.
Nov. 4—Union—Seven Tree Grange
fair
Nov. 5-Thomaston—Annual harvest
supper of Federated Church.
Nov. 5—Meeting of State Department
of Education In High School auditorium;
Cameron Beck, director of New York
Stock Exchange Institute speaker.
Nov 6- Educational Club meets with
Mrs Winnie Horton. Cedar street.
Nov 9—Chamber of Commerce annual
meeting at Masonic Temple.
Nov. 10—Camden—Board of Tradt
meeting »t Y.M C.A
Nov. 10—Illustrated lecture by Rev. C.
H Olds at the Congregational Church.
’’Ten Thousand Transcontinental Miles '
Nov. 12—Edwin Libby Relief Corps fair
at O AR. hall.
_
,
Nov
12-13—Musical comedy
Ship
Ahoy." ln High 8chool auditorium,
^Nov1 M—Vinalhaven reunion at 20th
Century Club ln Boston.
Nov. 19—Monthly meeting of the
Baptist Men's League.

There will be no meeting ol JJlue
Bonnet Troop, Girl Scouts, Monday.
The meeting of the Hospital Aux
iliary has been postponed to Novem
ber 16.
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George Hurder. who figured in a
waterfront scrap the other night has
been discharged from Knox Hospital,
his skull having been found knockproof. Alvin Webster, who is alleged
to have assaulted him will remain a
patient for another fortnight while
hls burns heal.

Dick Reed presented the motion
pictures made on the Banks of lobs'
ter and scallop fishing at Thursday
evenings meeting of Winslow-Hol
brook Post through courtesy of
Rodney E. Feyler.

The Lothrop Press will shortly pub'
lish a 400-page book featuring spe
cial articles on vital religious subjects,
from the pens of leading men and
women in the field of education and
religion. Dr. John Smith Lowe has
been named to contribute the article
coming from the representative of the
Universalist denomination.

The motion picture reels made by
Dick Reed while on a publicity trip
to the Georges Banks are much in
demand. Next week Mr. Reed pre
sents the pictures (with his talk) be
fore the Brunswick Rotary Club and
on Wednesday he will be guest speak
er for the Rockland Lions Club.

Rose Whitmore of Rockland a
student In the College of Arts and
Sciences at the University of Maine
spoke on "Women's Forum” at a
meeting of the Freshman Y.W.C.A,
Oct. 15. at the Maples, dormitory for
freshman girls. The purpose of the
meeting was to acquaint the girls
with the various honor organizations
and extra-curricular activities on the
campus.

A well baby clinic will be held Mon
day afternoon from 2 to 4 o'clock at
the Red Cross rooms, Main street.

Fred L. Young of Matinicus, one of
the island's most successful lobster
fishermen, was a visitor in the city
this week.

Sunshine Society will meet Monday
afternoon at 1 o'clock In the Central
Maine rooms. There is work, with
two quilts to tack.
Tlie managers of the Home for
Aged Women, will meet Wednesday
afternoon with the president, Mrs. J.
Lester Sherman at 2.30.
The lowest bid for the construction
of the Starrett bridge in Warren has
been awarded to Stewart & Williams.
Inc. of Augusta. Their offer is
$15921 50.

An invitation has been extended to
Anderson Camp to attend the Joint
installation of Huntley-Hill Post
VF.W. and Auxiliary, to be held
Sunday at K. P. hall at 2 p. m.

Dr. and Mrs. Lowe will leave early
Monday morning for Boston. Dr.
Lowe has been summoned to Boston
for the purpose of officiating at the
funeral of one of his former Boston
parishioners.

Capt. John A. Stevens. Rockland
street, read Capt. Elliot's list of
Thomaston built vessels, published
Thursday, with special Interest for.he
had sailed as master of two of them,
four years on the famous old E. Arcularius and six years master of the
four sticker Henry J. Smith.
Dr. and Mrs. John Smith Lqwe
were in Portland Thursday where Dr.
Lowe attended a meeting of the board
of trustees of Westbrook Junior col
lege. This new and rapidly growing
college Is the outgrowth of the old
Westbrook Academy. Dr. Lowe was
a trustee of the Academy for many
years and was chairman of the origi
nal committee that recommended the
change from a preparatory school to
a junior college.

r

J
I
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Department Commander Richard F.
O'Connell and staff and Dept. Presi
dent Mrs. Mary Fogg and staff visited
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary
Wednesday night. A banquet was
given ln their honor, with John S.
Ranlett acting as toastmaster. A
joint meeting followed with instruc
tive talks by Commander O'Donne'i
and President Mrs. Fogg who had for
their subject "The Benefits of Being
a Paid-up member of Your Camp and
Auxiliary.
Other speakers were
Barney Neal and Inspector Davis of
South Portland, Junior Vice Depart
ment Commander Milton Dick of
Rockland. Department Chaplain Elia
Hyland, Past Department President
Emma Dick. George Cross, Com
mander of Ralph Ulmer Camp and
Mrs. Adah Roberts, President of Aux
iliary. Mrs. Fogg was presented a
gift from auxiliary members.

BURPEE
FURNITURE
COMPANY

Come in and let us test your radio
lubes free—new tubes as low as 35c.

I
I
I

Work on new cement sidewalks has
been retarded toy the transfer of
WPA. workers to the Community
Building. The Masonic street walk
was oompleted. and the Talbot avenue
walk is slowly nearing completion.
A number of other walks have been
patched or resurfaced.

THOSE FALLEN LEAVES

Citizens are urged by Mayor
Thurston not to rake their lawns
and leave the debris in the gutters. Thc city cannot possibly
take tare of other than the normal accumulation of leaves in
the gutters at this Beason and
for citizens to pile thc mass from
lawns on the sides of the streets
will mean gerat trouble from
plugged catch basins at thc first
heavy rain. Please dispose of
your own leaves.
131-133

TELS. 450 AND 781-1
361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
119-tf

The traverse jurors will report at
Knox County Superior Court Thurs
day afternoon instead of Friday j
moming. Justice Albert Bellveau
will preside at the session which
opens next Monday. Naturalization
cases will be heard Thursday morn
ing. A number of automobile cases
await trial and there is a heavycriminal docket.

The speaker at the Comrades of thc
Way on Sunday evening will be
Charles G Hewett, state director of
the National Youth Administration
Mr. Hewett will outline the major
problems confronting the youth of
today, and various ways ln which
those problems may be met. Mr
Hewett speaks from a thorough
knowledge of young people, having
specialized in young people's work
most of his life. The meeting will
be in the vestry of the Congregational
Church at 6 30.

MARRIED
MacMINN CAuDER \t ''amtim. Oct. 29.
by Rev, Ralph H Hayden. Harleigh J.
MacMinn. ind Miss Maiion L. Calder,
both of Ca.nl'n.
„
WILKIE-THOMPSON—At Rockiand. Oct
29. by E R Keene. J. P. Henry J.
Wilkie, and Grade Ellen Thompson,
both of Rockland.

DIED
GRINNELL At Springfield. Mass. Oct.
29. Cathe Ine. wife of Frank Grinnell
of Springfield, aged about 45 years.
Funeral Sunday at 1 o'clock ln Wash
ington I Me I M. E Church. Interment
' ln Appletcn.
CARD OF THANKS
I am very appreciative of the cards,
letters and flowers sent me by friends,
by Crescent Temple P 8.; Ivy Chapter,
OES. and White Oak Grange, during my
Illness ln Boston.
Miss M. Grace Walker
Warren. Oct. 31
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank all my friends who
were so kind to me during my recent
Illness, especially Mrs John Ranlett.
Mrs. Dana Sherer and Dr Weieman
Mrs. Florence Baldue
Rockville, Maine
*
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SERMONETTE

David's Ears Tingle with Shame
For Israel
Saul's reign was dwwing to a
close. He refused to believe it even
after Samuel had so declared to
him. The Philistines massed their
armies to battle with him with
the beautiful valley of Elah be
tween the contending forces. Here
the armies of Israel listened with
dismay to the challenge of the
Philistines' mighty champion. It
was nothing uncommon to venture
the fate of nations in a trial by
single combat, but Saul felt he
had no man to pit against Goliath
of Gath.
Now transpired a strange thing.
Jesse, of Beth-lehem-Judah, had
eight sons and the three oldest
were in Saul's army. For forty
days, morning and night, the
Gian| of Gath, 9% feet tall defied
all Israel. Jesse worried about
his boys and he despatched his
youngest son, who tended his
sheep, to take ten cheeses to the
captains commanding the thou
sands in the ranks of Saul's
armies; and directed him to seek
out his brothers and bring homo
news from the front.
David found no difficulty in lo
cating his brothers but while he
conversed with them up came
Goliath thundering his challenge
of defiance. David, the boy, was
amazed to note how scared the
Israelites were. He asked some
of the officers, "What would be
done for one who killed this
Philistine,
this
uncircumcised
menace to the armies of the living
God?"
Unfortunately, his oldest brother
overheard him and talked turkey
to him. The conversation is not
unlike that between De Bois
Guilbert and the Disinherited
Knight. The book of Samuel is
as romantic as "Ivanhoe” and
centuries older.
William A. Holman

League; and 7.30, glad gospel service.
The Lord's Supper will be observed
at the 10.30 service and there will be j
a reception of new members. Miss |
Virginia Flint will lead the Epworth ;
League, using the topic "Danger Spots
I in American Life” The pastor will
have as his evening topic '“Who
Cares?" Prayer meeting on Tuesday
evening at 7.30.
• • • •
“The Law of Spiritual Growth" will
be the sermon topic by Rev. Charles
A. Marstaller at the Littlefield Me
morial Church Sunday morning at
10.30. The music will include a selec
tion by the choir and a solo by Walter
Griffin. Church school will meet at
1 11.45; Junior C. E. at 6.15 p. m. and
Senior C. E. at 6.15. Praise service
comes at 7.15 with sermon, the topic,
"The Individual's Guide." The music
will include a selection by the choir
and a duet by Mrs. Ruth Hoch and
Miss Gladys Grant. Communion will
be observed at the close of the service.
Prayer meeing Tuesday evening at
7.30. The Abbie Sanderson Guild will
meet Thursday evening with Miss
Ruth Sukeforth. Ladies' Aid supper
Friday evening.

At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal),
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
ices for tomorrow will be appropriate
for the Feast of All Saints; Holy Communion at 7.30; church school at 9.30;
| noiy Eucharist and sermon at 1030;
, vesper;: at 7.30. Monday is all Souls
; ^ay; Requiem Mass at 7.30; Vespers
; an(j utany 0(
Dcacj a*w 750 p m
Wednesday, Holy Communion at 7.30.
Friday. Requiem Mass at 7.30.
• • • •
"The Festival of Gratitude," or,
“Three Feasts and a Corn Dance,"
will be the subject of Mr. Olds' ser
mon at the Congregational Church
at 1050. and a junior sermon will be
included for the children. Sunday
school is at 9.30, and taxis will call
for children living on outer Limerock
street and Old County road. Comrades
of the Way will meet at 650 p. m. with
Inez Bowley as leader.
• • * •
At
the
Universalist
Church Sunday
“Touring Ten Thousand Transcon
morning Dr. Lowe will give the sec
tinental Miles" will be the title of an
ond in his series cf pre-election ser
illustrated lecture to be given by Rev.
mons on the subject, "The Value of a
Corwin H. Olds Nov. 10 at the Con
Vote." Church school will meet at
gregational Church at 8 p. m. This
noon, and the Alpha Omega Young
illustrated travel talk will deal with
People's Society will hold its first
a transcontinental motor trip taken
meeting of the year at 7 p. m. Mr.
by Mr. and Mrs. Olds with their three
Levensaler will speak informally. Dr.
children only a few weeks ago. in the
and Mrs. Lowe will entertain with re
course of which they visited three
freshments after the meeting.
countries and 24 states. Their itiner
« a • •
ary took them through such interest
Services at Pratt Memorial Metho
ing places as the fertile middle-West,
dist Church on Sunday will be as
the drought States, the “Bad Lands,"
follows: 950 a. m.. the Friendly Men's
Black Hills, Yellowstone National
Bible Class; 10.30, morning worship.
Park, ranching country, desert, moun
12 M.. the Baraca Class and the
tains and canyons, Reno, San Fran
church school; 6.30 p. m., Epworth
cisco. Los Angeles, Hollywood, Mexico,
Yosemite Park, the big trees. Grand
Canyon of the Colorado, Navajo and
Pueblo Indian reservations in New
Mexico, and the big parade of the I
American Legion in Cleveland. Mr
Olds and his family took camping i
equipment and tented out practically I
every night, and their experiences
will be of interest to many who may;
be contemplating a Similar motor,
tour. Mr. Olds also took his cameras j AMBULANCE SERVICE
along, and the lecture will be illus-1
trated with motion pictures and still
pictures, many of both in natural
color. After the lecture Mr. Olds
TEL. M2
• CLAREMONT ST, ROCKLAND
will be glad to answer questions with
98tf
regard to this trip.

■
Russell Funeral Home

RESPECT

Whereas, a great loss and sorrow has
come to North Haven Grange. No. 496.
In the loss cf our beloved brother.
Ralph Beverage, whom the Divine Master
called home so suddenly Oct. 10.
Whereas, he was with us but a short
time yet hls happy smile and cheerful
disposition endeared him to every mrmber and we will miss him more than
words can tell.
"Loving and kind ln all hls ways,
Upright and Just to the end of hls days;
Sincere and true ln heart and mind,
Beautiful memories he has left behind.”
Be It resolved, that North Haven
Orange No. 496. deeply mourn this loss
to our members, realizing that we have
lost a loyal member, and hls family an
irreparable loss, to whom we extend our
heartfelt svmpathy and condolence ln
this hour of deep affliction. Be It further
Resolved, that a copy of these resoultlons be put upon our records, a copy
sent to the bereaved family and one to
the Rockland Courier-Gazette for publi
cation.
Julia Beverage, Florence Brown. Sara
Lobley.

Funeral services for Rev. Charles
H. B. Seliger were held at the Con
gregational Church yesterday after
noon, Rev. C. H. Olds officiated.
Masonic service by Aurora Lodge.
Claremont Commandery serving as
escort. Odd Fellows and Rebekahs
were In attendance. Interment was In
Mt. Pleasant cemetery. Augusta, with
committal service by Rev. Mr. Olds
Out of town relatives attefWing were
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Harboush, of
Massachusetts; Oliver Case, Mrs
Eaton and son of Skowhegan; Mrs
Burnll of Augusta and Mrs. Smith
and daughter of Camden.
-----The eastern (Maine Music festival
Concert which was given in Bangor
City hall Thursday night proved to
be very enjoyable. The local chorus
which participated in this event rehearsed under the direction of Mrs
Grace M. Strout with Mrs. Faith G.
Berry as accompanist. Members who
attended were: Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Wyllie, Mrs. Avis Norwood, Rev.
Howard G. Welch and Roger Teague
of Warren; Mrs. Leila Smalley and
Mrs. Charles M. Starrett of Thomas
ton; Mrs. Lillian .Joyce, Mrs.
Louie Drewett, Miss Feme Brown,
Miss Freda Searles, Miss Margaret
Simmons, Mrs. Strout, Harold W.
Greene, Raymond K. Greene and
Leon R. White of Rocklhnd.

HERE IT IS AGAIN
OUR DRY CLEANING SPECIAL

0

.
|
>
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Capt. L. A. Crockett's free classes
in navigation will open Monday at
the High School, convening at 7:30
It is for beginners or those having
licenses and wishing raise of grade
or more tonnage.

Commercial courses are progressing
splendidly at the evening school. The
advanced classes in typewriting and
shorthand are busy working for their i (
share of the many Gregg awards I
Many local football fans will attend
offered. There is still the opportunity
! the two games in the State series
for enrollment in either the advanced
this afternoon, some going to Lewis
or beginning classes. Make your
ton where Bowdoin plays Bates, and
spare time this winter valuable and
some to Orono, where Colby play
interesting by acquiring skill in these
Maine. Bowdoin and Maine are
practical commercial subjects.
looked upon as the probable winners,
but there may be an upset over on the
An agent of the H. A. Manning Co.
banks of the Androscoggin.
of Portland called at Tlie CourierOazette office long enough yesterday
The Maine Municipal Officers and
to deliver a yellow-covered copy of
Assessors Association held their fifth
the Rockland - Camden - Rockport
annual tax convention at tlie' State
Thomaston-South Thomaston and St.
House. Wednesday, when William J
Oeorge directory for 1936. It con
Largay. chairman of the Bangor
tains besides the alphabetical direc
board of assessors, was elected presi
tories. a classified business directory,
dent. Arthur K. Walker of Rockport
numerical street guide, records of
was made a member of a committee
municipal, county. State and Federal
to study changes in the Association' s
governments and information relating
bylaws.
to churches and societies. The book
may be found at leading drug stores,
The regular meeting of Miriam Re
filling stations, restaurants, hotels,
bekah Lodge Tuesday will be preceded
retail stores, professional offices and
by a card party in the afternoon
at the Postoffice. The publishers
with Mrs. Flora Post, chairman,
maintain, at the Chamber of Com
circle supper will be served at 6.15
merce. 447 Main street, a complete
| and the evening meeting will be fol
library of directories of cities in
lowed by a rehearsal of the degree
Northeastern United States and Can
staff. Committees appointed for the
ada. This library is available to the
coming year are as follows: Investi
public for free single reference.
gating Committee. Addie Brown, Belle
Lewis and Alien Sawyer; finance
REPUBLICANS!
committee. Flora Post. Nestor Brown.
Lillian Cotton; paraphernalia, Maude
The Republican City Commit
Cables, Lurena Robinson. Doris Hy
tee has no funds with which to
ier, Nina Davis, Annie Aylward and
meet the expense of getting vot
Rose Sawyer; visiting committee,
ers to the polls next Tuesday, j Addie Brown, chairman: Ward I.
and except in a very few in
Lizzie McGuire; Ward 2, Rose Saw
stances no cars will be sent. It
yer; Ward 3. Nettie Stewart; Ward 4.
is hoped that loyal Republicans j Belle Lewis; Ward 5, Nina Davis;
and those who wish to aid ihe = Ward 6, Annie Aylward; Ward 7.
Republican cause will make a I 1 Idna Carroll, Thomaston, Edith
special effort to vote on their
Richards; South Thomaston. Victoria
own hook.
! Clements, Glen CSVe. Therese Smith;
press correspondent. Nettie Stewart.

Rockland High School plays In
Gardiner this afternoon, and is look
ing for a hard game. Here is what
a Gardiner despatch says about Lhat
team: “Two tackles may be on the
sidelines Saturday when Gardiner
High entertains Rockland, but Gar
diner is nevertheless optimistic.
Coach Lanny Cooper was pleased with
the showing of hls team against the
Bowdoin freshment B team. Tuesday.
The blocking, he said, was especial
ly encouraging and he feels better
days are ahead. Grimes, who re
placed Nelson as first string full
back. Tuesday, will probably get the
call to start in that position because
See “Clipshave," the simplified elec
of his work In the Bowdoin game.
tric shaver at Gregory's Picture &
Framing Shop, 406 Main St., over
Crick3t, a servant, enters the em Crie Hardware Co.
130-132
ploy of Congressman and Mrs. Win
ters —and Immediately plenty hap
pens in the Congressman's home.
Ambulance Service
Cricket, the servant, plays a very
important role in this modern
comedy. An enjoyable evening chock
full of laughter and fun is promised.
A competent cast of five profession
ally directed artists .make up the
cast. Come early to get a good seat,
—adv.
Morticians

House-Sherman Inc—adv,

Between the State Christian Endeavor convention and the 4-H Clubs,
Rockland today is pretty much in the
hands of the young folks. More
power to them!

CALL 1194-J

3
IO
17
24
31

Gliurclips

Steam will be turned on Monday at
the new Community Building, thus t
facilitating the operations of the 70 I
workmen now engaged in the interior

MODERN MONUMENTS OF
DISTINCTIVE DESIGN
The trend in memorial sculpture
of today Ls truly exemplified in
the monument designs from
which you can choose here. It
varies from the simplest grave
marker to the most pretentious
tribute hewn from granite or
marble that individual preference
may dictate.
Appropriate sug
gestions will be subm.'.ted upon
request.

WILLIAM f DORNAN ISON
INC.
CEMETERY
MEMORIALS
EAST UNION and THOMASTON

____

DE LUXE
WORK

(One Piece)

29c

Other Garments at Equally Low Prices

Prompt Delivery
TEL.

TEL.

170

170
FREE

FREE
Collection
and
Delivery

Collection
and

Delivery

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY
17 LIMEROCK ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL 170

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHURCH
"Everlasting Eciishment" is the |
subject of the Lesson-Sermon which ;
will be read in all churches of Christ,
Scientist, on Sunday, November 1.
The Golden Text ls, “Abhor that
which is evil; cleave to that which ,
ls good" (Romans 12: 9).
The citations from the Bible In
clude the following passages: "Be
not deceived; God is not mocked; for
whatsoever a man soweth, that shall
be also reap. For he that soweth to
his flesh shall of the flesh reap cor
ruption; but he that soweth to the
Spirit shall of the Spirit reap life
everlasting,” (Galatians 6: 7,8),
The Lesson-Sermon also includes
the following selections from the
Christian Science Textbook, "Science
and Health with Key to the Scrip
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy: "Tlie
sinner makes his own hell by doing
evil, and the saint his own heaven by
doing right. Mortals must follow
Jesus' sayings and hls demonstra
tions, which dominate the flesh. Per
fect and Infinite Mind enthroned is
heaven. The evil beliefs which origi
nate in mortals are hell" (Page 266:
20-21, 24-27)

V. F. STUDLEY

REAL BARGAINS AT ALL TIME LOW PRICES
Furniture, Bedding, Carpets and Stoves
Block Ranges No. 8 at $42,50; Enamel at $59.50
Large Size Upholstered Chair, for $13.75
(world's best seller)
We had three dozen, they are all sold, but plenty more on the way
here, all colors. We have a sample but can't deliver until next
shipment arrives.

V. F. STUDLEY

128-tf

FRIENDSHIP
Mrs. Percy Wlncapaw has employ
ment in West Waldoboro at the home
of Henry Howard.
Mr. and Mrs. K. E. Thompson of
this town Virgil Morton and Miss
Margaret Thornton of Thomaston
are on a vacation trip to New York
State where they will visit friends.
Eino Leino of Warren was a busi
ness caller Wednesday in town.
Jack Northcott of New Bedford
and this place recently won second
prize in a shooting contest In Dama
riscotta.
Mr. and Mrs. R. IR. Thompson and
Charles Lundell attended the Baptist
Circle supper Thursday at Wiley's
Corner.
Charles A. Lundell who, with hls
family, has spent many summers
here, Is remaining tn town. Mrs.
Lundell and Miss Gloria Lundell re
turned to iNew Jersey after having
been here since June. For several
summers Mr. Lundell has been teach
ing voice and piano. This year his
classes are so Targe that he feels
justified in remaining into the
winter. During the summer Mr. and
Mrs. Lundell took part voluntarily
in many musical programs tn various
surrounding communities. Mrs. Lun
dell a contralto was formerly with
the Metropolitan Opera Co., in New
York. Mr. Lundell has recently been
musical director for Katharine Cor
nell In “The Barretts of Wimpole St."
and Leslie Howard ln “Berkeley
Square."

For these magic little sets give you FA LRT THING,
thanks lo theWnrld's largest Makerof Small Radios.
DISTANCE? Your Emerson will take you every
where TONE? Emerson’s Harmonized Unit Con
struction will amaze you with its beautiful blending
quality—STATIONS? You get more of them anil
clearer, lliunki to Emerson’s Micro-Selector—Enter*
son is the little set with the big-set features. Hear il
today ami open your eyes to radio
value! And SF.F. Emerson's Exclu
sive Gemloid Dial.

Prove its Big-set Performance with a
FREE HOME TRIAL

NGTKE TO MARINERS

|

Jericho Bay—Halibut Ledge Light

1 was established Oct. 28. close to Hali
but Rocks Beacon. Shows a white
| flash of 1 second, eclipse 4 seconds, of
90 candlepower, 28 feet above water,
| on a red skeleton tower. Halibut
Rocks Beacon will be discontinued
about Nov. 9.
Seacoast—Two Bush Channel -Two
l Bush Channel Lighted Whistle Buoy
, TBI, reported flashing irregularly
I Oct. 27, was found to be functioning
properly Oct. 28

There's never enough Rytex Christ
mas Cards to go around . . . because
last minute shoppers make it impas
sible to produce and supply the de
mand. If you wish to save disap
pointment, Wc suggest that you order
your Rytex Christmas Cards this
week . . . the price, as of old, ls only
50 for $1.00 Including your name on
the cards and 50 envelopes to match
See the new 1936 samples at The
Courier-Gazette.

Postage 10c—qdv.

$*1995

6-Tube AC-DC
Superheterodyne

AAQ1)
$ jgli JU
<r>

WW

AMERICAN

foriion • FOUCR
6-TubeAC-DC
Suporhatarodyna

EMERSON MODEL A-132 —

EMERSON MODEL B-131 - Ewer,

Standard
Ameriran Broadcasts
ami State Police Calls . . . 6-Ineh
Dynamic Speaker . . . Automatic
Volume Control . . . Signal Filter
.. .Velvet Drive Tuning Assembly
. . . Built-In Antenna . . . trim.
Modern Acoustically Constructed
Cabinet with Indirectly Lighted
GEMLOID Dial.

son's Foreign Tuning Principle for
uniform reception on foreign hands.
A b'/rlnch Dynamic Speaker . . .
Automatic Volume Control.. .Velvet
Drive Tuning Assembly . . . Indi
rectly Lighted GEMLOID Dial. Tho
Cabinet is Matched Butt Walnut
contrasted with Oriental Walnut
and Mahogany inlay.

EMERSON RADIOS from $11.95 to $99.95

HOUSE SHERMAN,
443 MAIN STREET

INC.
TEL. 721

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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Mr. and Mrs. George Northrop with Heavy Receipts Caused a
their family have moved to Mrs. Al
Sharp Decline in Prices
berta Leigher's house in North Wash
&
J4
During September
q
7
3
9
ington.
1
O
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Hannan
cf
A review from the columns of this
i to
The Bureau of Agricultural Eco
II
13
* I
paper of some of the happenings
, Union were visitors Sunday at Maud nomics reports:
which interested Rockland and vi
i 18
17
j Howard's.
.
1
•9
14 15
"The level of industrial activity in
cinity in this month, 1911.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Sabin Clark and September was maintained at ap
xw
22
n 21
23
20
is
family of Readfield were guests Sun- proximately the same level as in Ju'.y
| day of his mother Mrs. Carrie Clark and August. The upward trend of
2b 2-7
2?>
24
B 25
Mrs. Nettie Brann and daughter automobile production in prospect, to
Frank W Ham, Civil War veteran, the forenoon train—“as fine a news
W 23
3o
j of Cooper’s Mills passed last weekend gether with the large volume of orders
died at his home on Fulton street, service as could reasonably be asked
! with their son Clifton Brann.
on hand with steel and textile manu
1
5i 32
53
aged 64.
for.”
Mr Hunter of Rockland was a facturers, and further expansion in
George A. Tarr resigned as book
Miss Orace Shadie entered upon
j caller here Saturday.
industrial output in several other in
Yb
55
40
38
39
her duties as bookkeeper for the W keeper for the W. H. Glover Co., to
<«
Mr. and Mrs. G. Hallowell and niece dustries assure a continuation of in
engage in other business.
H. Glover Co,
43
41
42
44
Bernice Light of Augusta were vislt- dustrial activity at least at present
■
At Pleasant Valley Grange first
The submarine Sturgeon and Bat
1 ors last weekend at the home of their levels throughout the remainder of
prizes
ln
the
baby
show
(for
beauty)
tleship New Hampshire were in port.
4b
45
47 48
1936 The high level of contract
father Edward Light.
Camden High defeated Vinalhaven were awarded thus: Under one year.
awards
in
recent
months
indicates
that
Mrs. Clabon Stickney spent Sunday
52
High 69 to 0 at football.
Madeline Stonman. daughter of Olaf
51
49 50
building construction in the next few
evening at the Pitman place.
Alonzo Maker was appointed keeper Stonman; between one and two years,
iw;
months
will
be
substantially
higher
54
5b
53
55
Lester Black is building a house on
of the Whitehead Lifesaving Station. Ethel Thuriow March, daughter of
w
w
:he Campbell lot near Washington than in the corresponding period a
He had been in the service 26 years Harold March; between two and three
bo 1
fal
57
bl
58
year ago.
59
j Mills.
Dr E. B. Silsby attended 12 acci years). Consactor Eleanor Daniello.
"The increase in industrial produc
daughter
of
Pasquello
Daniello.
dent cases in a single day.
Carroll Rowe of Palermo spent
b5
b3
tion and in building activity is being
Dr. F. E. Freeman, formerly of
A public reception was tendered
w
Sunday with Mrs. Rowe at Maud accompanied by increased employ
bb
Robert Cummings, being led off to the death house after being convicted Howard's home.
b/
U S. Senator Obadiah Gardner in Rockland, died in Bangor after drinkment and payrolls. Tlie index of in
Masonic Temple. W T Cobb. Oliver ing an arsenic solution which he mis- on flimsy evidence, pauses for a denunciation of Paul Kelly, the prosecutor
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Prescott. Wilbur comes of industrial workers has tend
j who sent him to the chair. It's a scene rfom “The Accusing Finger," thrill- Pitman and son were visitors in Au
Otis and W. O. Fuller headed the took for spring water.
ed to move upward since February
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
Charles S. Crockett, who had served packed drama.—adv.
committee of arrangements.
gusta recently.
17-Fisherman
52- Prefix. Again
1-Ray
1936
and
is
now
at
the
highest
level
The keels for two fishing steam in the City Government and as road-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------19-Heeds
53- Unit
4-City In S. E. China
Mrs Sarah Day of Union was in since 1930
22-Obllterate
54- Valley
10-Colonist
ers had been laid at Cobb, Butler & commissioner died at his home on jamin p watts of Medfield and
j town on a recent visit.
FRIENDSHIP
“The general level of wholesale
25- Carol
56- Grassy meadow
13- Over (contr.)
Broadway, aged 82.
j Myrtle A. Messer, formerly of Union.
Co's yard.
Several who went hunting in the prices showed little change from Au
26- Niton (abbr.)
57- On the main
14- Vex
(Pleasant Valley Pomona Grange, Thomaston. Oct. 12. Ernest G. StarThose from here who attended the North woods have returned, Mahlon
Wilder C. Winslow and Warren E.
27- Use needle and
59-Darling
16-Girl'« name
gust to early October, remaining at
Staples bought the hotel and restau was organized by State Master Stet- i ren 0( warren and Elizabeth M. State convention in Lewiston this Turner bringing a large deer as a
thread
61-A gem. stone (pi.)
18-Howl
about 119 percent of the 1910-14 aver
29-Coal container*
63-Young society girl
20-Time period
week were Mrs Ralph Winchenpaw. trophy Qf h’ t"p'
rant near the corner of Limerock son with W. S. Irish of Camden as Lermond of Thomaston.
age, the highest since October 1930.
32-Dried grapes
65- Decorated
21- End ot hammer
and Main streets and were to re master. Others who held office wereI Rockland. Oct. 10. Ensign Otis and Miss Elizabeth Winchenpaw, Miss The school celebrated with a Hal34-lgnite
66- Terms
opposite face
This steadiness is expected to con
christen it “Rockland Restaurant.” H. N. Brazier, Rockport; Mrs. Lizzie Elizabeth Farwell.
Margaret Simmons. Mrs. Donald loween soclal Wednesday Bftemoon.
36- Relieved
67- Long grass stem
23- Sick
tinue for the balance of the year.
37- Ereeted
24-Company (abbr.)
O. H. Qloyd, the retiring proprietor, Gregory, Glen Cove; F. E Post, Rock-, Camden. Oct. 16. James A. Wagner Knapp and Llewellyn Oliver. Tlie I The parents received invitations
“The ratio of wholesale prices of
39- Salaries
25- Meaning
leased the Small restaurant on Elm land; Scott Rackliffe. South Thom- j and Miss Katherine A. Wilbur.
group motored there in Miss WinOverlook visited recently at
VERTICAL
40- Died
farm products to wholesale prices of
28- Grid-irons
street.
aston; Mrs. Hattie Buker. Rockland;
Tenant's Harbor, Sept. 10 Lewis A chenpaw's car.
!
Hornes of Mrs Merrifield and
43-Preserve fruit
29- Acrid
nonagricultural products for the first
Edward M Benner bought the A. J. George E. Nash. Camden; R. S Taylor and Marjorie Laughlin.
William A. Scott of Wethersfield Maud Overloek
46- Dish of greens (pi.)
1-Cut In two equal
30- Musical note
week in October stood at 97.8 per
47- A degree (abbr.)
parts
31- lreland
Thorndike Rockland; L. E. Lamson
Tenant's Harbor Oct. 12. Edward Conn. daughter. Mrs. Lawrence Til-j
'
Hall residence at 18 Gay street.
cent of the pre-war average, com
48- Breed of English
2- A continent
33- Foot-like organ
Coleman Bros, completed their Rockville; Mrs W. S. Irish, Camden; w Whitney. M. D. and Harriet M ton and son Peter of Hampton, N. H ,
g-p GEORGE
cattle
3- Joined
34- Exist
pared with 91.8 for the corresponding
•contract on the trunk-line highway j Gracia Lamson. Rockville; Mrs. Julia Wiley, M D. both of Northampton, who were recent guests of his •sister.
50-Wants
4- Assistant
35- Peril
week one year ago. and 85 1 for that
from Maverick square to Rockport. ! Post, Rockland; Mrs. Scott Rackliff. | Mass.
52- Religion (abbr.)
5- A bearing (Her.)
38-To pay back
Mrs. Dalton Wotton have returned Clyde Grant of Cape Elizabeth of two years ago."
53- A grain (pi.)
6- Depart
George Wotton fell from a staging ' South Thomaston.
j Rockland. Oct. 16, George P. Hock
41- Exists
home.
; Coast Guard station. Portland, spent
42- Combining form. Air 7- Solution to mystery 55- Thin
Supply (Receipts of eggs at the
breaking two ribs.
Miss Laura Sweetland opened a mg and Miss Jennie E. Hodgdon.
8- A mountain nymph 56- Burden
44- Scottish language
The Methodist Ladies' Aid passed a last weekend with his family.
Four Markets were about the same
A morning train carried 734 pas- millinery store at 304 Main street.
Washington, D. C., Sept. 22, Percy
58-Money (Rom. Antlq,'
(Class Myth.)
45- A continent (abbr.)
pleasant afternoon Wednesday with Miss Marion Riley returned home and poultry 27 percent more during
60-A land measure
9- Liquid measure
46- Make sorrowful
sengers when it arrived at Woolwich.
Everett Green, who graduated from Kellar and Miss Grace Andrews.
Mrs Gertrude Oliver. Refreshments! last Saturday from Rockland where September this year than a year ago).
(abbr.)
11- Dogma
49-Conclude
Topsham fair!
Bates College, was teaching Latin at Stickney's'Corner. Sept. 25, Albert
62-By
51-Mountains in South 12-The (Fr.)
were served by the hostess assisted by she visited the previous week with Primary market receipts of eggs in
Tlie Polycactls Club, made up of , Bucksport Seminary.
' E. Jones and Mrs Sarah Flint,
64-Prefix, Twice
15-Prefix. Before
America
Mrs. Olivia Hoffses.
Mr. and Mrs. O G Kalloch.
September continue to exceed those
scallop fishermen, began its annual i
. . . .
i Stickney's Comer, Sept. 7, Charles
of
the
same
period
a
year
earlier.
Mr and Mrs. Harry Bossa were
Mrs. .Clyde Grant attended the
(Solution to previous puzzle)
invasion of the Monroe Island fishing j These births were recorded:
E. Littlehale of Liberty and Lora M.
guests last weekend of Mr. and Mrs. state Teachers' Convention in Lewis- During the remainder of the year
grounds.
Rockland. Oct. 4, to Mr and Mrs. Littlehale of Washington.
NEW HARBOR
receipts may run less than in 1935,
A. J. Sterling.
• ton.
E'b
|T O s s
The two-masted schooner A. F Victor Leighton, a son.
Waldoboro, Aug. 19. Frank W
since
the
relation
of
feed
costs
to
egg
Mrs
Donald
Logan
and
niece.
Miss
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alton
Brown
of
Rockp E A
Kindberg was wrecked on Hart's
The
Natalie
B
is
at
the
Harbor
for
Stonington Sept. 22. to Mr. and
of Warren and
T Is
A T
Alice Logan, have closed their sum- land called Tuesday on Mrs. Lillian prices is not favorable to heavy feed a few days.
Ledge, near Tenant's Harbor.
Mrs. Howard Carter, a son-Howard Gertrude
Waldoboro.
ing for egg production. Only in 1931
T
PIC
T
s
N
Rev. Fr. J. A. Flynn was speaker ,
Waldoboro. Oct. 18, Asa Buskey ano mer home and returned 10 Somer- Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Bailey enter
■ r|a S c D
when Limerock Council K. of C„ Milan.
Miss Althea Benner.
vUle> MassMr. and Mrs. James Booth are were September receipts of dressed tained friends from Wiscasset Sun
do
T S
Deer Isle. Sept 21, to Mr. and Mrs.
D R E A
celebrated Columbus Day.
Miss
Webster. Mass., Oct. 1. Albert S
Mr and Mrs Herbert Miller called guests for a few days of Mr. and Mrs poultry greater than they were this day.
year.
1
Florence Haley read an original poem , Francis T. Marshall, a daughter
Cressey of Webster and Ethel Nor- Sunda>' on Mrs. Gertrude Oliver and Alfred Hocking.
Rev. and Mrs. Parkhurst of Dama
Storage (below normal for eggs;
r S
S p
s E A
Stonington, Sept. 18. to Mr. and wood Grant, formerly of _Rockport
A s s
written by Miss Anna Coughlin.
____
family.
, Mr* James Kellogg of Cambridge.
riscotta and son Jerry were callers
s A P p E D
S T A R T s
Rockland High defeated Bath High Mrs William J. Grieg, a son—Norman Rockia,,,.
jg 'John s Parson
Mr and Mrs Perle>'
of ®°uth Mass.. and Mrs. Lucy Smith of Glen- nearly double total frozen poultry.
Monday at M. F. McFarland's.
T R E N D
Prices paid for feed in September
P A L E R
27 to 6. and Camden High defeated Inglis.
J of Boothbay Harbor and Julia CiUey Portland were recent visitors at the mere called Wednesday on Mrs EUa
Mrs. Elden Morton is visiting rela
S
L 1 E D
advanced above the August level as
s
E C s
Vinalhaven High 98 to 0.
| Little Deer Isle, Sept. 12, to Mr. and
southwest Harbor.
home of Mr La wry's mother, Mrs Robinson
tives in Gloucester. Mass.
E R E
V E R
damage
caused
by
the
drought
be

Postmaster W O. Fuller was toast- I Mrs. James R. Eastman, a daughter, j Waldoboro, Oct. 17., Clarence R Charlena Lawry.
Mr and Mrs. Alfred Hocking and
Mr. and Mrs. Minot Little are in I
|b|e T s
D E N I
1
Mrs Allie Russell gave a party Sun Mr. and Mrs, James Booth made a came more accurately known.
master at the convention of the New
Rockland Oct. 7, to Mr. and Mrs. Benner of Waldoboro and Miss OerlPortland. Mr Little has employment
The
relationship
between
egg
prices
England Postmasters’ Association in Ellison Mullen, a son—Clarence.
; rude M waltz of Warren
day in observance of the birthday an- business trip Wednesday to Augusta.
with the Willard-Daggett Co., and he
and feed costs was much less favor
Boston.:
I Rockland, Oct. 7, to Mr. and Mrs.
Waldoboro, Oct. 14, Dennis Feyler niversary of her son. Ralph Davis of
and Mrs. Little are boarding with
able this summer and fall than dur Mrs. Addie Davis formerly of this . SOUTH THOMASTON
Thc cornerstone of the Security 1 Fred Ward, a son—Donald Judkins.
Union. Those present were Mrs.
and Minnie A Chapman.
HOPE
ing the same period from 1932-35 in place.
Deer Isle, Oct. 4. to Mr. and Mrs
Trust Company’s new block on Main
Rockland Oct. 21, Charles F. Fields Stacy Simmons and daughter Gloria
Mr. and Mrs. W T. Wiggin of North
Arthur M. Scott, a daughter.
Several members of this community clusive. In September it required
1 of Damariscotta; Mrs. Dorothy
and Spring streets was laid.
A cellar is being dug at the Herbert
and Miss Marion Mitchell.
another
dozen
of
eggs
to
buy
a
bushel
Loud
residence?
”
Mr.
”
S?mgue''of
a^_v_^ting his mother' Mrs
attended
the
annual
meeting
of
Knox
The Maine Central Railroad was
Port Clyde. Sept. 12, to Mr. and ; Rockland. Oct. 21. John E. Kirkpat Thompson and family of Owl s Head;
Lizzie Wiggin.
of corn than it did in September last Waldoboro the workman.
Lincoln
Farm
Bureau
in
Camden.
talking of an extension to Belfast and Mrs Clyde Brown, a son.
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Davis
of
Union.
rick and Miss Albertina W. Curtis.
the Crescent Beach trolley line was
Port Clyde. Sept. 12, to Mr and
The Merritt-Chapman-Scott Co.,’ Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Deane and
Miss Katherine True, a teacher in year. In the mid-west however, it
Springfield. Mass.. Oct. 21, Wendell Refreshments were served and a
seeking entrance to Rockland.
| Mrs. Willis Hooper, a son—Kenneth j A Hodgkins of Rockland and Miss pleasant afternoon prevailed.
with dredger No. 2 is here for a son Lawrence of Portland spent last
Sabattus. was at home for a few days required two dozen more.
Feedstuff markets strengthened month to dredge the Harbor.
The Boston papers were arriving on | Arnold.
] A]ice L Walker of Springfield.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Burns wpre before attending Teachers’ Conven
weekend at their summer home here
during
the week ended October 13. in
Rockland
visitors
Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Files have and closed it for the season.
Deer Isle, Oct. 9. to Mr. and Mrs
Waldoboro. Oct. 24. Lewis J. Burns
tion in Lewiston.
fluenced by a broader inquiry, colder closed the Checquers cottage and will
Howard W. Collins, a son.
Frank Winchenpaw who is em
and Elsie B. Mitchell, both of Friend
Local 4-H Clubs and their leaders
A large group of Forget-Me-Not
Deer Isle, Oct. 9, to Mr. and Mrs. ship.
ployed at the Morse Boatbuilding will attend the Knox-Lincoln 4-H weather, and smaller offerings, ac pass the winter in Florida.
Chapter.
OES., members attended
cording to the U. S. D. A Feed Mar
Lewis C. Ellis, a son—Harold LeRoy.
Theaxton Huey was supper guest the meeting Monday night ln Cam
Waldoboro. Oct. 23 Wellington Da Corp., in Thomaston, has been con Club contest today in Rockland.
ket
Review.
Hope. Oct. 18, to Mr. and Mrs. vis and Mrs Melissa Gross
Monday of Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Mc
fined to his home by illness.
den.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Wellman of
A greater than seasonal decline in Farland.
Irvin Wright, a daughter—Louise
Llewellyn Oliver and Robert Lash
South Hope and Royce Thuriow of farm prices of poultry in September
Austin Ripley and Walter Ripley of
Mary.
William Overloek. 83. died in made a visit Wednesday afternoon in
Mrs. Leah Gilbert visited Sunday
Lincolnville, were callers Sunday at was largely due to very heavy receipts
Barre.
Vt., passed Sunday and Mon
Rockland Oct 26, to Mr. and Mrs. Thomaston.
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wilbur
Fossett
at
Rockland.
R E. Ludwig's.
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.
of poultry.
day here as guests of their parents,
John H. Flanagan, a daughter.
Susan, widow of David Knowlton,
Long Cove.
Mr and Mrs Richard Feyler and
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Robbins of
Sennebec, Oct.----- to Mr. and Mrs. died in Camden, aged 83 years.
Mr. and Mrs. George Simmons were Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Ripley.
Mrs. Rodny Feyler of Thomaston this place and Mr. and Mrs Franklin
Merritt Morse bought the Peabody were callers Sunday on Mr. and Mrs.
guests last Saturday of Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Hill, a daughter.
NORTH
HAVEN
Mr. and Mrs. William Bunker of
Hopkins of Rockland motored Sunday
Norwich. Conn , Oct. 31,. to Mr. ana house at Mill River. Thomaston.
Arthur Russell at Chamberlain.
W. J. Whitney.
Bingham
were visitors last weekend
to Farmington.
Ice from one-half to one-inch thick
E. Clark of St. George bought the
Mrs. Carl W. Brown (Mary Norton),
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Kelsey were at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
David Brown who is attending was reported Tuesday—one of the
Ellis Petrie house in Thomaston.
visitors last Saturday at the home of Pierce.
! a son.
ROCKVILLE
Bowdoin College spent last weekend coldest October days the island has
At the North Haven Grange fair
i Rockland. Nov. 4, to Mr. and Mrs.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Willis Gil
here.
William Clements went Tuesday to
known ln years.
• E. P. Walker, a daughter—Mary handsomest baby prizes went to
bert.
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Ranlett were
Guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. L.
BcfeTon, accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.
Dorothy
Crockett,
and
Carl
Thurs

A fast plane, flying high, passed
Austin.
The Njorth, with Capt. Ford Davis
in Bath last Sunday attending the
P. True were Mrs. True's sister Mrs.
Zebedee Simmons who will spend the
over the island Wednesday noon.
and crew has been in the harbor for
Appleton, Nov. 1, to Mr. and Mrs. ton. George Spear won the prize as council meeting of S.W V. auxiliary.
Minerva Piper of Rockport and
winteT
In Winthrop.
the heaviest baby.
W. B. Arrington, a son
Mrs. Magretta Oxton is confined to
Mr. and Mrs. O. D Lermond left a few days.
cousins Albert Barnes, Mrs. McKin
Mrs. A. H. Parsons opened dress the house by illness.
Mrs.
F A. Ripley was guest of Mr.
The
correspondent
would
like
to
see
Warren, Nov. 7, to Mr. and Mrs.
ney and daughter of Malden, Mass Thursday for their winter sojourn
making parlors in Adams block, Cam
and Mrs. Charles Emery recently on
items
from
Keeper
Osgood
under
Glenwood F. Reever, a son
Miss Nellie F Stevens, superintend
in
Sarasota.
Fla.
••• •
a motor trip to Kent's Hill and
Deer Isle, Oct. 31, to Mr. and Mrs den.
ent of the State School for Girls at
Young-Payson
The Grange is busily preparing for "Guardians of Our Coast.” His son
Mrs. Abbie Benner fell on High Hallowell with her mother, Mrs.
neighboring points of interest to Mrs.
Fred
has
called
here
several
times
I Ernest Weed, a son—Stephen Thur
Miss Eileen Payson and Bradford Its fair to be held in November.
street. Rockport, breaking one of her Charlotte Stevens were guests last
lately and the correspondent is al Ripley who had not visited that sec
iow.
Young were united in marriage Oct.
Mrs. Lucy fcoole went Thursday to
tion since she was a student at the
ways glad to see him.
Brooklyn. Oct. 25, to Mr. and Mrs wrists.
weekend of Mr and Mrs. Dana A. 24 in Warren by Rev. H. I. Holt, the
Florida where she will spend the win
Robert
K.
Shibles
was
installed
as
Mrs. Doris Morrill of Pittston is Seminary.
I H B. Snow, a daughter
Sherer. Mr. and Mrs. Horatio Har double ring ceremony being used.
ter.
spending several days with her
New York, Oct. 22, to Mr. and Mrs worshipful master of St. Paul's Lodge, rington of Wayne were the Sherers’
Miss Mary Sleeper is attending the
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
Mrs. Henry Duncan visited recent mother, Mrs. Cleon Hanna.
callers Sunday and Mrs. Charles W. and Mrs. Frank M. Payson of this
C JA PA
Joseph H. Howard, a daughter—Ellen F.AM. in Rockport.
teachers
’ Convention in Lewistonly with friends in Thomaston.
M9.5U
Ralph Richards was elected master Blackinton of Rockland Highlands
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Morton and Auburn. making the trip as guest of
town. She is a graduate of Camden
of Amity Lodge, F.AM. in Camden. spent Wednesday with them.
Mrs. Etta Noyes and Miss Alice children motored last Saturday to
•Miss Helene Smith and Frank Smith
High School, class of '34. The groom
AND UP
Miss Abigail Alexander, 80. died
Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Tolman and is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Gould who passed the summer here, Damariscotta.
I The marriages for this period were:
of Bar Harbor.
Your Old Range Taken m
Carl Reilly is having a new barn
son Evans have returned from a Young of Lincolnville and he also went Thursday to Rockland.
Rockland, Oct. 1, Louis Hart and suddenly in North Haven.
Exchange
In the death Sunday of William
Charles G. Weaver was installed as week's visit with Mr and Mrs. Bur
Worship Sunday will be at 11, with built on his property at the village.
Gertrude Fiske.
attended Camden High School, since
Hood this community lost a highly
Atlantic Ranges are available in
eminent commander of Camden leigh Blaisdell in Medford. Mr. Tol
Mr.
Mosher
of
Gardiner
has
re

sermon
by
the
pastor,
entitled,
“
After
which time he has been employed in
Waldoboro, Oct. 1, Frank E. DeBlack and All Enamel Finishes
Commandery. K. T.
man was successful in getting a deer. his home town.
the Election, What?" Choir singing cently bought the Robert Smith cot-* esteemed citizen. Especially will he
Coster and Sadie Kuhn.
be missed toy young people and chil
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
After
several
weeks
spent
with
her
The couple left immediately after will be under the leadership of Bar tage. He is making extensive repairs dren with whom he was a great fa
Thomaston, Sept. 25, Leroy Helmar
brother George Sides, Miss Martha the ceremony for a wedding trip to bara Stone, with 12 or more in the on his cottage and with his family
WEST WASHINGTON
of England and Miss Ella Snowman
vorite. Mr. Hood was born in South
Sides is now at her home in Camden. Washington. D. C. On return they group. Evening service with special will occupy it early in the spring.
of Rockland.
Wales over 76 years ago. He had lived
Mrs MaA Hibbert is caring for Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Malcolm
Ross
re

George
Hall
has
returned
from
music
at
7.30;
brief
address
by
the
will make their home in Lincolnville.
Matinicus, Oct. 5, Henry J. Ames of
here
for many years where he made
Elmer Creamer of Stickney's Corner Ashland where he was employed in
turned
last
Saturday
to
Springfield
pastor Sunday School convenes at
Matinicus and Mrs. Lizzie Moore of
TEL. 9»0
for two weeks.
after spending two weeks at their cot many friends who esteemed him for
the
potato
fields
for
a
few
weeks.
10.
The
church
is
making
arrange

Warren.
313-325 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
PLEASANT POINT
his honesty, industry and kindness
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Withee, two
Dr. and Mrs. Bert Parshley of Wolfments for new singing books and tage here.
47-tl
Framingham. Mass. Oct. ----- Benof heart. Funeral services were held
children and Edson Wellman and boro., N. H., spent last weekend with
Will
Rogers
is
painting
the
PenAey
anyone
who
wishes
to
aid
in
the
pur
Barlow H. Wetherbee of New York
Tuesday at the Burpee parlors in
children motored Sunday to Damari Mrs. Ida Barrows and Miss Lottie
cottage.
and Warren had as his dinner guests chase of one or more, may pass the
Rockland.
scotta.
Two
government
inspectors
who
are
contribution
to
the
pastor
or
anyone
Ewell.
Sunday at his summer home,
Perley Bartlett of Rockland is visit
School has been closed since Wed Tasquantum Lodge, MT. and Mrs. of this committee; Barbara Stone, overseeing the dredging, work, are
ing at the home of his brother Cleo nesday during the Teachers' Conven Sidney Vinal, Mr. and Mrs. John Mercedes Calderwood, Mrs. Julia boarding at L. E. Bailey's.
NORTH CUSHING
Bartlett this week.
Parker Gamage is employed paint
tion in Lewiston.
Robinson, Mrs. Martha Burgess. Mr. Beverage and Mrs. Lester Stone
RATES:
William Jackson has returned from
ing the Ross cottage.
Mrs. Ted Fuller of Groton, Mass ,
Miss Castera Cushman has had a and Mrs. Oscar E. Starrett, Mrs.
Single
to Your hotel in BOSTON
Mr. Sturtevant of Farmington has and Mrs. Guy Cu.cn.ngham of Bev
Boston where he was called to attend new driveway built and work done on Angeline Greenough, Warren, and
Vinalhaven & Rockland
Double
4 ii
the funeral of his mother.
recently bought My-T-Fine cottage at erly. Mass , were recent guests of
the grounds recently with pleasing Victor Whittier, Belfast. Callers in
AH ROOMS WITH BATN
Steamboat Co.
Long Cove.
Mrs. Edson Wellman and daughter results.
Mrs. Harriet Forsblom.
500
R
ooms
the evening were Dr. and Mrs. Ches
SptCAl weekly r«t<»
CHANGE OF TIME
Mrs. Annie E. Gardner of Hing
Elsie visited recently with Mrs. Mil
Rev. and Mrs. Maurice Dunbar of ter Clinton, Miss Ethel Mason and
Effective September 16, 1936
Miss Ruth Killeran is with her
ham, Mass., and Mrs. Helen Williams
dred Johnston in Damariscotta.
Subject To Change Without Notice
Allenton, R. I., spent a few days at Miss Audery Eaton of New York
RADIO
grandmother Mrs. Carrie Young.
Daily Except Sunday
of
Exeter,
N.
H,
spent
Monday
night
Everett
Dawson
returned
Friday
their cottage at Spruce Head this city.
SERVIDOR
VINALHAVEN LINE
School closed Wednesday for the
with Mr. and Mrs. E. A McFarland.
from the CCC Camp in Ellsworth.
STEAMER:
week and were guests of his cousin
TUB ’-.SHOWER
Leaves Vinalhaven at 8.00 A. M„ ar
remainder of the week owing to 8tate
Mrs. E. H. Perry Wednesday, return Rytex Christmas Cards are used by riving at Rockland at 9.20 A. M. Return
Teachers’ Convention in Lewiston.
leaves Rockland at 2.45 P. M, ar
prominent Movie Stars, writers, art ing,
ing home today.
riving at Vinalhaven at 4.00 P. M.
WE BUY
Mrs. Blanche Vose of Thogiaston
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
Doris J. Butler, daughter of Mr ists and Social Leaders ... yet their
STEAMER:
called
Tuesday 'night on Mrs. Carrie
NORTH STATION
price
is
only
50
for
$100,
including
and Mrs. W. W. Butler, West Mead
OLD GOLD
Leaves Swans Island at 5.30 A. M,
. . . Yield quicker to the
Young. Mrs. Young also entertained
*4 STEP-Zrem^eize TRAIN-tcycur ROOM
ows, has been spending a few days your name on the cards and 50 en Stonington 6.30, North Haven 7.30; due
Rockland about 8.45 A. M. Return
Poultice-Vapor action of
Variety Club this week.
CLARENCE E. DANIELS with her aunt Mrs. D. A Sherer, who velopes to match. See the new 1936 at
ing, leaves Rockland at 2.15 P. M, North
JEWELER
Haven 3.30, Stonington 4.45; due at
Samuel Wadsworth recently made
was guest Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. samples at The Courier-Gazette. Swan
’s Island about 6.00 P. M.
370 MAIN ST,
ROCKLAND
a business trip to Friendship.
Postage 10c.—adv,
J, D. Sherer, West Meadow road.
112-tf

25 YEARS AGO

1911

1936

Aflanfic
RANGES

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/

est Colds

Every-Other-Day
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You and
Your Car
Points of Personal In
terest to Every Motorist
-by-

ception that should be ruled out of
thc automotive picture. The truth
is, it is usually easier, and certainly
a lot safer, to operate a car in close
traffic, or in a parade, than on the
open road. Something about follow
ing the leader makes the job a mat
ter of stopping and going, with a
I modest amount of steering for good
i measure. On the open road all by
himself the driver ls his own leader.
On his own responsibility the job is
a much more serious one.

Frederick C. Russell
a National Motor Authority
(copyrighted)

Safer In Two Ways

Engineers have pointed out that
having the front doors of the car
hinged at the windshield side forei stalls the possibility of being pulled
out of the car should one of the
i doors swing open and be caught in
' the wind. But there is another safety
Now that it s trailer time in motor- . are surprising many a motorist these feature in this newer way of hinging
dom the family circle probably will days:
the doors. If you find it necessary
be the steering wheel
In Japan most of the automobile to back up over a treacherous piece
body work, including fenders, is done j of road or driveway you can hold the
Save Those
Valve Springs
by laborious hand work. The newest left front door partly open and look
Motorists who are running into radio antenna for cars fits on top of , hack as you steer.
another spell of broken valve springs the st€el roof A stamping and tool
Fallacy In Foolish Fifty
,
...
, . . , ■ company isproducing a special
had better make up their minds to do tral,er ch^sis fQr thQse whQ want t<) ■There is something wrong with this
something about crankcase condea- build their own home on wheels. A idea of thinking that keeping the
sation. Those broken springs used to Polish engineer has received publici- spced of the car under 5C is prima
worry the engineers and service men. 1 ty for producing an automobile in- ifacie evidence of safe driving. Safety
but now they have the answer. If strument panel mounted in the cen- knows no speed limit. It demands
there is excessive’condensation in the ter of the steering wheel. Several ithat everj’ driver regulate speed in
crankcase there will be excess wafer years ago^one of the American car accordance with conditions, with due
ln the oil. Since oil is fed to the . factories came close to adopting a resl*ct of course for legal speed
valve compartment in the modern wheel with a speedometer mounted limits. Fifty, or even 30 mile6 per
engine the valve springs are thus In the centre. I saw ai car equipped I hour- 's too fast for many situations,
subjected tc corrosion. That leads with such a speedometer and have Includ*n« an average reaction time
to breakage.
I never been able to understand why |of three-quarters of a second, it reCheck this by installing some the inventor has not been able to qulres 227 feet in which to bring a
car to a stop at a speed of 60 miles
method of crankcase ventilation, make headway with the idea.
per hour. This is assuming that you
even though this may be short of
Mechanic Joe Speaking:
are driving on a straight, well-paved,
ideal. Avoid short runs. Drain the 1
oil more frequently ln cold weather.1 "Before your service man loses his dry and level road and that the fourHave everything in the most effect-, temper and makes ready to throw wheel breaking system on the car is
ent condition so that there will be
automatic choke into the scrap up to par. Even at 36 miles per hour
as little choking as possible.
I heap ask him to look over the as-' the stopping distance Is 122 feet,
Keeping under 50 is no mark of
! sembly to see if any parts have been
Safety Test For Clutch
' oiled. Perhaps you or some self-ap- safety unless the driver knows how
A slipping clutch is an insidious pointed tinkerer have sought to im- much under 50 is called for by traf
form of danger which few drivers prove matters by lubricating the fic and highway conditions.
consider. If there is any suggestion choke mechanism, thereby violating
Stop I hanged By Reaction
that the clutch is not permitting safe th: cardinal rule in choke care. All
It
is interesting to record that
transmission of power from engine moving pans of the automatic chokwhile
it takes 184 feet in which to
to wheels, try the simple test of ing system should be dry and free
stop a car under ideal conditions
setting the hand brake and allowing from oil in any form."
j where the driver has a normal reacthe clutch pedal to come up slowly
They Love A Parade
! tion time and the car is traveling 46
while the car is in low gear with the
When
an
aggregation
of
safe
driv, miles per hour the car that is handiengine well accelerated Normally the
englne should be stalled the Instant ers recently drove through the capped by poor brakes and a slow
streets of New York, parade-fashion, acting driver may require even a
the clutch Is fully engaged.
many observers wondered whether ! greater distance when traveling much
Picked I'p En Route
the experience wasn't a strain on even slower. If. for example, the driver
Maybe you know or maybe you the best of the operators. That I has a reaction time of 2 seconds a
don't, but here are some facts that rise to point out. is a popular miscon- . car with defective brakes will require

Tlcw 1937

CHEVROLET
Dke fompfdc G)tnp(etctij~lleur

188 feet in which to come to a halt i
from speed of 30 miles per hour.
When To Skip Second
I have it on the authority of the
engineering department of one of the
leading car producers that it is all
right to shift from low to high, pro
vided this gives the desired accelera
tion. Where owners make a mistake
is in trying ‘m get second gear ac
celeration and power from high after
shifting from low. Usually when a
driver shifts into high without
bothering to go through second he j
is trying to hurry. In that case he
had better use second. For those
who are willing to al'ow the car to
pick up speed gttdually the jump
from low to hign can be made grace
fully and logically.

Page Five

WINTERING Tl IE BEE
_____

STRAND SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY

House Cellar Is a Good Place,
o
*, .
.
. ■. .
bays University of Maine
Professor

inches of sawdust or dry leaves is
i poured in on all sides and thc top.

Thc

cd«cs °f thc PaP” are

j folded down and pinned with nails,
Another plece of tar paper is laid
on top, and the whole assembly
fastened firmly ln place by strong
Bees do not hibernate as do other twine tied to nails projecting from
insects, but form a compact cluster the bottom frame.
A passageway through the packing
in the center of the brood nest for
protection from the cold, says Charles ' must
|,rovided for "‘ntlla“°n and
to give the bees a chance to fly on
O. Dirks, assistant professor of en
I warm days. A hole three-eighths of an
tomology at the University of Maine. inch by 2 inches through the tar
The bees in the heart of thc cluster paper gives access to the regular engenerate heat by fanning their wings I trance block of the hive.
Wooden packing cases may be used,
and by other forms of muscular ac
but Mr. Dirks recommends the tartivity, while those on the outside of
' paper tracking as less expensive,
the cluster act as insulation to pre
i Further details on wintering bees and
vent the escape of the heat genera
, their management th° year round,
ted.
are available in Bulletin 226 of the
Two methods of protecting bees
Maine Extension Service, available
during the winter are satisfactory in
on request to the Extension Service,
Maine, says Mr. Dirks. The house
Orono, Maine.
cellar may give good results, if a
compartment is prepared for the bees.
This compartment should be made
dark and dry and have a tempera
ture of about 45 degrees Fahrenheit.
It is customary to move the’ bees
Into the cellar as soon as possible
after a good cleansing flight In late PREVENT HANG-OVERS
October or early November.
Take this ad to your druggist and he
A tar-paper packing case built j will
give you FREE, a 25c package of
around two hives gives adequate pro !SOBROMO
« r__ a—
is
, ! Ui»e It according to directions when
tection at low cost for bees wintered needed. It will sober you up in twenty
out-of-doors. The hive is raised just i ml?utes »nd prevent a hang-over.
.
j Do not hesitate. Sobromo contains no
Off the ground, ano a light frame [ harmful ingredients It is the prescrip-

Il hat Owners Are Asking
Q Recently the engine of my car
has developed the habit of idling too
fast. The throttle stop screw is1
turned down as far as It will go. but
this doesn’t seem to help matters
H. H. B.
A. There is probably stickage in Robert Kent, Shirley Temple and Delma Byron In a scene from the little star’s
new Twentieth Century-Fox triumph.—adv.
the connections between the throttle
and the automatic fast-idling ther
mostat of the carburetor. Clean these
As a little minstrel, harmonizing smiles, captivates a wealthy woman,
parts with a little penetrating oil.
with
street singers, playing every role Helen Westley, who wants to adopt
The throttle itself may also stick a
in
"Uncle
Tom's Cabin" single- her. Miss Westley offers Morgan
little, a condition that can be rem
handed.
starring
in a minstrel show $5000 if he will permit Shirley to
edied by putting penetrating oil on
and
mothering
and
caring for her come and live with her. Morgan in
the throttle shaft.
irrepressible
and
incorrigible
guardi dignantly refuses—but one of his
Q. Is it true that the kind of
an.
Frank
Morgan,
Shirley
shares escapades forces him to accept the
gasoline used in an engine will have
around thp bottom Tar naner ! ^on of a prominent Doctor.
with you her love and laughter, tears i offer. although Shirley's heart is built
ount arouna me ootiom. lar paper |
Oet your
package today Thu
an effect on the oil? I have been told
is tacked to this frame, and 6 to 10 , free oner u ror a limited time only.
and
thrills,
trials
and
triumphs.
breaking.
that cheap oil will dilute the oil more
Morgan has a penchant for other! Before the conclusion, however,
rapidly. F. S., Jr.
peoples
valuables and his nimble Shirley, with her songs, smiles and
A. The volatility of the gasoline
fingers
are
always attaching them- , dances, straightens matters out, scores
you buy has much to do with the
condition of the oil in the crankcase. selves—quite unconsciously, of course! a triumphant success on the stage.
More volatile oil naturally vaporizes —to some object or other. Shirley, and brings happiness to two young
more quickly and does not leak down meanwhile, with her charms and lovers.—adv.
Into the crankcase so readily when
Wake Up and Live. Brande; Auto
the engine is warming up.
GANDERS FLY HIGH
Q. I am thinking of installing an biography of Lincoln, Steffens.
What Is She Like?, Brockman; The Old Goose Leads Hia
aluminium head on my engine in
place of the present one which is of Live Alone and Like It. Hillis; The
Flock To the Happy Hunt
cast iron. In discussing this with a Case of the Caretakers Daughter,
ing Grounds
friend I have been led to belive that Gardner: A Place in the Country,
the aluminium head would collect Farnham.
I
Leading a strangely assorted aggre
Fifty books for children have been
more carbon. Is this true? W. L. L.
gation
into the Cascade Alleys Wed
A. No. Experience with aluminium loaned by the Maine State Library
heads shows them to be less suscep extension service for six months.
nesday night Leon “Goose" Arey re
Douglas Gray was home over the marked that they might not be much
tible to carbon accumulation than is
the cast iron head. In most of the weekend frem the University of on looks but they were some punkins
.
new engines compression has been Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Taylor and »hen 11 fame t0 bowling, and his
raised, the aluminium head carrying
off the excess heat. A hotter engine Mrs. Evelyn, Vining of South Hope prophecy was well substantiated when
were callers Sunday afternoon at the they took Postmaster Drew's bunch of
collects less carbon.
j horn: of George Teague.
----stamp lickers into camp to the tune of
Mr and Mrs. Frank Newbert of
WARREN
38 pins.
Rockland called Tuesday on Mr. and
The Postmaster seems to either
Polls are open Tuesday from 10 a. Mrs. George Gray.
m„ to 7 p.tn.
i Miss Ruby Starrett was overnight have hard luck or exercise poor judg
The date of Ivy Chapter. O.EjS., to
Tuesday of <Mr. and Mrs. New- ment in the selection of his play
be guest of Forget-me-not Chapter ell Eugley.
mates (and pay mates). Remember
j in South Thomaston has been post- r Children of the primary depart ing how “Wyme" Guilford used to
i poned indefinitely because of illness ment of the Coniyega tional Sunday
buzz the ball around the infield and
' among the officers of the latter School enjoyed a Halloween party
Thursday
afternoon
at
the
chapel.
every
once in a while sock it over
chapter.
Many were ln costume.
the
fence
as second baseman of the
Members of Anderson Camp, Sons
The High School supper served “Chiefs." the P M. jockeyed him onto
of Union Veterans Auxiliary of
Tuesday at the Congregational his bowling team, but the "P. M."
Rockland numbering 14 were guests chapel was well attended.
failed to take into account the differWednesday of the E. A. Starrett
The dental clinic held Wednesday , ence between basebaI1 and bowllng
[ Camp Auxiliary. An excellent pro- afternoon at the Congregational I perhaps Wyme had tar on hifi hands
I gram was given including readings Chapel was considered successful by
or something like that, where he had
, and vocal selections, the latter by the committee in charge.
Just come in from hauling his lobster
j Miss Hilda Aspey, her accompanist.
Mrs. G D. Gould who has been ill, pots, at any rate the ball seemed to
Mrs. Carrie R. Smith.
is more comfortable.
stick to his fingers and the only place
Mrs. (Nellie Borneman of Orffs
they seemed like home to it was in
Corner, and granddaughter. Miss
A free ENNJAY flushing job with
the
gutter. In his first four frames
Barbara Achorn of Thomaston are every complete oil change at Shel- >
Wyme had the astounding total of
visiting the Wilbur Spear family.
don's Esso Station. Warren. 129-131
10 pins and reached the ripe old total
--------------------- Mrs. Maude (Kennedy) Misen l$
of 61 for hls 'first effort He gradually
heimer of Annaheim. Oalif., was din
EAST FRIENDSHIP
warmed up, though, and was going
ner guest Wednesday of Mr. and Mrs.
good as the bell sounded.
Jesse Mills. This is the first time
Mrs. Alma Wincapaw of Monhegan I The Ganders flew away to the lead
in 30 years that Mrs. Misenheimer Mrs. Dorothy Richardson and Mrs. j
in the first string which they took by
has been in this town. She has been Madeline Richardson of Rockland |
32 pins and although the P. M. and
visiting her brothers. Frank Kennedy called Monday on Mrs. Wlncapaw's
his clerks managed to tie up the sec
in Camden and William Kennedy in father Joseph Marshall.
ond game the Ganders coasted in on
Rockland. Dinner guest on the same
Herbert Grafton of Thomaston is the third six pins ahead.
date at the Mills home was Mrs.
guest at A. V. Grafton's.
The P. M. had a banner evening,
Elizabeth (Mills of Rockland.
R. A. Dae. George Doe. R W. Brad leading the field with high string and
Eugene Tolman and Niilo Hill re
ford and S E Hyler of Cushing re total and is considering asking Jim
turned Wednesday from a ten day
cently motored to Fairfield where Farley for a raise, but some of his
hunting trip in Northern Maine.
they called on John Gay and family. paymates were dragging their heels
Pontiac, worker of wondera
The Baptist Choir will sing the
in the low-price field, ia
Miss Margaret Simmons ot Brad and the strain was too great to be
anthem. “A Prayer” (Moren) Sun
overcome.
about to thrill America
day at the morning worship. This ford's Point was supper guest Monday
again The 1937 Silver
Gene Hall and Scotty Littlefield had
of
Miss
Helen
Fales.
anthem contains an alto and tenor
Streak Pontiacis America'*
a battle royal with one pin difference
duet, which will be sung by Mrs. Avis
Mrs. Maynard Orne. children Nata
finest low-priced car.
in their total, while Walter Mills the
Watch for the automobile
Norwood, and Roger Teague.
lie and Philip of Monhegan visited
brunette bad boy from Canineville
industry’, moat important
Singers who participated in the Wednesday with Mrs. C L Fales and
was up amongst the warblers, singing
1937 announcement.
Eastern Maine Music Festival in Mrs. Olive Orne.
at the top of his voice.
Bangor, Thursday night were Mr
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Jameson and
The P. M. is devoting considerable
and Mrs. Chester Wyllie, Roger tons Harold and Charles motored
Teague. Mrs. Avis Norwood, and Rev. Thursday to Somerville. Mass, where time to some scheme to beat the Jinx
that seems to be following him and
Howard A. Welch.
they will spend a few days with
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Mills motored friends. W. A. Bradford is acting as his little paymates. and we venture to
Sunday to Waterville where Mr. Mills caretaker of the Jameson property assert that it won't be long before,
somehow, sometime, if and when, the
attended a meeting of the Brother during their absence.
tables will be turned.
hood Maintenance of Way Em
Miss Madeline Miller came home
Stamp Lickers
ployees.
Thursday from Thomaston for a few
Peterson ........ ......... 79 75 72 226
Mrs. Wilbur Spear has been visit days' visit.
Drew .............. ........ 102 93 83 278
ing heT daughter and son-in-law. Mr.
Arthur Lewis was a Boothbay visit
Guilford ......... ........ 61 77 92 230
and Mrs. Clovis Thibodeau ln Clare or Thursday
Hebo ............. ........ 88 85 78 251
mont, N. H„ Mr. and Mrs. Irville '
Hall................. ........ 78 71 83 232
Spear In Woburn, Mass., and Mr. and

HOW TO SOBER UP
IN TWENTY MINUTES

YES, AMERICA

RUMORS ARE CORRECT—
f

BIGGER
CARS
i

BETTER VALUE

With a completely new Valve-in-IIead Engine—

GREATER ECONOMY

THE AMATEUR

giving new power, new smoothness, new economy—m fact, the only old thing about it is its
reliability.
,i

Mrs. Roy Spear at Cape Elizabeth.
New Volumes For Library
Books recently bought for the
Mathews Memorial Library are here
listed:
Earth Never Tires, Darragh; The
Far Horizon, Banks; Snake Bit Jones.
Coolidge; No Hero This, Deeping;
Whiteoak Harvest. De la Roche; One 1
Life, One Kopeck, Duranty; Drums
Along the Mohawk, Edmunds; Tire
Old Ashburn Place. Flint; The Sub
stitute Guest, Hill; Stormy Weather,
Holton.
Back Again, Mackail; Love Comes j
Last, Miller; Timgrim and Allah's >
Palace,, Mundy; ,The Golden Girl. |
Provost; Maid of Honor, Randall; {
Sarrfelice,
Sheean;
Greengates.
Sheriff; Hearts Walking. Smith; The
Port in the Jungle, Wren; Around I
the World ln Eleven Months, Abbe; I

(Fo- The Courier-Gazette)
I painted a tree with careful hand;
X studied line and mass of leaf
Of broken twig I made a note.
And banked the grasses ln relief.
I painted sky with fleecy cloud.
And Just a glimpse of glimmering sea.
When It was done I stood aloof.
To see what the effect would be.
Something was wrong. It had no life.
It was a cold, flat piece of art.
Again I tried, but only marred
The freshness of my first, brave start.
An artist took my poor effort
And put some life Into the green.
A dab Just right—some clever strokes—
It now became a living scene.
Norman C. Tice
Boothbay Harbor

401 408 1217
Ganders

Lyford ......................
Winslow ...................
Mills..........................
Goose........................
Scotty .......................

94 86 82
82 83 79
95 78 85
86 80 92
83 74 76

262
244
258
258
233

mg

ON DISPLAY NEXT WEDNESDAY

440 401 414 1255

CUSHING

Webb Barnes has joined a ship in
Philadelphia to go on a southern trip
for the City Seivice Oil Co,
WE BUY
Mrs. Hattie Ames is visiting Miss
Dressed Ilogs. Beef. Lamb and Veal. Melba Ulmer in Thomaston for an in
IVe sugar cure and smoke your hams,
definite time.
shoulders and bacon,
Miss Carrie Wallace has employ
C. II. RICE COMPANY
Tillson Avenue
Rockland, Me. ment at the home of Llewellyn
121-132 Burnes, East Friendship.

TWO GREAT NEW

'erSfaeak
»s . .a.

C. W. HOPKINS, 712 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE

r
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Probate Notices

VINALHAVEN

Notices of Appointment _ In Everybody’s Column

I Charles L Veazie. Register of ProAdvertisement* ln this column not to
The first monthly meeting of the
bate for the County of Knox, ln the I exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
State of Maine, hereby certify that In | cents, three times for 50 cente. AddlThird District Council, American
the following estates the persons were tional lines five cente each for one time
appointed
Administrators.
Executors. ] 10 cents for three times. Six words
Legion Auxiliary, was held Tuesday
Guardians and Conservators and on thc ; make a line.
afternoon in the Methodist Church.
Personally, I did not Know what
dates hereinafter named:
“----------------------- «■»
During the business meeting these
was going on at the Harbor 50 years
FRANCES M. BACHELDER. late of K
Rockland, deceased. Adelbert R Bach- *
officers were installed: President.
ago. I left Houlton early in October.
elder and Edwin L. Brown, both of 1
Mrs. Edna M. Young of this town;
Rockland, were appointed Admrs . Oct
__ __ _ .
1886 and landed in Boston some time
6.
1936, and qualified by filing bond
____ _______ ______
chaplain, Mrs. Ella Hyland of Rock
the last of the month. Dad knew
on same date.
land; sergeant-at-arms, Mrs. Shirley
SKIFF
found In harbor Mondav. Call
what was going on and recorded it.
ELIZABETH S. TURNER, late of
129-134
of this town; historian. Mrs. Ida
Thomaston, deceased. Ruth T. Oeorge CAPT. AMES. Tel. 1070
Oct. 7, 1886: Attended Eureka
of Thomaston was appointed Admx,
Huntley of Rockland. Mrs. Marietta
Lodge, the first one we have had
Oct. 20. 1936. without bond.
•R
R
Oreenlaw of Augusta, department ’
since August. The lodge room is
*
HUDSON L. BOWLEY. late of Milton.! •
Mass
,
deceased.
Charles
L.
Bowley
ol
'
f
president, was a special guest. An
*
much improved with its alterations.
Randolph. Mass , was appointed Admr..
entertainment was presented consist
Have concluded to have it re
Oct 20, 1936. without bond. Alan L
Bird of Rockland was appointed Agent R--» ing of musical selections by the
furnished. (The lodge room was then
ln Maine.
SMALL farm wanted, with blueberry
Georges River Ramblers, tap dancing
on the top floor* of the Fuller build
EVELYN L. AMES, late of Matlnlcus land preferred: must have good house,
barn,
hen house Will pay cash if price
Isle
Plantation,
deceised
Weston
L,
by Alfred P. Chapman. Jr., and sing
ing. now Wan-e-set Inn).
ARTHUR ANDERSON
9
Ames of Matlnlcus Isle Plantation was reasonable
ing of popular songs by Miss Marian
129-131
The lodge historyg says on May 10,
appointed Admr., Oct. 20. 1936. without Cottage Place. City.
bond.
Felt. Refreshments were served.
1860 it was voted to remove the lodge
SOFT wood on stump wanted, any
MARTIN E WEBBER, late of Thomas thing will do C E OROTTON 13R
from the rooms then occupied
ton. deceased. Maude L. Webber of Camden St.. Tel. 1214-M
The Baptist Woman's Mission,
131-tf
____
_
_
_
Thomaston
was
appointed
Executrix
(Mosquito Harbor) at the expira
Circle meets at the home of Mrs. N.
Oct ”20 1936 without'bond.
MAN wanted for Rawlelgh Route of
tion of the lease, to rooms at Ten
F. Andrew* on .Brnoklt.n Heights
CHARLES H MOOR, late of Rockland.: 800 families Write today. RAWLEIGH'S.
deceased Harriet H Moor of Rockland DEPT MEJ-73-SA . Albany. N. Y.
ants Harbor. On .the evening of
Tuesday at 2. It will be a program
121 & 130
was appointed Executrix Oat. 20. 1936. ;
Sept. 10 a large number of the breth
without bond.
meeting with Mrs. Herbert Newbert
PATIENTS wanted at Rest Haven. 105
MARY J WATTS, late of Thomaston, Llmerock St Tel 1293___________ 131-133
ren. with their ladies and other
the leader.
deceased. Samuel W Lewis of Brookline.
Invited guests assembled at the new
Mass . was appointed Executor Oct 20. I EXPERIENCED young girl wants posi
At the Baptist Church Sunday the
1936. and qualllled by filing bond on tion doing housework Apply A W W.
hall which was then consecrated to
services will be Bible School at 9:45;
131-133
same date Zelma M Dwinal of Camden 33 Cedar St. Tel. 305-R
the
use
of
Eureka
Lodge
and
the
was appointed Agent ln Maine.
morning service at 11. the pastor to
QIRL
wanted
for
general
housework
ROBERTA S HUFNAGEL. late of
Masonic fraternity. (Society: Rock
go home nights. Write "B", care
preach on, "Convictions.’’ The music i
Mount Vernon. N. Y . deceased Frederick to
Courier-Gazette.
130-132
OU —
land papers take notice).
F. Hufnagel of said Mount Vernon was
at this service will include the
appointed Executor Oct 20. 1936. with
MIDDLE-aged
widow
wants light
Eureka
Lodge
met
In
that
hall
for
anthem. “Shew Me Thy Way,” James
out bond Edward C. Payson of Rock housekeeping position Write R E carp
land appointed Agent In Maine
34 years. This hall was over Fuller s
of Courier-Gazette.
130-132
H. Rogers, incidental soloist. Alfred
MAURICE McuLiyryn,
SULLIVAN, law
late v*
of csa»i,
East
hall where all the society events of j
innuivivo
POSITION wanted by middle aged
M. Strout; male quartet. "I Want
Boston Mass . deceased Susie A Sulhousekeeper, for widower or aged couple.
the village were held. Dec. 23, 1886:
My Life To Tell for Jesus.' Mr.
RYTEX PERSONAL
home on Uhion street.
| the‘r home when »
sh0»er was i named ln sald wul- wllhout bondfcS?ut°rix“o5tE20t ^Md^uSmJfbJ Write N.M.C. Care of Courier-Gazette.
m
^ntod^to
X7uw
g
th7h
e
all
M
if
'
Miss
Evelyn
Carver
'
v
««
‘
oning
«
lven
**
»
P»
rt
>
°
f
25
friendi
ar
‘
d
ESTATE
ARVILLA
P.
SKINNER,
lati
„
Strout. Alton Foster. Raymond K.
same appolnWd
date Alfred M __________________________________130*132
ministration,
^asking Petition
that Eula
M | filing bondTh<^naston
of
Warren, deceased.
for Ad
CHRISTMAS CARDS
GIRL attending high school, willing
tine readv for Christmas ,a
from her dulles Bt Hotel Ed*»^ nc*hbors' The newlyweds received
Greene and Edward P. Thurston. The
'
t*'''
to help with house work In exchange for
ing ready for Christmas a real
Herbert Crockett of Crocket' s I many beautiful gifts. Sandwiches, Skinner of Waterville, or some other
sacrament of the Lord’s Supper will
DWIGHT M. VIRGIN, late of Rock nice home Call 802-R.
130-132
gentlemanly act). Oct. 12. 1886: Very ana Herbert Crockett of crocket,.I
J
B
• suitable person be appointed Admx., I land.
deceased Oladys W Bradley and
be observed at the close pf this
and c0^ee were served. The wltbout bond
POSITION wanted, as allround cook.
Marlon W. Kendall, both of Worcester.
pleasant and wanri. A July, day— Garage left Friday to spend two
ESTATE
CORA
E.
WILLIAMS
late
of
service. Meeting of the Christian En
weeks with hei1 aunt Mrs John R ' hostesses were Claudine Dyer. Natalie Rockland, deceased Petition Ior Ad Mass. were appointed Admxs, Oct. 20. HORACE PERRY. Cor. Union and
wind westerly and light. (As the
87-tf
1936 and qualified by filing bond on Willow Sts , Rockland
deavor at 4. At the evening service
, Lawry. Loretta White. Laura IngTa- ministration. asking tbst Clara W John same
date Aretas E Stearns
of Rumford
fellow said about going to Maine to Donlan at Waltham, Mass.
son of Rockland, or some other suitable,
__
ANGORA kittens wanted, good shaggy
at 7 thc ipastor will give the last in a
nam
and
Ruth
Ames.
person
be
appointed
Admx
.
without
ap
f?.??.
ed
A®*
111
ln
Malne
coeta. state age
also sex. F. G.
Harry Collamore Is moving Into
play Shakespeare. “The people down
Attest:
bond.
HOVESTADT. 78 Canal street, Boston.
series of sermons, the subject. "What
PRINTED WITH YOUR
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register
in Maine don't know yet that the Thurston house on Spruce street I Scott Littlefield and children MaMass
130-132
ESTATE ELIZABETH K MARSHALL,
131-8-137
We Will Be."
NAME
_____________________
________ ( Services at the Baptist Church for rion- BUly and Jack visited Wednes' late of Arlington.-Mass . deceased Petl- I
Christopher
Columbus discovered
tion for Administration, asking that
The Sewing Circle of Grace Chap- :
America, let alone knowing about the wcelc John W. Hyssong. pastor “d- in RockUnd.
ft'
Elizabeth M Easton of said Arlington, or
Christmas just isn’t Christma
I
ter. OES. will be held at the home
Legal Notices
some other suitable person be appointed
Shakespeare's
plays!
")
But
Columbus
will
begin
with
Sunday
morning
wor-I
Mr
and
Mr£
E.
A.
Smalley
nat?
■without
these
gay,
heart-warm

Admx.. without bond
of the worthy matron. Mrs. Lucy S.
returned
from
Swan's
Island.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
ing Rytex Greetings.
caravels got mentioned that day— j ship at H. subject. "The Easy Yoke
ESTATE CARRIE BLAKE, late of!
Young, on Wadsworth street, Tues
Etta Ames was hostess recently to Rockport, deceased Petition for Admlnl-! Whereas. Ernest Junkala of Union ln
the Jane Fish. Susan Ross and Jesse followed by Bible School at 12 with
Designs definitely new . . . ex
the
County
of Knox and State of Maine,
stratlon. asking that Vesper E Grover
day at 7. Members are asked to take
HAVE Just made some new sour kraut.
quisite stock . . . smart Folder
Hart.
| classes for all. At 7 p. m. Gospel Antique Club.
of Rockland, or some other suitable per by hls Mortgage Deed dated the twentysixth day of April. 1926. and recorded ln $1 15 gal New kraut .pickle tl _gal.
sewing.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Young of Win- son be appointed Admr . with bond
Style . . . made to order with
' They sailed end sailed, as winds might | service at the West Rockport Church;
Kr.ox County Registry of Deeds. Book Doctors claim good for your health. E.
All Saint's Day will be observed at
ESTATE ISAAC N YOUNG, late of 208 Page 3?0. conveyed to the North | A. DEAN. Rockland. Tel 671-J
your name.
129-137
A very dark night And then a speck— I subject, TYue and False Repentance . terport were recent guests of their
Thomaston, deceased. Petition for Ad National Bank, a National banking cort ~
"—7------ - ------St. John's Church Sunday’ with Holy
All this, 50 Cards and 50 En
niece
,
Mrs.
Madeline
MacDonald.
ministration.
asking
that
Hollie D
nuiusir»iiuu.
asaiug
mibi nuiu*
u noration having Its location at RockCOTTAGE lota for sale, of the John
a light! a light! a light! a light!"
; for Sin.” Thursday at 7 p m„ Prayer
velopes for only $1.00.
Eucharist and sermon at 9:30 a. m.;
land in said County of Knox end State
*ia‘* •» Hosmers Pond. J A.
Eben Clark of Allston. Mass, has suitable person
The red flashing one on Southern i Parise service
be appointed Admr. Q? yalne a certain lot or parcel of land I
Camden. Tel. 598.
131*136
evensong and sermon. 5 p. m. A
We urge you to see the com
without bond
returned
home,
having
spent
the
week
with
buildingsdescribed
thereon, situated
ln i lbcHicKFvq
ois* Irderired
ih
Island.
i Mr. and Mrs. Thornton Havener of
Union,theaforesaid*
as follows;
ui^ghtfnrdr^cd
SillftS
plete Rytex Line and to ORDER
sacred concert will also be presented
ESTATE
ANNIE
O
CONANT,
late
of
Oct. 17. 1886: Froze quite hard last Kittery were recent guests of his ! with his daughter. Miss Hilda Clark Rockland, deceased Petition for Admini Beginning at the northwest corner of ; S' ""h
lfo eSl.r^J^Ile^
NOW!
tl cash, ready today R LITTLE 22
at this service which will include:
Mrs. Robert Georgeson has returned stration. asking that Frederic Conant land formerly of John Fogler -on the Meadow
night. Oct. 20: wrote letter to A. B. C. mother. Mrs. Gertrude Havener.
. Thomaston.
131-133
Clark of Bristol, N. H . or some other east shore of Seven Tree Pond; thence ,Rd
______________________________
Vocal duet. “Be Glad O Ye Right
and sent it to Augusta. (No. I wasn't
Postage 10 cents extra
BRUSH for sale. Leave orders at
Mrs Flanders of Searsport is mov from a visit with relatives in Port’and. suitable person be appointed Admr., northerly on the shore of said Pond to
eous." by Hosmer, Russell Young,1
without
bond.
land
of
Lyman
Alden;
thence
easterly
j
Public
Food
Store.
Cor
Park
and
Main
Mr. and Mrs. William Benner a:e
looking for an apartment in which to ing Into the Harry Collamore house.
131*133
ESTATE NANCY EMMA DAVIS, late on said Alden’s line to land formerly of ' streets. Tel. 358. E RUSSELL
tenor, and Albert HaU. baritone;
locate at the coming session of the Main street, which she recently occupying the Mullen house on Pleas of Frlen<shlp. deceased Petition for Ad Joseph M«c>. deceased, thence southerEIGHT-tube Sparton radio. *25. for
vocal s4lo. "Evening and Morning' by
g|nger seW|ng machine. $10;
ministration. asking that Rodney 8. ly about 26 rods to land of Oeorge Gay. Raie.
ant street for the coming season.
Legislature. I was looking for busi- j bought
then™
westerly
on
s.td
Osy*
land
about
!
walnut
hall rsclc
cours(,
busl’es;
Davis
of
Port
Clyde,
or
some
other
Splcker. Albert HaU; violin solo.
The
Lions
Club
met
Thursday
at
ness for a Boston wholesale boot and
Mrs Albertha Larson, who has been
suitable person be appointed Admr., 20 rods to stake and stones thence administration. $25. brass bed with
‘'Abendliedr' by Rehfeld. Russell ------------------------------------------------- shoe company.) Oct. 25: Big fire at
southerly
about
15
rods
to
stake
and
j
mattress.
$8:
bookcase.
$8:
Martha
without bond
Union Church vestry for a banquet.
ESTATE URANIA C BURGESS of stones, thence westerly about 21 rods Washington. $3 50. wood. $3 Saturday at
Young. Monday wiU be observed as given by Misses Janet Henry. Belle Farmington. Halloween was Sunday, a patient at Knox Hospital for a
Rev. Charles H. B. Seliger, who died Owls
a1d ’to,ne*i thent* southerly 2 FERN BROWNE. 28 linden St 131-lt
Head Petition for License to Sell about 21 rods
to land formerly of John------------------------------------------------------------All Soul's Day with Requiem Coates and Carleen Davis. The bam, with a social meeting at the Old week is recuperating at the home of , Wednesday in Rockland, was a for certain Real Estate, situated ln Islesboro. Fogler;
thence westerly on said land , MINNOWS for smelt fishermen. H. H.
her
mother.
Mrs.
Catherine
Thomp

Waldo
County,
and
fully
described
ln
Eucharist at 7:30 a. m.
where games were played, and the Church
______
__
_______
___
___
_
about
120
rods
to stake and stones; i URIE CO . Tel 205. at 328 Main St 131-lt
on the Hill in the evening.
mer pastor of Union Church.
said Petition, presented by Charles A
thence southerly about 5 rods to stake
CABBAGE. I>,e per pound. 50 and 100
Mr and Mrs. ChestcT A. Vose gave dining-room, were cleverly decorated I
so ends the record for October, son in Rockland.
Mrs. George Kay was in Rockland Ro«e of Rockland. Gdn.
and stones; thence westerly about 201 pound lots delivered H B SHAW. 7
Mr. and Mrs. James Miller and E
ESTATE ABRAM W NYE late of rods to place of .beginning.
a buffet supper party Tuesday at m black and orange. There was a 50 years ago.
.
•
—
Being
the
j
pme
street. Thomaston Te| 35-u.
I on a recent visit.
Rockland, decea^d. Petition for License ‘ same premises conveyed to Ernest 1
8. Merrill spent Thursday in Port
131*133
their home on Brooklyn Heights to scavenger hunt, won by Miss Davis
to Sell certain Real Estate, situated ln I Junkala and Paavo Pajunen by Simeon
Boze
sees
HOUSE for sale or to let. Main St...
land
•
Rockland and Portland, and fully de A. Adams. October 20. 1919.
observe their eighth wedding anni- an<j Richard Woodcock and a peanut
Somerville, Mass.. Oct 28
___
Thomaston ln good condition; modern
scribed in said Petition, presented by ;
And________
whereas,.__________________
said Mortgage was ___
Activities Of Girls' 4-H Club
Mrs Harold Spear, who has been at
versary. They received several nice hunt won by Miss Marian Jack, and
Llewellyn Carleton of Portland. Admr I signed by the said North National Bank : Improvements: garage In basement; easy
b.n.c
t.a.
to
the
Rockland
National
Bank,
a
1
to heat Possible to make Into double
d
j
The
Fox
Islanders'
4-H
Club
met
I IMirtM
the home ot her Parenu’ Mr- and
gifts and it^was altogether a happy dancing completed the evenings
ESTATE ABEL M FULLER late of ' National banking corporation located at tenement at practlcaly no expense B F
U.NIUIN
jjrs. W. A. Paul for several weeks I recently at the home of Cora Peter
occasion. The guests were Mr. and entertainment. Mrs. Lineken served
said
Rocklend.
by
written
assignment
,
BUROESS.
393 Main St. City
131-133
Rockland, deceased. First and final ac
A clinic offering toxide for diph-, has returnpd tQ Massachusett^
BRUSH for sale, also trees WILLIAM
son, local leader. Those who com count filed for allowance by Stella Fuller dated July 18. 1931. and recorded ln
Mrs. L. C Blake of Camden, Mr. and the lunch. The guests included
Knox County Registry of Deeds. Book DONOHUE. Tel 196-W
131-133
Linekin. Exx
theria prevention will be held Dec. 3
Mrs. Horace Vose. Mrs. Warwick Bradford Jealous, Hazer. Cook and
173, Page 467; and whereas, the condl- i—-———■— --------- ---------- ------ ------The Johnson Society met Wednes pleted the first year's work and en
ESTATE ALICE C SHERMAN, late of tion
of said Mortgage has been broken.
TORD 1931 roadster for sale. Price
at
a
fee
of
25
cents.
These
clinics
Vose. Mrs. Charles Smith, Mrs Enoch Russell Young.
day night with Mrs. Nana Wentworth rolled for the second year were Doro Appleton, deceased. First and final ac now therefore, by reason of the breach r*8ht ERNESTYOUNG
at Burpee
filed for allowance by Inez E. of the condition thereof. I.Edward C I Furniture Co._____________________ 131*133
will be held every three months with
thy Young. Edith Roberts. Dorothy count
M Clark. Mrs. Earl F. Woodcock,
at her home on Commercial street.
Ame3.
Exx.
The heads of these departments of Miss Porter, dental hygienist, in
Payson. In my capacity as Receiver of
TURNIPS and carrots for table use
Mrs. William Tessin. Mrs. William
ESTATE FRANK E POST late of 1 the said Rockland National
Mrs. John Thompson is in New Ha Conway. Pauline Smith. Carolyn Dyer,
Bank, and 80c bu.; also work horseweight 1400,
work in the Baptist Church gave i charge.
account' hereto duly authorized, hereby claim a trade for pullets or live stock SIDNEY
Rockland,
deceased
Second
Brasier. Mrs. Alomw tf. Spalding.
ven where she will spend the winter. Olive Amiro. Marion Tolman. Eliza- filed for allowance by Julia A. Post, Exx. foreclosure of said Mortgage
interesting and encouraging reports
HUMES. Tel. 6-5. Washington, Me
Seven Tree Grange holds its an
Mrs. James Thornton, Mrs. Dana
Dated at Rockland. Maine, this
The Ballard Business School was beth Hopkins and Corinne Greenleaf j estate Alice s spear, late of
_________ 130*132
at the annual roll call Thursday nual fair next Wednesday. Supper
twenty-ninth day of October. 1936
The
new
members
are
Ruth
Lyford.
|
S"jii
d
d
~*
f
“
<1
.iio;
‘
"
n
‘
c
e
“
?
RaXond
Stone. Mrs. Donald Whitney. Mrs.
MUNRO'S Restaurant. 8 Park St . for
EDWARD C PAYSON.
night: Sunday School. Aaron A. will be followed by an entertainment. closed Thursday and Friday while the
sale,
lease
or
to
let
with
upstairs tene
Receiver of the Rockland National Bank.
G. Edgar Wilson. Mrs. Arthur D.
principal, Mrs. Nellie R. Ballard was Charlotte Webster. Miriam Greenleaf., M Spear. Exr
Clark; Beginners. (Miss Gladys
_______________________________ 131-6*137 ment Included. Apply DAN MUNRO or
Mr
and
Mrs.
Hazen
Ayer
of
Win

ESTATE
JAMES
M
WHITNEY
late
of
Kalloch. Mrs. George W. Ludwig,
Tri. 8251________________________ 129-131
Doherty; Junior. Mrs H. S. Kilborn; chester. Masi.. are receiving congratu attending Teachers' Convention in ; Rebe=ca Duncan. Norma MacDonald. Rockport, deceased First and final ac
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THK
SIX heifers, two Guernsey bulls, pony
Mrs. Lucy Sillery. and Miss Leila M.
UNITED STATES FOR THE
' New officers were elected; Corinne count filed for allowance by En IgA
Intermediate. Miss Gladys Fernald; lations on the birth of a daughter— Lewiston.
’ and saddle, weight 575; horse, weight
DISTRICT OF MAINE
Otis. Admr.
Clark, of this town, and Mrs. Ray
Mrs
Harriett
Sukeforth,
who
con\
Oreen
leaf
and
Carolyn
Dyer
were
ap1050;
one horse work harness. 1930 Ford
Southern Division
Home. Miss Edna Hilt; Cradle Roll, Nancy Hunter.
ESTATE FRANCES E HURLEY, late
dump truck, dual wheels; Oliver sulky
mond Spear of South Warren.
THE UNITED (STATES OF AMERICA
ducts a beauty salon in Camden, will P°ihted
have charge of the next of Rockland, deceased Petition .for Per
plow.
H H WALDRON. 42 Holmes St.
Mrs. Martin E. Webber; Church
for the use and benefit of
Mrs William Oleason entertained
petual Care of Burlal Lot filed by F.
Mrs J. F. Sprankle has returned to
City Tel 757-W
130-132
HAHNEL BROS CO
Helen Paladlno of Rockland. Admx
Treasury. Mrs. William Newbert; I t dmner WednEjday, Mrs Wllbur move next week from that town into meetin8
!
FEMALE beagle hound for sale cheap.
vs.
DuBois. Penna.. after being guest of
ESTATE LEWIS W TAPPAN Jr . late
i The club met Oct 23 at the home
Crusaders. Mrs. Kilborn; World Wide ' Atbott Mrs John Creighton. Mrs Magune house on Summer street.
R W ERICKSON and
6 months old. BEIRT F GREGORY. Glen
Milton. Mass. deceased. Petition for
Mrs L. Bliss Gillchrest, for ten days,
130-133
Mrs. Lida Champney, town clerk, j of E^h Roberts. During the busi- of
Guild. Miss Hilt; Woman s Mission J Edward Alden and Mfs Alfred
appointment of Trustee, asking that STANDARD ACCIDENT INSURANCE CO , Cove.
Mrs. Gillchrest motoring as far as
** j "
stadl° c?u'h 'or sale' valu<’ »30has received from the Inland Fish- i ness meetin8 there was initiation of Roger Pierce of Milton Mass., be ap do’™ torth^T «Ld“
Circle. Mrs. Newbert; Ladies' Circle, |
pointed Co-Trustee of the estate given
That the
Clerk of this Court alve W|U
*acrlllce
necessary
Portland to take her.
no'tlcT'to
^^
1t^PCotoUilt
CHhalf
’VCoguPrice;
,ZnGa«tte
Sen<1
cries & Game a letter stating that new members and installation of new in trust under the Will of the said pu^r?
Mrs. Herbert Newbert;
Young
Ccmmunity Club held an enjoyable
Miss Rita C. Smith will be hostess
Lewis W. Tappan. Jr., without giving furnished labor or materials for the reP‘les w <-OUCH. Courier-Gazette.
the
increase
in
the
price
of
combina'
offlcer
s
who
are:
President,
Marion
People's Society of the Christian meeting Tuesday. The program was
sureties
on
hls
bond,
presented
by
said
prosecution of the work for the exten- I _ _____________
1J1
to Friendly Club next Wednesday at Endeavor, Verbal Report; Beta Alpha
tion, hunting and fishing licenses, be- Tolman; vice president, Pauline Roger Pierce
sloa and remodeling of the Customs j SMALL pigs for
I
sale. $2.50 up P A.
in charge of Mrs. Avis Nichols who comes a law Nov. 24. 1936. For’ the I Smith: secretary, Edith Roberts;
7:30, at her home on Main street.
ESTATE LEWIS W TAPPAN Jr . late House and Post Office at Rockland. J KIMBALL,
KIMBALL. 397 Old County Rd., Tel.
Club. Mrs. Perley Hall; church trus- '
118-tf
Th ' annual harvest supper of the tee Charles M. Starrett; music, Mrs. read a paper. "The Life of Theodore remainder of the year the prices on treasurer. Olive Amiro; color bearer, of Milton. Mass., deceased. Petition for Maine, of the pendency of these pro- 321-W.
appointment of Trustee, asking that | ceedlngs and of the right of said credlRocsevelt." Mrs. Lottie Gleason and
Federated Church will be held in the J. Walter Strout.
the licenses the town clerks have on ' Dorothy Young; cheer leader. Carolyn Stephen W Phillips of Salem Ma.-s . be tors to Intervene therein, bv publishing ,»lj VPa*3 E STEWART A SON Gra^S
Mrs. Sadie Lenfest acted as hostesses. hand will be changed, collecting $1.15 ' D>”er; club reporter. Corinne Green- appointed Co-Trustee of the estote given a true and attested copy of this Order | store In Union Bv bushel ormck all
Congregational vestry Thursday, at
In trust under the Will of the said Lea^l:, oj court In the Courier-Oazette. a news- choice sprayed fruit come earlyPas thev
Mrs. Carl Mitchell is in Rockland.
W Tappan, Jr., without giving sureties! papfr pubiished in Rockland. County of ' are going fast
126-131
6:30. The committees are: Supper,
for fishing $1 15 for hunting and leaf.
on
hls bond, presented by said Stephen Knox and state of Maine, once a week : —
At the Federated Church services called by the Illness of his father.
Mrs. Foster Fales, Mrs. Charles
Dorothy Conway gave a demonstra- W Phillips
{Or three successive weeks, the last
"w
$2.15
for
combination.
All
licenses
ESTATE MARY A LEADBETTER, late publication to be not later than Novem-I
ilkmom' Maine *127 na
Herbert Hawes returned Thursday
Webster and Mrs. Guy Libby; dining- Sunday will begin with: Sunday
issued before Nov. 24 are good until t«n of the sewing box to the new sew of North Haven deceased First and ber 20. 1936. and by mailing a true and A_BARTLETT Harmony. Maine. 12,-138
room. Mrs. William Richards and School at 9:45; morning worship at from Ecston where he attended the
ing members. During the remainder final account filed for allowance by attested copy of this Order to all known i POCOHONTAS soft coai. $8.50: hard
Dec. 31. 1936
Ruth M. Beverage, Exx.
; persons supplying labor and materials coal. $15; coke. $11. J.B. PAULSE7N.
Mrs. Hubert F. Leach; decorations, n, the pastors sermon, "Treasure N.E.MP.A. held at Hotel Bradford.
of the evening a Halloween party was
ESTATE ABBIE E TRUE, late of Cam- ' as aforesaid, at thelr last known address. Tel 84-2,
Thomaston.
123-tf
Miss (Margaret G. Ruggles; tickets, Trove." At this service the Federated - He was accompanied by Roland
HIGHEST quality gas. State of Maine,
enjoyed. Games were played, prizes den. deceased Petition for Confirmation at lBa?j 6lx days before raid November
The
Home
Food
Shop,
Rockport,
wholesale, retail; tires bargain prices.
Choral Association will sing the Gushee of Appleton and Mrs. Elizaasking that Horace I Holt of 20. 1936.
Ir.M« » pstsuo
Miss Jessie Crawford.
going to Dorothy Conway, Reoecca of Trustee,
DISTRIBUTORS.
265
be confirmed as Trustee of the '
, .
““*1? A .•’“r
.. CONTINENTAL
Woodrow Wilson went to New York anthem, "I Will Give You Rest," by beth Hawes. Mrs. Hawes is remain- caters to school lunches, sandwiches, Duncan and Pauline Smith. Refresh Warren
118-tf
estate given In trust under the Will ol
8' D1*tnct Court Main St.. City.
131*lt
city Wednesday to rejoin the M S. Lorenz. The sacrament of the Lord's! mg in Bcston for an indefinite stay hot drinks, etc.
the late Abbie E True for the use and
Dated Oct 22. 1936.
FORDSON tractor for sale BICKNELL
ments were served, the table prettily benefit of Dora E Moody, presented by! A true copy.
MANUFACTURING CO
118-tf
Californian, after spending the past Supper will be observed at the close with her daughters.
Attest:
Horace I. Holt. Exr
decorated
with
Halloween
colors.
A
JOHN F KNOWLTON.
USED
pianos,
uprights,
for
sale,
or to
Box
assortment.
20
beautiful
Christ

ESTATE ABBIE E TRUE, late of!
three weeks with his mother. Mrs. G. , of thi3 service. At the evening service
Mrs Hattie Davis returned Sunday
Clerk. let for the season. Phone us. Rockland
specialty was a solo by Carolyn Dyer. Camden, deceased. Petition for Con- J
980, STONINGTON FURNITURE CO
By Marlon Richards.
Edgar Wilson, and sister, Miss Har- ; at 7 the pastor's theme will be. from a visit with her daughter. Mrs. mas cards $1.00. Many other attrac Flora Brown, the new assistant was ftrmatlon of Trustee, asking that thc
Chief Deputy Clerk
118-tf
tive designs.
The Studio Shop,
Town of Lincolnville, Waldo County, ln
I “Tares and Wheat.”
131-8-137
riet Wilson.
Myrtle Smith of New York.
ALL kinds of dry hard, and soft wood,
present.
The
next
meeting
will
be
the
State
of
Maine
be
confirmed
as
131‘lt
A Townsend Club supper will be
under cover, also lumber T. J. CARA group of 18 including poultrymen
Hot school lunches will be served Rockport.
of the estate given ln trust for
Nov. 13 at the home of Marion Tol Trustee
ROLL. Tel. 263-21, Rockland
118-tf
the care of the Abbie E. True cemetery
and grain dealers of this locality, dined held in K. P. hall Monday at 6:30. beginning Monday under direction of
lot ln said Town of Lincolnville, pre
man
HOUSE 6 rooms, good cellar, garage.
Beano
w
’
ill
be
played.
sented
by
Horace
I.
Holt.
Exr.
Wednesday night at the Knox Hotel.
TENANT’S HARBOR
Mrs. Marion Carleton.
4 5 min. walk from Main St. some Im
TO LET
provements. $1600 House 7 rooms, good
ESTATE ABBIE E TRUE late of Cam
The November meeting of General
George Coleman, of Brunswick, rep
The B.'ole Class held its first guest
Dr. Stratton will be at his Vtnal- den. deceased First account filed for
cellar, lights, good well. 2-car garage. 8
«
»*»*****•
Knox
Chapter,
D.A.R.,
the
American
Miss Delia Bicmore has arrived I haven office from the arrival of the allowance by Horace I Holt, Exr.
acres, clear field, on good road. 5 miles
resentative from a grain company,
night of the season Thursday with
ESTATE VIOLA T. HALL, late of
FOUR-room tenement at 38 Mechanic from city, $1000. House 7 rooms, good
spoke on "The Hatching End of the Revolution will be held at the home 51 present. A supper was served un from Thomaston where she had em beat Monday, Nov. 2, until its de
Union, deceased Pirrt and final account I street to let, lights, flush MRS. W S. cellar, garage, barn, city water, lights
can be had, 8 or 10 acres, on tar road,
of
Mrs.
Annie
D
Willey.
Dunn
street
Poultry Business;
filed for allowance by Herbert L. Grin- ! KENNISTON, 176 Main St. Tel. 874-W.
der direction of Mrs. Lela Haskell. ployment at the Venner home. She parture Wednesday morning—adv.
nell. Exr
__________________________________ 123-tf near village. $800. House 5 rooms with
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will be I Monday at 3. There will be a cata- Mrs. Josephine Bessey. Mrs. Marion will spend the winter with her sister,
cellar, lights, center of city, $800;
ESTATE LENA H GRAVES, late of
api
another house 6 rooms with garage,
held at the vestry next Wednesday chism of the flag conducted by Mrs. Alden and Mrs. Loretta Rich. A so- Mrs. Etta Wall.
Rockland,
deceased
Petition
for
Ad

let.
rent
reasonable.
372
North
Main
lights, water. $6C0 Will sell any of these
Newell Smith of this place. Six young
ministration. asking that William E. street Tel 84-W_________________ 131*133 for small payment down, balance as
afternoon. Supper will be served at Ruth R. Brackett, (greetings from , cial hcur followed wjth members of
There was an unusually large at men of the community were bearers, Graves
of Roekland. or some other suit
rent. V. F. STUDLEY. Tel. 1154 or 330.
TWO
heated
rooms
to
let
Centralia
6 toy Mrs. Eunice M. Tillson. Mrs. non-resident members. Red Cross the Epworth League as special guests. tendance at all church services Sun
person be appointed Admr. with tion. 97 Union St Tel 1067-J.
129-tf
131*133 Many more not listed.
David Sivewright, Jr., Ralph Wilson, able
out bond.
Nellie Ifemey. Mrs. Eeverly Lfemey I roll call and dues for the coming
Annette Chapman and Mary Chap day which was Rally Day for the Emerson Murphy, Olaf Johnson, HaFIVE-room
tenement
on
Main
street
Witness. MELZER T CRAWFORD.
and Miss Harriet Tillson. There will, year will be payable at this meeting, man cf Bingham are guests of their Sunday School Special music and zelton MacLaughlin and John Bald. Esquire. Juqgc of Probate Court for to let MRS E. L BROWN, 55 Summer
St . Tel 613-R
131-133
Knox County, Rockland Maine.
be a program in the evening.
’ Mrs. Clara M. Williams and Mrs. grandparents, Rev. and Mrs. T. C.
uiorn°Sram WCre presented *n thc I Mr- Spaulding, husband of the deAttest:
/
SIX-room house to let on Broadway
Eight members of Pine Cone Troop,' ELiza. W. Walker will be the assisting Chapman, while their parents are at
z
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register
Place, modern Improvements. ERNEST
morrung.
ceased, together with three brothers
*
131-3-137 C DAVIS. 294 Broadway_________ 131-133
Girl Scouts with their lieutenant, I hostesses.
tending the Teachers' Convention in
Mr. and Mrs Orris Hopkins and and Mrs. Spaulding's nephew, Lewis
TWO
heated
rooms
to
let.
Central
loca

Miss Jane R. Miller, enjoyed a hike
Lewiston.
130*132
WRITE G. A A JONES. Bluehlll Falls,
riends of Westbrook were recent Meservey, accompanied the remains
tion. 97 Main St. Tel. 1067-J.
Maine, for constructive spiritual read
Thursday, the route followed being
UPSTAIRS rent, three furnished rooms ing. 16 questions answered. 25c and
Mrs. Stella Kirkpatrick of New York guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ormand Hop here.
Tourists traveling over our high is visiting Mrs. Lila Burrell.
bath, lights, hot and cold water, at 17 stamp.
up Beechwoods street and home by
kins.
129*131
Crescent St.
129*131
way of the Meadow road. They had a ways like to tat a good home cooked
LADIES -Rellable hair goods at Rock
Mrs. Herbert Bowes is home from
Thirty members of Naomi Chapter, i
SIX-room house to let. Inquire 16 land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mail orders
WARREN
picnic lunch. In the party were Har meal or buy delicious home cooked Lisbon Falls.
Meadow Road. Thomaston.
129*131 solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
O.E.S. journeyed recently to Wallston
118-tf
riet Tillson. Leona Frisbee. Florina food for the picnic lunch, the trailer
THREE furnished rooms to let. private
for an old-fashioned party with Mr. J The annual meeting of the Past
bath, for light housekeeping. 65 North
and Pauline Burnham. Jean Crie. supply cupboard, or jars of tasty
Main
street.
_________
127-tf
"I think the Chinese have the right and Mrs. Weston Rivers. A pleasant | Matrons and Patrons Association was
Ruth Butler. Marie Clark and , jelly or marmalade for winter con- idea of it," commented the old fash
FURNISHED apartment. 3 rooms. 2nd
evening was spent, with games and held in Warren last night and these
floor Bath, lights, oil heat, garage If
Maxine Mitchell.
1 sumption. Fresh garden products, ioned business man.
desired Fine condition Suitable for
refreshments contributing their part officers elected: President, Milton
Edgar A. Ames, district deputy excellent vegetables, jams, and jellies
(J To Us Printing is more than
couple. C. A. EMERY. Tel 436-M 130-tf
"How's that?” inquired a neighbor. to the enjoyment.
M. Griffin of Golden Rod Chapter.
Water and Drain Pipes
just putting words into typagrand master of the Masonic Lodge j have an appealing power when they
TWO 4-room tenements to let at 38
"They don’t care who runs the
A settee and table have been placed Rockland;
Mechanic St., suitable for one family If
vice-president.
Mrs.
It is the creation of a work of art,
of Mains, and Aaron A Clark, past arc "quality products" displayed in a country so long as business is goqfl.”
Renewed
Lights, flush. MRS. W. S. KEN
in the church vestibule as a gift from Marion Cash of Harbor Light Chap be it a simple little announcement desired.
NISTON. 176 Main St . Tel. 87+-W. 119-tf
master of Orient Lodge. FAM., at- tempting manner in attractive con
Cesspools
and Septic Tanks
—Portland Express.
the late Mrs. Addie Robbins. The ter. Rockport; secretary, Mrs. Evelyn or an elaborate booklet. Hence
NEWLY decorated apt. to let, four
tended the funeral service fcr Samuel t,liners to the buying public. A Readwe taka all the pride of an artist
rooms
and
bath.
12
Knox
St.,
Tel.
156-W
Cellars
Repaired,
White
furniture was made by her father, Tewksbury of Seaside Chapter, Cam
GARDEN EPISODE
in his craft, in each job; and that
Fufbish. deputy grand master, Tues- field farm woman has been success118-tf
John Wall of this place.
(To E H. C.)
den; treasurer, Mrs. Carrie R Smith
washed
is the secret of the superlative
FOUR-room apartment to let, all
day afternoon ln Brunswick They ful in tempting prospective buyers Said a saucy sedum
modern, at 48 Grace St. Tel. 133.
114-tf
The remains of Mrs. Everett Spaul of Ivy Chapter, Warren.
quality of The Courier-Gazette
Cement Work
were accompanied by Mrs. Lilia C. with her "quality products." She says, To a little toad:
Printing.
APARTMENT to let at corner of
ding (Mary Meservey) were brought
Ames and Mrs. Mary E Ahern
! "We can fruits and vegetables for ' What can you enjoy?”
Union and Grove Sts. Very reasonable
“Your beauty, and this freedom."
here
from
Pawtucket.
R
I
.
for
burial
A
free
ENNJAY
flushing
job
with
MRS
LEOLA ROSE. 100 Union St. 118-tf
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank people who spend vacations in camps Flung the toad.
Hopping gayly down the garden road- in Seaside cemetery. Services were every complete oil change at Shel
TEL. 1187-R,
ROCKLAND. ME.
all
FOUR-room apartment to let,
Lineken was the scene of a merry In our vicinity. In nro different
Le Baron Cooke.
modern. Apply at* CAN
CAMDEN «fc ROCK
128*1:

Ueu they.
Colds will* a swing.!

STATE OF MAINE
Miss Marion Weidman returns toMisses Pauline Smith, Miriam
To all persons Interested ln either of
day from a few days' visit ln Boston Greenleaf. Corinne Greenleaf. Carolyn the estates hereinafter named:
a Probate Court held at Rockland,
The Trytohelp Club members and Dyer and Elizabeth Hopkins are at- lnAtand
for the County of Knox, on the
husbands will be entertained at a . tending the county contest of the 4-H 20th day of October ln the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred nnd
Halloween party Monday night at j Club In Rockland.
thirty-six. and by adjournment from day
the home of Miss Helen Dunbar in
Mr and Mrs. Judson Rhodes have to day from the 20th day of said October
the follbwlng matters having been pre
Rockland. Those desiring transpor- j closed thelr home and are in Wor- sented for the action thereupon herein
after Indicated It ls hereby Ordered:
tation are asked to meet at the Bap- ce5ter Mass. for the winter,
That notice thereof be given to all per
list Church at 7 o clock. All are to '
Swears vislted ln Rockland sons Interested, by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks
wear Halloween costume.
’ recently.
successively in the Courier-Gazette a
The Girl Scouts enjoyed a Hal newspaper published at Rockland ln
Mr and Mrs. Bertram Gardner and
said County that they may appear at a
loween party Thursday night at Probate Court to be held at said Rock
daughter Rhea are visiting at the
on the 17th day of November A. D .
Union Church vestry. They at’ended land.
1936. at nire o’clock ln the forenoon,
home of Mrs Mabel Withee while Mr
and be heard thereon If they see cause. j
Gardner is having a vacation from ' In costume.
WILLIAM B MITCHELL, late of Rock
Mrs. Carrie Cassie entertained the land.
deceased. Will and Petition for
the Western Union office in Rock- |
Bridge 8 Wednesday night at her Probate thereof, asking that the same
land.
may be proved and allowed and that
home.
Letters Testamentary Issue to Viola E
Earl Grant Is confined to his home
Mrs. David Moyer was a Rockland Mitchell of Rockland, she being the
Executrix named ln said Will, without
on Spruce street, the result of an
visitor Thursday.
bond
irtfected hip.
FERNANDO 8 PHILBRICK. late of
Mrs. Margaret Kossuth who spent
Miss Louise Pompeny and Miss Ma the summer at Sunny Slope Fa-m Rockland, deceased Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
bel Phillips, who have been atythe with her son Willis Kossuth, went may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary Issue to Ralph P
Gilbert cottage for the summer left Wednesday to Boston.
Conant of Rockland, he being the Execu
yesterday for Utica. N. Y. Enroute
Mrs. Albert Wooster entertained tor named ln said Will, without bond.
CHARLOTTE P. LUFKIN, late of Rock
they will visit in Boston.
Thursday, a chop suey dinner being land. deceased Will and Petition for
probate thereof, asking that the same
Mrs. Sarah McCullough entertained , served.
may be proved and allowed and that
the Scribblers' Club Monday after- j Joseph LeMar of Boston was in Letters Testamentary Issue to William
R Lufkin of Rockland, he being the
noon at her home on Sea street. i town this week.
Executor named ln said Will, without
bond.
s
The program centered about the poet j J. Halden Roberts returned WedCLAES E BOMAN. late of Vinalhaven.
"Harold Vinal" and was highly in-' nesday to Philadelphia after spending deceased Will and Petition for Probate
thereof, asking that the same may be
terestlng Luncheon was served at, the summer in town.
and allowed and that Letters
Qje
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Anderson w^re proved
Testamentary Issue to Charles L Boman
_
.
nlfHLfiftnt.lv fiiimrifipd
rich* at i 01
of Vinalhaven.
vinainaven. ana
and Mcroert
Herbert is.
E noman
Boman 01
of
Mrs E R Noyes is quite ill at her ;
HUy surprised luesaay ngru ai Lisbon Falla. they being the Executors

! LOST AND FOUND

♦

WANTED
iitossusz

I
t

FOR SALE

#

50 ^$|

*

The Courier-Gazette

MISCELLANEOUS

NOW IS THE TIME!

Halloween iparty Wednesday evening ' summers this has amounted to $100."

In The Christian Science Monitor.

held at the church conducted by Rev. don's Esso Station, Warren.
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Every-Other-Day
Ernest Howard and family left for
Florida Wednesday.

OCl ETY

Jerry C. Vafiades, manager of Para
mount Restaurant is ill with pneu
monia at his apartments over Thc
Courier-Gazette' office.
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To the buying public of Rockland and vicinity
❖
*
❖
❖
$
1❖
it
❖
❖
♦
❖
❖
♦
*
♦

ANNOUNCEMENT

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

THE VESPER A. LEACH
SPECIALTY STORE

The first meeting of Wawenock
Club will be held Monday night at
the home of Mrs. Cora Snow, Ocean
avenue. There will be picnic supper
and social.

The theme for 1937s imperial
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing
Mr. and Mrs. O. D. Lermond of
poetry
contest in Japan, chosen by
to protect coastwise shipping by day and by night.
North Haven who have been guests
the Emperor Hirohito, is ‘‘Farmhouse
The day’s news from many lonely outposts along
of Mrs. Lermond’s daughter, Mrs. A.
Maine’s waterfront.
J. Nichols, Hill street, went this in the Snow.” • • • •
morning to Portland to visit another
has the agency for the following nationally ad
How everyone who loves books and
daughter, Mrs. Huston Long until book-making must long to go to the The sun-filled sky. the sea-cooled wind. and Purcell Corbett attended the
The postponed Sleeper Bible Class
vertised undergarment lines—
The brown rocks wet with flying
♦
Monday, when they will go to Sara National Book Fair to take place in
Grange meeting last Saturday.
spray—
meeting, will be held Monday afteisota, Fla., to spend the winter.
Why
can
my
thought
no
great
word
find
International Building, IRockefeller
noon with Mrs. Edward Hellier, Tal
Fitly to voice the radiant day?
* MUNSING WEAR
Center, from Nov. 5 to 19. Among
Portland Head
bot
avenue.
Mrs. Norman Kalloch entertained
Word received from national head the many many features will be the The crowded street, the meagre sky.
Tailored Rayon and Tricot lines.
The sordid toll, the selfish ease—
Quiet around here.
the Harvesters Wednesday afternoon
♦
quarters in Washington announces exhibition of 19th and 20th century A sudden tide of purpose high,
The
regular
circle
supper
will
be
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
C.
Dow
were
A memory of sunlit seas!
at her home on North Main street.
that upon recommendation of Com American and English first editions,
+
*
VANITY
FAIR
—
Augustus
Mendon
Lord
guests Sunday evening of Mrs. R. T
Those present were Mrs. Charles held at the Universalist Church next mander Richard O’Donnell, Dept. of association copies and authors'
Tailored
Underwear
and
Pajamas.
Wednesday.
Mrs.
P.
ATirrell
will
be
Sterling.
Lake, Mrs. Stanley Snow, Mrs. Ethel
Maine, John S. Ranlett of Ralph Ul manuscripts. With modem machin- ]
4.
chairman, with the following assist
Little River
A rain storm came Monday folLudwig and Mrs. Edna Melvin.
mer Camp has been appointed na ery demonstrating the making of the
ing committee— Mrs. B. C. Perry.
*
BARBIZON
LINGERIE
Miss
Shirley
Johnson
is
spending
lowed
by
a
generous
reminder
that
❖
tional aide on the staff of Scott physical book, from paper manu
❖
Gowns and Slips for your particular height
a week with her aunt and uncle, Mi.'
Man Winter is on the way.
Miss Lida Elwell is spending her Mrs. Lloyd Daniels, Mrs. Wilbur Sen Leavitt, commander in chief.
❖
facturing to printing, the manuscripts
❖
R.
T.
Sterling
met
with
much
suc

vacation with Mr. and Mrs. M. A. ter, Mrs. Horace Lamb. Mrs. Arthur
and size. Satin Dasche and' Crepe.
and first editions will give visitors I and MrsCorbett.
Lamb. Mrs. Clyde Vining, Mrs. Har
cess on his business trip east.
<•
Dolinich in Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
W. J. Coakley is a medical patient an idea of the development of a book
Mr. Roberts visited the station re
old Jackson, Mrs. John Black, Mrs. at Knox Hospital.
Mrs. Lydia J. Miller and Mrs. Hattie
* CAMP ABDOMINAL SUPPORTS
as literature from its early stages to cently.
Ames, recent guests of F. O. Hilt and
The engagement of Miss Katherine Donald Leach. Mrs. L. E. McRae. Mrs
+
final form. This will be shown most
Maternity and Post Operative.
♦
Miss Ruth Corbett is passing the family, returned Monday to their
L. Snow and Carl Philbrook has been Everett Munsey. Mrs. John McLoon,
The D.AR. will meet Wednesday clearly by the various forms in which
announced and it has been made Mrs. W. H. Rhodes. Mrs. T. C. Stone at 2.30, witli Miss Marion Weidman Joseph Conrad's novel “Lord Jim' weekend with her parents, Mr. and home in Rockland.
* 1NDERA F1GURF1T
Mrs. Willis W. Corbett.
Keeper H. M. Cuskley of Ports
known that the marriage will take and Mrs. Kathleen O'Hara.
of Rockport.
will be exhibited. First will appear
Knitted Princess Slips and Underskirts for
mouth
Harbor
light
and
Mrs.
Cusk

place in the near future. The couple
Conrad's actual manuscript. Then \ Neil and Purcell Corbett are atMrs.
Albert
Nelson
who
has
been
warmth and beauty.
were schoolmates at Rockland High,
Mrs. Lawrence Leach recently will be shown five chapters of the ] tending the Grange meetings each ley called Tuesday on the Hilts.
Mrs. Hilt and Mrs. Sterling attendMiss Snow graduating in 1934 and Mr. visiting her mother, Mrs. Jessie Pea substituted at the Tyler Building, novel extracted from the September, Saturday.
ed Good Timers at the home of Mrs.
Philbrook in 1933. The bride to be. body. has returned to her home in Miss Virginia Snow being out on ac 1900k issue of Blackwood's magazine,
The tremendous popularity of the above lines
Myron Corbett has returned to
Ethel Burrell, Falmouth Gardens,
who is a daughter of Mrs. Milton M. South Portland.
count of illness.
is well known wherever women buy for distinc
in which the work first appeared j Berlin where he has a position as
Wednesday and report Mrs. Burrell
Griffin, is a graduate of St. Barnabas
These pages bear many autograph manager of the Tallow Co. His
tiveness in style as well as durability. Let us
"The Coos Trail" will be the sub
Nurses' ^Training School in Portland,
The Chapin Class held its weekly corrections by Conrad. Next will ap- father, Willis W. Corbett, accompan- a charming hostess.
demonstrate
to you the superiority of these lines.
W. R. Hilt. Mrs. R. T. Sterling,
while Mr. Philbrook, who is a son of ject of the D.A.R. broadcast Nov.*2 meeting with Miss Ellen Cochran at pear a copy of the first English edi-1 fed him as far as Machias,
130-131
from
WCSH
at
1.15
p.
m.
by
Mts
Capt. and Mrs. Harold J. Philbrook
her apartment on Talbot avenue. tion and finally a copy of the first ! Mks shir]ey Johnson Kathleen Mrs. F. O. Hilt and guests Mrs. Ames
and Mrs. Miller, attended and en 4>4.4.4,+++++++'$^4’^'5,4"S’4'4^44‘4"I"H"F4,+4,+,(,<*,0+++,0++++,0'{*,S"l,+,{,4,4of Union street, is a salesman for the Raymond Davis, Colonial Daughters There was a large attendance, the American edition, with an autograph Corbett_ Nei, Corbett and
Chapter.
Rockland Produce Co.
members being occupied with sewing note about the edition by Conrad on
aUended a
nlghJ. joyed the Seventeen Choir Festival
at City HaU Auditorium Sunday aft
Refreshments were served. The next the
leaf'
„ in Cutler.
Mrs. Artemus Tibbetts of Kittery is meeting will be held Tuesday night
ernoon.
Mr. and Mrs Horace Mann and son
Among other manuscripts to be [
Miss Florence Corbett has employ
Carver of Taunton. Mass., who have the guest of relatives in this city for at the Universalist vestry with sup shown are Mil Sir James M. Bar
TIIE CERTAIN HOPE
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Charles a few days.
per at 6 o’clock. Mrs. Katherine St. rie's "Little Minister," written in ink ment with Mrs. William Bowden in
As one who has been long upon the sea.
Carver, Cedar street, have returned
Clair chairman.
in Barrie's tiny autograph. The town.
Long vexed by winds, and tossed by
Mrs. Nellie Peterson will be hostess
bitter tides.
Miss Emily Corbett recently spent
home.
manuscript consists of 490 leaves, the
,
j
1.
.
, Who comes Into the haven at the dawn
to Itooevik Club Tuesday afternoon,
Levi Flint will speak on “Safety for final one of which is dated Jan. 20, a few days with her cousin, Miss And finds hls friend, and falls upon hls
Mrs. Cora L. Haraden Leona and at her home on Main street, this be Pedestrians” at the Woman’s Educa 1891.
Shirley Johnson.
_So _I shall
Ve,?stdraw
-:
across tihe deeps of time
Mary Wellman Mrs Alice Redman ing the first regular meeting of the tional Club meeting next Friday at
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Corbett and I And you await me on the other side.
Equally as neat is the manuscript
.
Isabel Hume,
season.
and Earl McMahon motored to Port
Mrs. Winifred Horton's, Cedar street. of George Bernard Shaw's “Widow family are mo\ ing ashore for the ,
in The North American Review.
Meeting called 2.30 to 8.30.
land Thursday.
ers' Houses” written in ink in an month of November. George Morang |
Blue Bonnet. Troop of Girl Scouts
ordinary note book, the cardbook will be the substitute keeper at the j
gave a Halloween party at the Uni
Misses Barbara Griffin and Bar j backs of which are covered with blue Light.
First red. then white,
Mrs Donald Huntley of Skowhegan
TWO FREE
versalist vestry Tuesday night to sev bara O'Neil were hostesses at a Hal
watching and warning in
WINTER CRUISES
VVll 1 CO 1
paid TO HAVANA
was the guest of friends in this city
j marbled paper.
Miss Shirley Johnson returned last i the open sea. —Marlon
eral invited guests. Ruth
Thomas.
loween party at OwTs Head town hall
t
yesterday.
Much
in
contrast
to
the
penmanI
g
a
turday
to
her
home
in
Machias.
1.
Llneaweaver
Contest
Stores
Give
One
Vote
With Every
acting as auctioneer, sold lunch boxes last night where merriment reigned
ship of Barrie and Shaw is that of
NeiI Corbetti Mlss gmiiy Corbett |
to the highest bidder, being assisted for a full evening. Decorations were
25c Purchase
Mrs. Lester W. Spencer of Lafayette
Galsworthy, as illustrated in the
by Athleen Tibbetts and Ercell Sim- of autumn leaves and cornstalks, and
R. I., returned Monday to Knox hosmanuscript of his play “Loyalties.'' 1
Trade At Contest Stores
a de luxe limited edition of a new [ ag0 from the Aland Islands. She had
.
.
k. . , mons. A program of clever skits and a graveyard and Bluebeard's ghost
pital where she underwent a sifrgical
v 6
Galsworthy evidently used a broad
complete Shakespeare, plays, poems. ■ little formal education, but. given tho
tableaux was enjoyed. Those taking added much to the "spooky” spirit.
pen and appears to have written
operation. Her condition is favorSENTER CRANE CO.
PERRY'S MAIN ST. MARKET
part were Dorothy Trask. Elizabeth Refreshments were served. Prize rapidly. The large letters seem to sonnets. Complete with Cambridge ! time, she likes to read.
able.
M< LAIN SHOE STORE
PERRY'S PARK ST. MARKET
------------------Lurvey. Athleen Tibbetts, Arline Hill. winners were Miss Josephine Pelli dash across the sheets of plain white text, Temple notes, a glossary, comCRIE S GIFT SHOP
GREGORY’S
WA1 .DOBORO
Mildred Farrand. Ruth McMahon, cane, for the best costumed girl and paper. But Galsworthy was not plete indices and a modem synopsis
Mrs. E. A. Boone and son are visit
H. II. CRIE CO.
JOHNSTON'S DRUG STORE
of
tach
play.
Illustrated
with
40
I
_____
Doris Gatti, Virginia Richards, Ercell Gordon Richardson for the best cos satisfied with his words as first set
ing in Springfield, Mass.
SEA
VIEW GARAGE
CRIE
HARDWARE
STORE
Simmons , Dorothy Tibbetts, Helen tumed boy. Robert Saunders was the down and scratched out frequently ' magnificent full page plates by Rock- j Mr. and Mrs. Roy Mack are in ChiM. B. & C. O. PERRY, COAL AND WOOD YARD
well
Kent,
and
with
a
preface
by
j
cago
where
Mr.
Mack
is
attending
the
Mr. and Mrs. E. V. Shea and Mrs. Spear and Ruth Thomas. There were ace in eating a doughnut from a anc] made additions. This manu Christopher Morley. It is said to be National Bottlers’ Association conven(KEAN VIEW BALLROOM
decorations of orange and black in string. Bidden guests were the Misses script was begun on June 27, 1921.
Raymond Rackliff of Spruce Head
the
most
beautiful
compact
edition
tion.
They
will
also
visit
relatives
in
keeping with the season and a fish Ruth Rhodes, Dorothy Sherman and finished "in the rough" on Aug.
have returned home after spending
of Shakespeare yet produced. Printed | Indiana and Massachusetts.
pond "grab" which caused much mer Madeline Philbrick, Ruth Thomas, 24 of the same year.
,
several days in Hyde Park. Mass, as
on all rag paper, bound in Bancroft
THE LITTLE AD THAT SAVES
riment. Miss Mary Stockbridge and Josephine and Anna Pellicane. MaryMrs. W. F. B. Feyler received the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Willis Leach.
Legal
buckram, this edition is limi quilt awarded at the Progressive
Mrs. Fannie Trask were in charge.
Dodge, Ethel Hayes, Virginia Wood,
Whereever he journeys, whether on ted to 501 copies for sgile. Two
Grange fair at Winslow's Mills. Mrs.
Eleanor Barnard, Marion Vinal, Ar land or sea, or in the realm of
The christening of the infant
An afternoon card party will be lene Knowlton, Alice Baum. Louise cadence and rhyme, John Masefield, volumes boxed, price $50.
Feyler has also won two quilts in
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Luigi
• • • •
given next Wednesday by Anderson Waldron, Virginia Haskell, Stella England's laureate, pleads for thc
Nobleboro.
Venezia was made the occasion of an
From New York Times: "During the
Camp Auxiliary, followed by a busi Young, Dorothea and Virginia Mer cause of the <poet. His message for
Bright, Handsome Colors
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Mollehauer who
informal reception at thetr home on
day there were pots and pans to
ness session.
riam
and
Doris
Borgerson;
Clarence
occupied
the
Sampson
homestead
this
the poets when he arrived for a scour, but at night Sally Salminen,
Pleasant street Thursday night.
Peterson, Kent Glover. Gordon Rich public reading of “some lines sug Finnish kitchen maid employed in summer, have returned to Brooklyn,
Mrs. Maurice Derry , Mrs. H. B. ardson, Richard Ellingwood, William
gested by the tercentenary of Har-. New York, wrote a novel. Early this N. Y.
Ernest Johnson entertained a few Fales. Mrs. Harriet Frost and Mrs.
Miss Evelyn Lovejoy Is now substi
friends Wednesday night at his home. Arthur J. Elliot of Thomaston, re Daniello, Stuart MacAlman. Albert vard”, was: "The world still wants year her story written in Swedish, of
Postage paid on five pounds by mail
Cards and beano occupied the time, cently spent a few days in Boston, Pease. Robert Saunders, William the excitement of poetry, but it is » Scandinavian wife whose men tute night operator at the telephone
prizewinners being Eddie Whalen and where they attended a Leslie Howard Karl. Fred Blackman. Frederick Mer getting it from machines by going folk went down to the sea, was com office in place of her sister, Mrs.
ritt, Robert Brown. Gardner Brown, fast. Poets have been squeezed away pleted and sent off to Helsingfors as Francis Reed.
Miss Alma Nutt. Late lunch was production of “Hamlet.”
E. B. HASTINGS & CO.
Encio Laaksonen. Woodrow Anderson, from their audiences. If they could an entry in a Ibest-Swediish-novel
served by Mrs. Johnson. The guests
Miss Arietta Maloney, wno passed
Ralph Rawley. James Hanley, Jack feel that they were wanted by their competition. Last week word came
were Mr and Mrs..Edwin Whalen.
a vacation in Boston, has resumed
The History Study Group met
Vinal Daiey, Miss Alma Nutt. Donald Thursday afternoon with Miss Ellen Huke. Donald Marriner. Robert Hills, generation, they could ,be stirred to that Miss Salminen had won the her duties at Judge Smith's office.
guests attended. On the committee excellent financial condition and ls
and Edward Storer.
great heights.”
first prize of 50,000 marks <$2.100);
Saunders and Robert Saunders.
Cochrane. The next meeting will be
Mrs. Alfred Storer has returned were Mrs. Lottie Lovell. Mrs. Isabel, planning to carry on the work so well
Mr. Masefield is the first English now she will “travel a little" among
Labe, Mrs. Rose Weston ahd Mrs ! begun in assisting in High School
ilt two weeks with Mrs. Sadie Leach
from a visit In New Jersey.
laureate to take part in a public cele the northern islands where the scene
Stephen T. Sullivan of Milo Ls visit North Main street.
equipment, work for 4he Lincoln
Mrs. Lloyd Sampson and Mrs. Mary Maude Gay.
bration in this country. Perhaps this of her novel was laid." Miss Salminen
ing his former home in this city.
The club begins the new year in Home and local charities.
Prince
passed
last
weekend
with
is fitting. fWhen he was a lad he ls 83 years old. a citizen cf Finland
Mrs. Harold Thomas and Mrs.
came to New York for a time, work but comes from Swedish stock. Mrs. Nellie Wade. On return they
Charles Coughlin and bride arc Ralph CurtLs are spending a few days
ing in old Greenwich Village as a She came to this country six years were accompanied by Mrs. Frank
visiting Mr Coughlin's Rockland ln Portland.
Sampson who has been staying with
SHOWS START AT 8.00 P. M.
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
[ saloon porter and In Yonkers as a
home enroute to their new home in
Mrs. Wade several months.
factory
hand.
The following were prizewinners at
I.ogan, West Virginia.
! Marlon Hilt, daughter of Mr. and
• • • •
beano party held last night at home '
TUESDAY, NOV. 3
IJoiLH ShinL&lj Z
B
Mrs. Clarence Hilt, observed her
Doubleday
Doran
’
s
fall
catalogue
Rev. and Mrs. John Collind and of Mrs. Marguerite Johnson for the }
CAMDEN, ME.
eighth birthday by entertaining a
“CRASH DONOVAN”
presents interesting reading and
son Francis of Southport were recent benefit of Auxiliary to Andersor.!
j group of eight young friends at a
TODAY
—
SATURDAY
j
study.
Such
books
as
Eternal
Deeps,
JACK HOLT and NAN GRAY
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Forest Pink Camp; Mrs. Harold Bates. Miss Bar
j Halloween party. Games were played
DOUBLE FEATURE
i by Sara Ware Bassett. Sing. Sister.
AM
bara Saunders. Mrs. Forrest Hatch, I
• •
erton of Simmons street.
J and ice cream and cake served. The
WIVES
NEVER
KNOW
’
Mrs. Nellie McKinney. Mrs. Pauline
THURSDAY-FRIDAY, NOV. 5-6 Sing, by Vicki Baum. The American
CHARLES
RUGGLES,
children
were
presented
with
Hal

Flaggs, by Kathleen Norris. Thc O.
Tlie Rockland Society for the Hard Saunders, Mrs. Elizabeth Barton and
MARY BOLAND loween favors. Those bidden were
“
ANTHONY
ADVERSE
”
|
Henry Memorial Award Prize Stories
Mrs.
Mae
Reed.
A
satisfactory
sum
of Hearing held an open meeting
Dorothy Spear. FrancLs Richards, Jacof 1936. of which it is said: “This is J
FREDRIC MARCH,
Thursday. Mrs Nathan Witham pre was realized.
“LET’S SING AGAIN” 1 queline Richards, Gloria Monahan,
,
the
18th
year
the
O.
Henry
collccI
sided and extended greetings to the
BOEBY BREEN.
OLIVIA dc HAVILAND
Arline Kennedy, Mildred Benner,
w;.
tion has brought together in on$ '
Wollaston Weeks of Damariscotta
HENRY ARMETTA
guests. Mrs. Freeman F. Brown tjid
Nancy Miller and Janet Oenthner.
book the outstanding stories by j
was
a
business
visitor
in
this
city
yes

of the significance of National Hear
Shows—Mat. 2.99; Evg. 6.15 to 11
SATURDAY, NOV. 7
• • • •
American authors in American
ing week, which the different organi terday.
magazines. This collection is unique!
Woman’s Club Honors Presidents
“
BACK
TO
NATURE
”
zations are now observing. The les
jmr.TTt
wore
A bridge party was held at the
I in that it recognizes both the
President's Day was observed at the
son was conducted by the president
Matinee, 2.30 P. M.
I work of well-known writers and of
Nurse's Home. Tuesday evening, for
flrst
meeting
of
the
Woman's
Club
MONDAY-TUESDAY
and Mrs. Marguerite MacAluian gave
so you
things
I new talent.” A Prayer for My Son,
the benefit of Knox Hospital, under
this season. Mrs. Maybelle H. Brown,
a story. Mrs. Witham concluded
SPECIAL
—
$10
given
away
each
the direction of Group 2. with Mrs.
by Hugh Walpole. The Sixth of
president of the Maine Federation of
practice work by leading in a game
Saturday night in three prizes
Kennedy Crane as chairman. There
October, by Robert Hlchens.
Women's Clubs was the guest speaker.
181-132
Of special interest are these items:
Mrs. Louise Miller, president of the
Last Wednesday night a Halloween were 17 tables in play, with a prize for
New illustrated edition of "Of Human
local club, resided.
party was given by Barbara Bodman each table Hostesses were Mrs.
j Bondage" by W. Somerset Maugham,
The guests Included Mrs. James
and Dorothy Black at the home of Oeorge Blaney. Mrs. E. K. Leighton,
j One of the few indisputable contem
Mrs. Charles Bodman. The decora Mrs. E. M. O'Neil and Mrs. Lee
Durham of Belfast, director of the 9th
Qeniune
Cnqravei)
porary classics appears in a sumptions were orange and black. Refresh- Walker of Thomaston.
District of tlie Federation, Mrs. Henry
j tuous new edition, the text complsteinents were served. The guests were
W Webb president of Wiscasset
With ghosts and skeletons hanging
[ iy reset in Baskerville type, and the
Eddie Storer, Walter Fisher, Laura
Women’s Club and Mrs. Linwood
Al The Lowest Prices ia HUIoryl
from ropes and weird-faced jack o'
I magnificent pictures by one of EngPomeroy, Albert Pease. Mary Cross,
Palmer, president of the Newcastlelanterns peering from dark corners
I land's greatest artists, Randolph
Visiting Cards
Gordon Burgess, Jessie Olds, Vinton
Damariscotta Woman's Club. Mrs.
J Schwabc. This edition will sell for
the
O'Brien
barn
on
Berkeley
street
100
paneled
cards,
choice
oi
4
Beal, Betty Beach, Bill Cummings.
Brown discussed the activities of
____
IW
sizes and 30 styles of engraving,
for a Halloween party, given Friday
$3.50, tout there will Ibe a limited de
Virginia Tyler. Donald Merriner, Pa
State and General Federation; Mrs.
PLATE INCLUDED, only— $1.05
| luxe first printing on all-rag paper,
tricia Allen. Kent Glover, Nathalie evening by Misses Virginia Rackliffe.
Durham spoke of work and plans in
Wedding Announcements
with illustrations reproduced in collo
Edwards, Albert Barlow, Ella Jones, Norma Havener an d Cather’ne
the district that includes Knox, Lin
or Invitations
type, and signed by both author and
Clarence Childs. Ruth Nichols, Elmer Telano. Bats. crossbone6 and skulls,
coln
and Waldo Counties and Mrs.
On while or Ivory stock—wed
illustrator, which will sell for $E0. It
Lufkin. Jimmy Hanley and Stewart black cats and orange and black
Webb and Mrs. Palmer brought greet
ding or plate finish. Inside and
will' be limited to 751 copies, and
McAlman. A variety of games was streamers were used for wall and cell
outside envelopes, and PLATE IN
ings from their clubs.
I orders will be accepted subject to alCLUDED . ............................... $8.95
played. Prizes were won by Eddie ing trimming and the rustle of corn
Each was presented with corsage
A Poiomouni Pieter* with
husks, placed ln bunches at intervals
, lotment.
Storer and Walter Fisher.
bouquets in behalf of the club by
Social
Stationery
Marihc Hunt, Robert Cummings
j
The
Complete
Works
of
O.
Henry,
about the room gave all the flavor oi
Special styles for men and women.
Mrs. Ida C. Stahl, president of the
Foul Kelly. Kont 1 oyler >
i with a Foreword toy William Lyon
Helen Westley • Robert “Keri't •-Astrid Allwyn
A choice of lovely colors, mono
Mrs. Smith Winters, wife of Con Halloween, one would wish. Thc in
Lincoln County Union.
I
Phelps.
All
of
O.
Henry's
famous
grams and styles of engraving,
TODAY
Delma Byron . • The- Hall*Johnson Choir
gressman Winters, is more interested vited guests arrived at the appointed
Following the meeting tea was
PLATE INCLUDED..........................
JACK HOLT
books, it titles, are included in this
ln bridge than national politics. The time all in costume, and stunts and j
$2.25, $3.95 and up.
served at the home of Mrs. Maude
in
handsome new edition, completely
STEPIN FETCHIT,
Mrs. and the Congressman do not games were thoroughly enjoyed until
"END OF THE TRAIL”
Clark Gay. The table decorations
reset
tn
a
large
clear
type
and
bound
Business
Stationery
a
late
hour.
A
victrola
furnished
agree on the subjects and Immediate
were Talisman roses and ferns with
500 business cards or Hammermill
LAST TIMES TOLXAY
in buckram. Complete in one volume.
ly things happen. Next Wednesday- music for dancing and dainty re
tall yellow candles. Mrs. Miller, the
Bond letterheads, PLATE IN
Seven
Pillars
of
Wisdom,
by
T.
E.
freshments
were
served.
night at the Rockland High you can
EDWARD ARNOLD
CLUDED, only_________ $7.9$
president and Mrs. Isabel Labe, vice
Lawrence, published In a popular
find how they ironed out their diffi
in
president,
poured.
Mrs.
Gretchen
fhonc
low-priced edition of this famous
Ten-day Philco radio tube sale, all
culties. This ts the last of four en
“MEET NERO WOLFE”
MAT. 2, EVE. 6:30 & 8:30
Simmons
played
and
sang
during
the
classic, $3.
CONT. SAT. 2:00 to 10:30
tertainments sponsored by the Rock makes Included at House-Sherman,
1 social hour. Forty members and
The Rockwell Kent Shakespeare,
Inc—adv.
land Lions, —adv.
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25c per lb; 5 lbs. for $1.00
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The Congressional Election
as Important as the Choice
of a President on Tuesday
By Nicholas Roosevelt
For the National Republican Builders, Inc.

On Tuesday the fate of the nation will be decided. No candid student of
American politics will deny that it is the most important election in a half
century. If the New Dealers are confirmed in office the days of the old
America are numbered.

Roosevelt has been enough you will,
of course, vote Republican. Be sure
to cast your ballot for your Repub
lican Congressman. If you are will
ing to give Mr. Roosevelt another
chance—if you believe that he can
not possibly be as bad in the next
four years, as he was in the last—
insure yourself against a possible
mistake by voting for your Republi
can Congressman. Even if you are
one of those who is convinced that
Mr. Roosevelt is right, and that his
way is the way of salvation, remem
ber that a strong Congress will pre
vent his making fresh mistakes—and
so help provide a powerful Republi
can block in Congress. We need a
strong Congress, no matter "who is
elected President.

after all, been the chief cause of
Instead of a free
many of our present troubles. It is
society based on a
not alone that the President has
government of the
usurped powers which, under the
people, for the
NO BANK SUSPENSION
American form of government he was
people, and by the
never
intended
to
have,
but
that
people — the most
Since the Federal Deposit Insurance
Congress supinely acquiesced in this
truly liberal form
Corporation Became Effective
usurpation and abdicated not only
of government yet
its
right
but
its
duty
to
write,
dis

devised by the wit
Not one commercial bank in the
cuss and properly evaluate proposed
of man—we shall
State
of Maine has been forced to
laws. It accepted drafts of bills j
slowly substitute a
suspend
operations since the Federal
drawn up by young lawyers employed •
planned and or
by
the
executive.
It
forced
them
Deposit
Insurance Corporation be
ganized society in
through committees with little dis-' came effective. Jan. 1. 1934, accord
which government shall have power
to tell the individual how he shall cussion—because the President had ing to information furnished by Dr.
conduct his business or run his farm put them on the “Must' list—some Robert J. Wiseman. State Director
No longer will Americans be free thing entirely new in American life for the National Emergency Council
citizens of a democratic state. They Once brought out on the floor they for Maine by the Corporation.
will be subjects of an autocratic could be passed without the chang- 1 June 30. 1936 deposits in 61 operat
ing of a comma because the President
governing body.
had
three henchmen in Congress for ing commercial banks ln the State of
This is the inevitable trend of the
Maine were insured by the Federal
every
opponent.
New Deal Its leaders, many of them,
If the American system is to sur-, Deposit Insurance Corporation. To
as yet hardly realize that this is the
tal deposits of these insured banks
outcome of their present policies. vive. the best possible men must be , amounted to $178 000.000 of which it
elected
to
the
coming
Congress.
We
They do not see that they are Help
is estimated that about 74*7 are cov
ing to fasten upon the shoulders of need more men like Carter Glass and ered by insurance. Since the great
Harry
Byrd,
more
Borahs
and
even
the American people a government
majority of depositors had less than
of extreme reaction—that their more Maury Mavericks. Only with $5000 in their accounts, it is estimat
such
men
voting
as
their
intelligence
triumph means the deathknell of i
and their consciences tell them to ed that 99 "c of the depositors in these
liberalism.
insured banks are fully protected
But even if Mr. Roosevelt is re-' vote can new vagaries of the New Only ten commercial banks, with de
Dealers
be
held
in
check.
elected there is still a ray of hope.
posits of about $19 000.000 in the
• • • •
He has not yet gone so far that he
State of Maine are not insured by
As a matter of fact a Congress of
cannot be checked. He has not yet
the Federal Deposit Insurance Cor
effected such far-reaching changes free, independent, and fearless men
poration.
that the way back to democracy is! can make it virtually impossible for:
During the 13 years prior to the
forever blocked. Even if he suc Mr Roosevelt to carry on his waste- >
time the Federal Deposit Insurance
ceeds in packing the Supreme Court ful and fantastic policies This, to
Corporation began to insure bank de
or in making it subservient to his be sure, is not of as great value to
posits. 40 commercial banks in Maine
whims it is still possible to hold him , the country as the removal of Mr.
suspended
operations This figure
in check by electing a Congress of Roosevelt from office. But it is
obvious that even if Mr Landon includes banks unable to resume regu
independent, fearless men.
This means, necessarily, electing a comes in it will be of great advantage lar banking operations at the close
large number of Republicans to Con- ’ to have a strong Congress, with the of the banking holiday in 1933 and
gress—not that they are necessarily two parties more or less evenly which were closed or operating under
better than Democrats, but because, balanced. The Senate cannot pos restrictions on April 12 of that year.
under the established practice of ' sibly go Republican, even though The deposits of these banks amount
the American political system a every Republican candidate be ed to $115,000,000. From Jan 1, 1934.
strong opposition party is the most elected. The present Democratic pre the date on which Federal Insurance
effective check on a headstrong ex ponderance is too great to be changed of deposits became effective, to June
ecutive But more important than until 1938 or 1940 as too many 30. 1936. no bank suspension occurred
the party affiliations of the Con- newly elected Democrats still have in Maine.
gressmen-to-be is that they be men two or four years of their six-year
Preston Forrester, a banker poli
who are not afraid to do what they ‘ terms to run
As you enter the polling booth on tician. and Congressman Winters'
believe to be right, and who will not
permit themselves to be coerced by Tuesday remember that it is as im son Bob. a play boy on whose should
threats or political pressure from the portant to elect the best man to ers responsibility sets lightly, get into
Congress as to the Presidency. If some very embarassing situations in
President.
The subserviency of Congress has, you are convinced that four years of the modem comedy "Cricket." —adv.
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at all Buick Showrooms

ENSATIONAL is the fervor with which
the American public has taken to its
heart the brilliant motor cars offered by
Buick this year.
Indeed, the sweeping success of the 1936
Buick program flatly challenged us and
our great parent General Motors to a
momentous decision.

S

Should we continue this amazingly popu
lar line of cars into next year, perhaps
the prudent thing to do — or should we
dare broad improvement upon their
spectacular excellence?

That’s why every car in the 1937 Buick
line —the SPECIAL, the CENTURY, the
ROADMASTER and the LIMITED—is a
triumph visibly and intrinsically outrank
ing anything we have ever done.

Each has more beauty for dazzling style,
more power for breath-taking action,
more room for full-family comfort, more
downright “road-command” for safety
and pleasure.
•
See them—then you’ll know why Buick’s
soaring sales curve is headed for yet
loftier altitudes next year.

We felt there was only one right answer
to that question, the bold and pro
gress! ve answer—and that’s why
insiders now forecasting 1937 are
vou ve
already saying: “It’s Buick again!’’

That’s why on top of $15,000,000
recently spent re-tooling and re
equipping Buick’s great plant, we
appropriated and are now spend
ing $14,500,000 more.

712 MAIN STREET

all ,11„i„e
hrmance and
.

C. W. HOPKINS, 1NC‘

and up, lilt .
flint, M,ckat J
SafiV

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 1000-W

★ ★ ★ WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES AHI BUUT. BUICK WUl BUILD THEM ★ * *

THE WAY TO MIAMI

Realm of
Music

FLOBip.A

A Timely Hint For Motorist
Who Would Avoid the
Big Cities

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to all points of Interest—Modern in every way.
An enjoyable view from our apacious ground-floor porches,
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.

Rockland motorists planning trips
to Miami. Florida this fall will find
the information contained in this
HOTEL
iy Gladyi Si. Clair Heistad
June tn
article of special interest because it
Booklet
October
ofltlines a fast scenic and non-conon
Application
gested motor route to the Southern
Hotel
Many of you have read the fascl-! been done into opera by Walter
Maselynn
Metropolis, which avoids such large
nating book '•Nijinsky'- written by Damrosch, veteran conductor, and is
Stamford
centers of population as New York
Corner Second Street
H. H. MaM
Del. Co.
his wife, Romola Nij'nsky, in which on the Metropolitan Opera coms
_
City, Paterson, Newark, Jersey City,
n. y. '
Manager
and First Avenue
is told the life of the famous dancer pany's spring production schedule,
Trenton and Philadelphia. Not to
up to the tragic mental illness which The libretto was done by Arthur
Moderate Rates
have to bother with the complicated
befell him in 1919. In a recent Sun- Ouiterman. poet, after a two-act
Dining I tootn Service Unsurpassed
traffic regulations and traffic prob
day paper, in the magazine section, scenario done by Damrosch. Mr.
lems of these cities is indeed inter
A
ll
was a short article by Mme Nijinsky. Damrosch said he lias been working
esting news to the motorist who pre
"Twilight of a God,“ telling of the on the opera for nearly two years
life Nijinsky leads today. "Nijinsky and last summer while at Bar Har- fers the open road because it enables
still dances . . . The glittering stage bor he completed its orchestration, him to enjoy his trip and make bet
ls no longer his floor, and there ls No one has been chosen for the ter time. It eliminates the care and
work usulaly experienced by drivers
now no frantic audience. His stage principal role.
when
traveling through big cities.
today is among rolling hills, green
The way to go from Rockland is Square. This route it should be not- : WHAT MR. 'MOODY SAW
woods and meadows, in the small
Boston has a four-year-old geniut
village of Kreuzlingen in Switzerland —Allan Reed, who lots been r:<ted via Route U. S. 1 southward to Bid ed avoids such large centers as Tren -1
And hls audience consists only of my five points above genius in a Harvard ■ deford. Then on Route 111 travel ton. Philadelphia and Wilmington.
Convincing Him That “The
Proceed southward on Route U. S.
self and his nurses."
test as regards the ability to name to Alfred where Route 11 is encount
Heavens Declare the Glory
The first 10 years of Nijinsky's ill any note or overtone that may be ered and followed to Rochester, N H 1, through Baltimore, a most interest
ing
and
historic
city.
Into
Washingj
Leave
Rochester
on
the
new
North
of
God"
ness were spent in his home, taken sounded. He is the son of Lewis Reed
ton.
D.
C„
our
National
Capital.
and
South
Route
U.
S.
202
which
was
occasionally to a nursing home But of Dorchester, a former violinist in
Next follow Route U. 8. 1 through Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
even the quiet life he led could not the Boston Symphony Orchestra: his especially marked a little more than a
Fredericksburg
which was visited by ! Late in the afternoon on Thursday,
year
ago,
to
enable
motorists
to
enter
|
give him the care his condition re mother is a member of the Massa
and leave New England from and to' CapUin John Smith in 1608. and f p:t. 29. while driving north over one
quired. and he was taken to the chusetts bor.
,
the South, in comfort and with ease. Richmond, capital of the Confederacy of the beautiful country roads in our
sanatorium Bellevue where he has
• a • •
Follow Route U. S. 202 southward during the Civil War. Into Petersburg.
been for the past seven years. DurThe Cincinnati Symphony Orchescounty I had the privilege of stopping
ing that period Mme. Nijinsky is the | tra has
,to
ul \ through New England to and across Virginia. From Petersburg go south
ray car and up to my left, overlooking
only member of his family who has coiumbia programs, the first having the Bear Mountain Bridge, situated ward on Route U S 301 through Em
a
pleasant valley, to the western sky,
poria.
Rocky
Mount
and
Dunn
into
visited him. He receives his wife taken pIace on
16 eoloUU for in th e beautiful Highlands of the
Hudson,
about
two
miles
north
of
Fayetteville.
North
Carolina.
Leave
j
to
see the sun Just reaching the treewith an expression of tenderness and tbe remaining broadcasts which take
Peekskill. N. Y.
Fayetteville on Route U. S« 15 and tops and yer tbe WOOdeo countrygratitude, and seems to lose some of
on
at 2:46 p m are:
Drive southward from the Bridge follow this route to the junction withJ! side to my right comini up from be
the great passivity of his present beNov 27^Simon Barer, pianist,
havior. They take long walks toi8__Gregor Piatigorsky. Rus- traffic circle on Route U. S 202. Route 17 at Walterboro. South Caro- ! hind the mountain or hills as we
through Stony Point, site of the Stony lina.
gether in the park, they sit for hours sjan ceUist
(Would call them, was the glory of the
Proceed from Walterboro on Route; moon one day befQre the fuU and
and hours in the sunshine, in dream
Jan. 1—Jose Iturbi. Spanish pianist Point Battlefield during the Revolu
ing silence. There are days, however, and conductor.
tionary war and through West Haver 17. to the connection with Route.
tWQ cel8stlal
were
when Nijinsky ls gay. he laughs and
straw. site of the Joshua Hett Smith U. S. 1 at Jacksonville Fla. A stop of actly halfw#y on the honzon flt lhe
Jan. 8—Josef Szigetti. violinist.
will even dance a tango or waltz with
Jan. 15—Charles M Courboin, House in which Major Andre the 24 hours here will prove well worth- i
e time
time. When the last spark of
'4£hea
his wife. Sometimes he evinces an French organist.
British Spy and Benedict Arnold the while.
sun had sank from view the lower
interest in the new dances. Some
From Jacksonville continue down, rlm of tbe moon eou]d be seen
Jan. 29—E. Robert Schmitz and traitor conferred, into Suffern.
times he begins to dance one of his Alexander Tansman. pianists.
Continue southward from Suffern the east coast of Florida on Route forou|h the tree tops.
parts, and during one of the latest | Feb 5—Rudorph Ganz, pianist.
on Route U. S. 202 through Lincoln iU. 8. 1 into Miami.
D;d someonf My there is no god.
visits with his wife he danced a
A new highway map showing the
how true of the Psalmist. "The
March 13—Bronislaw Huberman, Park and Morristown a fine residen
minuet. The seventeen years of his violinist.
tial city well over 200 years old, and principal highways between New Eng- Heaven^ Declare the Glory of God.
illness then disappear in a flash—his
April 2—Severin Eisertberger, pian- on through New Jersey and Pennsyl land and Florida has just been pub- and the Firmament Showeth His
lightness, his grace, the incredible ist
vania over rolling hills and past lished fdr the Bear Mountain Bridge. 1 Handiwork.”
beauty of his movements, and his
pleasant farms into West Chester, Pa This interesting folder of maps may
Through your columns I sure should
supreme art. reveal themselves once
Follow
Route 52 from West Chester be obtained without cost by writing to nite to know if any reader has had a
Among the recent Victor records is
more.
J. C. Moody.
Sonata No 3 in A minor (Enesco, southward to the junction with Route j the Bear Mountain Bridge at 39 ;|ge experience.
Nijinsky in his illness has no idea Opus 25) by Yehudi and Hepzibah U. S. 1. a little east of Kennett Broadway. New York city.
i union. Qct 30
of the struggles and hardships of life. Menuhin, violin and piano. Yehudi
He does not know that his old col- and his talented sister have played
leagues still attack him in books and ^0^,. mostTv (OT the family and
public utterances, that few have come a
close frlends
glyen
forward and proved true friends lr. but slx public recitals_two each
his hours of need. He does not know p,^ London gnd New York Th<
of the dreadful hardships his wife laM one at Carne?ie haU New York
has undergone He does not know last March. ma,kft the mQJt senfa.
that his existence is not assured and tional concert of the season, for the
that almost every one of those fellBW- entire house was sold out in one day
dancers to whom he devoted his art seven weeks before the performance.
and life, refused to take part In a Heifetz and Toscanini among others
"benefit performance" which a few cheered and applauded the playing of
people with merciful hearts tried to this sonata that so enthralled the
arrange for him.
audience. The Sonata is typically
A picture of the home and life of Roumanian. Enesco is Yehudi's
“Le Dieu de la Danse" is this: In a teacher and friend.
beautifully kept park, full of flowers,
seven modern villas sUnd. each
Pledge$ Her Support
| furnished like an up-to-date country
house. Even the villas reserved for
To 1936 Mobilization
those known as the "dangerously in
sane do not differ from the other
houses. No bars, no padded cells;
each one has hls own rooms These
, houses have their lounge, drawing
room. balconies, billiards, radio and
the same air of cheerfulness and free
dom is present everywhere The only
difference in these houses is that the
outer door is locked and the windows
open with a key instead of a handle.
It is a most perfectly organized and
operated institution. Here, ln one of
the one-story villas, Nijinsky s room
ls on the ground floor. In this peace
ful atmosphere he passes his days,
regulated with great punctuality The
guardian angel of this place is Sister
Lydia—she is a mother to them all,
always smiling, always with a kind
word for each. Nijinsky's special
nurse is Mr K . who has looked after
him since 1919. He has an utter con
MRS. DONALD M. PAYSON, of
fidence in him and obeys him blindly.
Foreside. Maine, chairman
Mr. K dresses and serves Nijinsky, Falmouth
of the women's division of the Port
takes him for walks, serves him his land Community Chest, has been
meals. Nijinsky Is very passive in his appointed to membership on the Na
tional Women's Committee of the
behavior, seldom showing any In
1936 Mobilization for Human Needs,
terest. He refuses to work, therefore according to an announcement by
he is allowed to pass his time accord Mrs. Harper Sibley, of Rochester,
ing to his moods. Otherwise he gets chairman. Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt
is honorary chairman.
Irritated.
The Mobilization is a nation-wide
“Strange that a man so great
effort to call attention to private wel
should be forgotten so soon. I, thank
fare services which depend largely
on local community chest campaigns
God. shall never forget . . are the
closing words of Mme. Nijinsky's for funds.
Mrs. Payson is an active civic and
article.
social leader in Maine. She has

GRALYNN

GENERAL

a • « «

I am Still browsing in the fascinat
ing pages of the Boston Symphony
book of which I told you last week.
And how thrilled I was as I turned
to page 174 to read this:
•'Kilton Vinal Smith. Trombone.
Yes, Vinalhaven, Maine, is where
Kilton was born on1 the 9th of Mav
1909. sunny side up. If I had such
perfect teeth as Mr. Smith, perhaps
I would smile, too, as much as he
does. I suppose to anyone as phy
sically strong as he is, it seems un
necessary to be cross. He is a pupil
of Mr. Raichman, who has always
been his teacher since he was thir
teen years old. He not only plays the
trombone but can also play the tuba
and baritone."
• • • •
How many of us knew that Knox
County was providing a Boston Sym
phony musician?

headed the Portland Chest's women's
division for two years, is a former
president of the Portland Players, and
is secretary of the Children's Service
Bureau. She has been especially in
terested in the legislative program
of the Children’s Service Bureau
which has taken an active part in
child welfare legislation in Maine.
The special project of the National
Women's Committee of the Mobiliza
tion is to organize women as inter
preters of the
needs of
their
communities and as spokesmen for
social services. About 330 cities and
towns will conduct community chest
campaigns for the maintenance of
their voluntary welfare and health
projects this fall.

For a
career of

HUB ACADEMY

161

Hundreds are buying
their Electric Refrigerator
Now at these BIG Savings!
SAVINGS from $10 fo $14.50 are now possible on both Monitor
Top and Flatop General Electric refrigerators if you buy this Fall.
These aro standard models, carried regularly in stock. Every one is
a perfect machine and bears the original 5-year guarantee.

Don't go through another Winter without your electric refrigerator.
The hot dry air in the home during the coming months makes it even
more necessary to preserve your food electrically.

BEAUTY CULTURE

Choose HUB ACADEMY, largest ln
New England Faculty of professional
lecturers. Aggressive employment de
partment to place graduates. Fully
equipped kit given absolutely free of
charge Day and evening classes now
forming Write for catalogue.

• • • «.
Edward Everett Hale's story of
"The Man Without a Country" haa

ARE YOU AMONG THEM?

Of Hair and Beauty Culture
Massachusetts Avenue, Boston
Approved by State of Maine

• Quantity Limited
We eennet ^uirintee ebove
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